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Don’t be afraid of this book. My intention is to explain financial state-
ments and related concepts in easy-to-understand language, not con-
fusing industry jargon as is found in every other finance-related work
I’ve seen. The goal is to impart solid comprehension. If you can’t do so
already, after carefully reading this book you will be able to understand
the business section of any newspaper, including my favorite, The Wall
Street Journal. You will also find that while that the skills and knowl-
edge described herein are business oriented, there are also parallels
throughout this book to one’s personal financial well-being.

. . .

The genesis of this book is, as Paul McCartney and John Lennon
(mostly McCartney), so eloquently put it, a “Long and Winding Road,”
but which may be succinctly summarized as accounting is taught
wrong. While I scraped by with a “B” in Accounting 101 as an under-
graduate at Vanderbilt University, I walked away from the course 
feeling slightly less educated than I was before the class started. It
seemed as though the professor received satisfaction from tricking the
students. “Sooo,” she would say while pointing to the board wearing a
Cheshire cat grin, “Is it a debit or a credit?” Most of the class would
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sheepishly state in nervous whispers, “Debit”? “No!” she would thunder.
“It’s a credit! Ha, ha, ha!”

I learned much later that she was, in effect, teaching us a little bit
of brain surgery. Unless her students were likely to be accounting 
professionals in some capacity, general ledger entries and debits and
credits only serve to confuse the bigger picture (which, frankly, is all
that most people will ever need but few will ever properly understand).

After college, I landed a job with Price Waterhouse’s (PW)
Restructuring Practice in New York City. We helped those who were owed
money (i.e., creditors) from companies in bankruptcy (i.e., debtors) 
figure out what they might ultimately recover as a percentage of what
they were owed. As a junior professional, my job was to input data 
and create many spreadsheets. (I became a Lotus 1–2–3 wiz.) Despite
PW’s status of being a premier “Big Six” accounting firm (alongside
Coopers & Lybrand, which later merged with PW; Arthur Anderson,
which later imploded during the Enron document shredding scandal;
Deloitte & Touche; Ernst & Young; and KPMG Peat Marwick), I really
wasn’t close to being proficient in accounting, even after a couple of
years. My salary seemed generous on the surface until I moved New York
City, absorbed the much higher cost of living, and divided my income by
the hours worked.

Two years later, anxious to move past paycheck-to-paycheck living,
I solicited various Wall Street firms for open positions. Fortunately, 
the Price Waterhouse name on my résumé opened interview doors; 
I landed a job as a securities analyst for a distressed securities broker-
age firm that had broken off from Bear Stearns. (Remember them?)
The firm was relatively small and had no formal training program but
assumed that my skills were far more advanced than they were. I was
asked on my first day to create projected balance sheets for a company
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in bankruptcy protection. I had no clue as to what to do. Fearful of los-
ing the job I so badly needed, I sat down with an annual report and my
trusty Lotus 1–2–3 spreadsheets.

Starting with the relatively straightforward income statement, 
I figured out the simple subtraction to get from revenue to net income.
However, the interaction between the statements proved to be more of
a challenge. If net income increased, shouldn’t cash on the balance
sheet go up by the same amount? After some contemplation, it occurred
to me that, for example, if a company had recorded a sale but had not
yet gotten paid, its receivables (money owed by customers) would go up.
This increase in receivables, while still counted as part of net income,
would not increase cash until the customers paid their bills. Making
similar adjustments for increases in equipment purchases and borrow-
ings, I finally got the result I so desperately sought: the balance sheet
balanced. In other words, the company’s assets equaled its liabilities
plus net worth. My first reaction was relief and joy. My second was: Why
hadn’t anyone ever explained financial statements to me like this
before? Career lightbulb no.1 went on.

Over the next couple of years, I became proficient at securities
analysis and breathed much more easily knowing that my job was
secure. I became partner and helped form a corporate finance division
(we helped find investors for companies or projects) within our organ-
ization. Two of the projects for which we raised capital were struggling:
an insurance company based in Bermuda that we had purchased from
the Travelers Group and a company I founded in Texas for the purpose
of recycling, or scrapping, the U.S. Navy’s vast fleet of “mothballed”
ships. The investor groups in both cases asked me and two partners to
take over the management of each firm. We left the company, formed
our own, and rolled up our sleeves. The insurance company’s costs were
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slashed, and investment revenue jumped as we diversified its invest-
ment portfolio. The firm was ultimately sold to a much larger insurance
company at a substantial profit to the investor group.

The ship-breaking firm, however, was hit hard by the Asian crisis of
the late 1990s. In an effort to raise “hard” currency, steel producers in
Russia, China, and elsewhere started “dumping” their finished steel
products in the United States. The prices they sought for the steel were
so low that domestic steel producers actually shut down their mills in
many cases, instead of filling their customer orders through the pur-
chase and resale of the cheap Asian imports. Unfortunately, there
aren’t many uses for scrap steel other than melting it to make new steel
products. Due to its weight, scrap is also very costly to transport.
Consequently, since the primary source of revenue for a ship-scrapping
concern is the sale of scrap metal, operating results took a nosedive as
scrap prices plummeted from about $160 per ton to around $60 per ton
in fewer than 60 days.

Times were tough, especially since we as principals had personally
guaranteed millions of dollars of debt obligations to help fund the com-
pany’s development. In addition, we were having trouble collecting
money from our customers as the steel production industry was strug-
gling. In other words, even though we were supposedly selling enough
product to pay our bills (barely), there was insufficient cash available to
pay payroll, lease expenses, and so on. Our receivables were growing; this
was effectively a painful use of cash. The second career lightbulb was
illuminated. The theoretical lesson about receivables growth “using”
cash learned years earlier on paper was now being put to actual use. We
had to dip into our pockets repeatedly to avoid the catastrophe associ-
ated with missing payroll and defaulting on the huge debt obligations.

We made it through. Though the process was painful, we found 
a financial partner willing to put up additional capital. Government
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contracts and commodity price improvement allowed the company to
work through a difficult time. Once the business stabilized, I left my
partners in order to venture out on my own, wiser for the experience.

Over the next few years, I undertook many ventures, including buy-
ing, “fixing,” and selling about 10 companies and 60 real estate proj-
ects, and performing turnaround consulting for troubled businesses.
More and more, I was becoming a resource for others seeking financial
and operational guidance. One day, a close friend at a very high level
position at a Fortune 500 company called me, frantically seeking
“secret” advice regarding a meeting he was to attend the next day. His
employer was considering acquiring a smaller company, and the meet-
ing was intended to evaluate the merits of such a pursuit. “What does
accretive mean?” he asked. “And what is EBITDA?” Happy to help, 
I took the time to chat with him and explained clearly what he needed
to know. Gratefully, he responded by offering me a generous compli-
ment: “I always thought accounting was so complicated,” he shared.
“You make it seem so simple.” “That’s because accounting is taught
wrong,” I contended. “I could teach you accounting in an hour.” “You
can’t teach accounting in an hour!” he exclaimed. “Sure I can,” was my
reply. “Then you’re hired!” he shouted. “Our executives desperately
need financial literacy but can’t spare much time.”

So with my proverbial foot in my mouth, I wrote a course and gave
the presentation, titled “Accounting In An Hour,” which was extremely
well received. Since accounting had become a hot topic with the
implosion of Enron, WorldCom, Sunbeam, and others, I decided to put
out feelers to assess the potential market reaction to my 60-minute
lecture.

Huge. Many companies were seeking just such a solution. Now my
career had taken an unexpected turn—training others. I traveled
around giving the seminar to large organizations and met with the
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training folks at Goldman Sachs. Goldman loved the idea and offered to
purchase the program “If you put it online—our people are scattered
all over the place.” Not knowing anything about e-learning but wanting
Goldman’s cash, I assembled a top team to modify my plain PowerPoint
presentation into a snappy online and DVD-based financial literacy
training tool. Suddenly, the instructor-led lecture had become an
extremely well received e-learning platform. The company, In An Hour,
LLC, has been approached by several publishers about the creation of
a modern-day “For Dummies” series under the In An Hour—Get
Smarter Faster brand. The Best Practice Institute has labeled me “one
of the top experts in the world,” and McGraw-Hill has asked me to write
this book for you.

Normally, I enjoy providing operational and financial guidance 
to troubled institutions, both public and private. There is an inherent
satisfaction to seeing the lessons I’ve learned benefiting others. And
there are a few more books rattling around in my head. Let’s see what
you think of this one first. . . . .
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This book is dedicated to my loving family. I have been very fortunate
to have a supportive and understanding wife who has accepted my non-
traditional (and sometimes volatile) career path. We have gone through
countless difficult situations over the last 15 years. She recognizes,
however, that I possess an entrepreneur’s spirit, and she is able to focus
on our many successes along the way. If it weren’t for Jackie, I’d be
working a nine to five (or more likely a seven to ten) job and wouldn’t
be writing this book for you.

My children, Aristotle and Sloan Falcon, are my inspiration. 
I couldn’t be prouder of my two smart, funny, and athletic boys. When
all is said and done, it is their excellent well-being that is my ultimate
source of joy. I recently watched (and heard) six-year old Aristotle
break his leg wrestling a far larger opponent. His toughness through
the pain and desire to continue wrestling this season humble me. Four
months after being in a wheelchair, he took first place in a major
wrestling tournament. Amazing!

My parents provided a stable environment for me and my sister
Caroline growing up and offered us great educational opportu-
nities. Their sacrifices and support along the way are also greatly
appreciated.
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I’ve been fortunate to have had the opportunity to experience
many business adventures. I hope that the lessons learned along the
way will offer you a quicker and easier path to the knowledge absorbed
(sometimes painfully) along the way.

And thank you, the reader, for taking the time to read on. I under-
stand how scarce the resource has become over the last few years.
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Remember WorldCom, later renamed MCI? The telecommunications
giant, along with its investors, suffered a terrible fate due to a system-
atic failure to adhere to the guidance contained in this book. A recur-
ring theme herein will be the practice of recognizing that an expense
occurs when value is lost. WorldCom inappropriately failed to make
such acknowledgments to the tune of $11 billion, resulting in one of 
the largest corporate scandals in history. Instead of justly expensing
the $11 billion of lost value, the company took the position that it had
added substantial assets to its balance sheet from 1999 through 2002.
This process resulted in artificial profits and had the effect of unfairly
propping up the company’s share price. When the fictitious asset values
were ultimately discovered, WorldCom filed for bankruptcy protection,
causing tens of billions of dollars of investor losses. Bernard Ebbers, its
chief executive officer, was sent to prison to serve a 25-year sentence 
at Oakdale Federal Correctional Complex in Louisiana.

I’m writing this book because I find the extent to which financial
literacy is lacking in our society deplorable. Many small business 
owners or employees in large organizations are responsible for deci-
sions that directly impact the bottom line. Unfortunately, their lack 
of basic accounting and finance knowledge leads to tremendous opera-
tional inefficiencies. As the global economy becomes increasingly com-
petitive, inappropriately motivated choices cause companies to suffer,
leading to loan defaults and job losses.
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Culled from a wild adventure of a career, during which many of
these lessons were learned the hard way, you’ll garner and retain more
practical—and valuable—information from this book than from any
other you have read. My goal is to empower you through improved
knowledge and resultant heightened confidence and superior decision
making.

In order to lay a foundation for increasingly complex topics, I’ll
begin with a short summary of the two important financial statements:
the income statement and balance sheet. An income statement shows
how much money has been brought into an organization, how much is
spent, and how much, if any, is left over: revenue minus expenses equals
profit (or loss) over a period of time. A balance sheet is a snapshot of
what a business owns, how much it owes, and what is left over: assets
minus liabilities equals equity (or net worth) at a specific point in time.
While the focus of this book deals with the balance sheet and peripheral
issues, the concepts of the income statement and the balance sheet are
interrelated and must be examined in conjunction with each other. One
must understand not only what a business or individual possesses and
owes at year end but also how much is earned or lost over time.

I’ll then provide a more comprehensive view of the balance sheet,
breaking it down into its various components. The different types of
short-term, or current, assets such as cash, inventory, accounts receiv-
able, and prepaid expenses (things expected to be turned into cash 
or used as cash within a year from the date of the balance sheet) will
be explained in more detail. Long-term assets, or possessions, includ-
ing equipment, furniture, and real estate, which are used to operate a
business (and are not expected to be sold within 12 months) will then
be examined.

The book will next describe the various forms of obligations a com-
pany might have incurred. Short-term, or current, liabilities are those
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debts that must be paid within a year. Examples of current liabilities
include accounts payable, accrued expenses, and that portion of long-
term debt that comes due over the next 12 months. Next, we’ll look at
longer-term IOUs, which needn’t be paid for at least a year. Long-term
liabilities include equipment loans, real estate mortgages, and bond
liabilities.

As mentioned, the difference between assets and liabilities is called
“net worth,” or equity. Equity can consist of several forms. Paid-in capi-
tal is the money contributed to a company by its owners. Retained earn-
ings are the accumulated profits that a business has generated over time.
Additionally, equity often consists of multiple tranches. Preferred stock
is senior to common stock, much like a first mortgage has priority over a
second mortgage on a building. There are different forms of preferred
stock, just as there are numerous varieties of common equity. Depending
on the type of business or organization, owners might possess member-
ship interests, common shares, or partnership percentages. All equity
holders, regardless of type, are junior in right of payment to liabilities.

Once I’ve laid the basic groundwork of financial literacy through
the explanation of the income statement and balance sheet, I’ll move
on to cover applications of this knowledge. The first such subject will
be the differences between cash-based accounting and accrual-based
accounting. Cash-based accounting simply records transactions when
money is received or paid. The more accurate accrual-based method
keeps track of when liabilities are incurred or assets are recorded,
regardless of whether cash transfers have occurred yet.

Additional topics will include the valuation of inventory, or goods
on hand for sale. When a business purchases identical products at dif-
ferent prices for resale to customers, it may choose which to “sell” first.
LIFO, or last in, first out, is the process by which the most recently
acquired identical product is identified as the one sold. FIFO, or first
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in, first out, on the other hand, suggests that the oldest identical prod-
uct in inventory is the one disposed of first. Deciding which of the two
methodologies to utilize may have a significant impact on the timing of
a company’s profitability.

Another major challenge faced by many organizations is the man-
agement of working capital. In other words, how much short-term cash
is available to a business to purchase inventory and meet the needs of
its current liabilities as well as other ongoing requirements? Many
companies, especially small ones, find this task daunting. I describe
the challenge and offer several solutions. Vendor financing, receivables
factoring, and quick pay discounts are three of the answers provided.
Each offers a way for organizations to better align cash receipts and
necessary payments.

The next issue tackled is the frequent discrepancy between the car-
rying value of an organization’s assets on the balance sheet and their
actual market value. While assets are originally listed on a company’s
books at their original cost, several factors cause the asset values to
fluctuate, even while the book values remain relatively constant. The
way to account for a gradual loss in value of a long-term asset over its
estimated useful life is called “depreciation” for tangible assets, which
we may touch and feel. The slow decline in the book value of intangible
assets (those that we can’t touch or feel, like patents or developed
technology) is deemed “amortization.” Depreciation and amortization
can significantly reduce a company’s future profitability without the
associated cash costs. There are many ways that a business may choose
to account for the gradual loss of value of these long-term assets. I’ll
discuss several in some detail.

Sometimes, asset values drop precipitously in a short time frame,
such as when a customer that owes you money files for bankruptcy or
when a product development failure occurs. In these cases, the book,
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or carrying, value of the impaired asset may be rapidly adjusted down-
ward in a process known as a write-down. When the write-down elimi-
nates all of the value of the asset (now deemed to be worthless), the
exercise is considered a write-off.

The next subject I describe is the difference between operating
leases and capital leases. Companies require assets necessary for the
operation of their business, such as equipment. The structure of the
agreement utilized to acquire these items varies but has a significant
impact on each organization’s balance sheet and income statement.
The pros and cons of each variety are explained.

Some companies seeking liquidity must raise money through 
borrowing funds, diluting existing owners through equity sales or are
forced to sell assets on their balance sheets. Investors sometimes pur-
chase these items and then effectively rent them back to the company
for a negotiated rate of interest. Deemed “sale leaseback transactions,”
such maneuvers may be viewed as a sign of financial weakness, which
requires the ostensible borrower to transfer ownership of the underly-
ing asset. I will describe this process.

Another covered topic that is widely used in financial statement
preparation, asset valuations, and business purchases is net present
value. Net present value, or NPV, determines the present worth of a
future earnings stream. In this fashion, appropriate pricing may be
established to determine whether or not certain asset acquisitions
make sense. NPV is an important tool in financial statement analysis.

Capital expenditures (or CapEx, for short) are the regular pur-
chases of assets necessary to operate a business. Tools and machinery,
for example, must be relatively new and/or properly updated to preserve
operating efficiency to keep a company competitive. These important
monetary outlays are often overlooked by overly optimistic investors as
a required use of future cash. I will explain the importance of CapEx as
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a balance sheet adjustment despite its lack of immediate impact on the
income statement.

Our next agenda item is cash flow. Loosely speaking, cash flow is
supposed to represent the amount of money a business can generate
over a period of time. Unfortunately, cash flow is defined differently by
many different constituencies, and many of them interpret the concept
incorrectly. I will set the record straight.

When an organization is unable to honor its obligations and
defaults on its debts, it is often forced to file for bankruptcy. In this
case, those liabilities that don’t have specific and sufficient collateral
to ensure repayment become subject to compromise. Liabilities subject
to compromise generally don’t recover anywhere near the amount of
their claim against the debtor. The text will describe this process.

Sometimes liabilities for which a company may be obligated are
dependent on outside circumstances. An example of these contingent
liabilities is a pending lawsuit. Should the business lose the case, it
might be on the hook for a substantial sum. But how would a company
account for such an eventuality on its balance sheet? I will share the
rationale and implementation of this procedure as well as its applica-
bility to public institutions.

Once the aforementioned topics have been laid out, we’ll then
move on to balance sheet analysis. In short, does it look okay? What red
flags should an investor or vendor look for when considering the exten-
sion of credit or investment of capital to an enterprise? The first con-
sideration discussed is asset quality. Are the items listed worth their
stated book values? How can one tell?

One analysis tool covered herein is the monitoring of accounts
payable. Often the last to be paid, a growth in obligations to vendors
relative to sales may be an early warning sign that a business may be
experiencing financial distress.
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Fiscal problems often manifest themselves in other forms as well.
A company that is having trouble raising money might be forced to give
up ownership of its assets to an effective lender. These sale leaseback
arrangements call for a business to liquidate assets, often at dis-
counted prices and then pay for the future use of the items that are no
longer owned. These structures, currently in use by the State of
California and American Airlines, protect investors from distressed
borrowers by granting them immediate ownership in (generally) tangi-
ble assets, skipping the otherwise necessary foreclosure process should
a loan default occur.

I’ll then explain how corporate executives are, in effect, fund man-
agers, working on behalf of company owners. Unlike mutual funds, busi-
ness managers use different tools. Instead of using cash to buy stocks or
bonds, they have equipment, real estate, accounts receivable, inventory,
and employees to manage. Their job performance may be measured by
how well they are able to generate profits for the company’s owners using
those assets relative to other managers within the same industry, deemed
to be a “return on assets test.” Return on equity is a similar measure 
of executive skill that also factors in the use of borrowings to improve 
(at least theoretically) profitability to shareholders in the company.

The debt-to-equity ratio is a measurement of financial risk that is
determined by how much a business borrows (and is obligated to
repay) relative to the amount of capital the company has raised
through owner contributions or retained profits. Beware of companies
that are overly reliant on debt; performance hiccups may have a devas-
tating effect on company viability.

Another way we may monitor financial statement vulnerability 
is through an audit process. An audit is the process by which an 
“independent” accounting firm reviews and opines on a company’s
income statement and balance sheet and the ways by which they have
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been created. While an audit generally requires only spot-checking, 
it often uncovers inconsistencies, which may then prompt further
investigation. Some audits have led to ultimate fiscal collapse of large
businesses once it has been revealed that mistakes or outright impro-
prieties have been masking poor performance.

Balance sheet changes should also be considered when business
performance is examined. A business that is unable to collect from its
customers on a timely basis or needs to increase borrowings to survive
without revenue growth ultimately may be a candidate for bankruptcy.
Some of these modifications, coupled with details about preparation
methods of the financial statement, specific debt due dates, available
credit lines, and an auditor opinion letter, are described in the notes
to a company’s financial statements. These notes must be reviewed
carefully by an investor in conjunction with the statements themselves
to derive a more complete understanding of a corporation’s fiscal 
well-being.

Once I’ve described the income statement and balance sheet, cou-
pled with other basic analysis tools, I’ll move on to ways in which a bal-
ance sheet may be utilized to maximize value for company owners. One
such process is the use of a company’s equity as currency. A corporation
might preserve cash by using shares of stock to reward employees,
reduce debt, or acquire assets, including other businesses. The meas-
urement of how well management executes this is a function of whether
or not the profit allocation to each piece of ownership grows or shrinks
due to such moves. Equity transactions that increase earnings per share
are deemed accretive, and they therefore are desirable. On the other
hand, when equity is used as currency and earnings per share decline as
a result, the process is considered dilutive.

Other covered topics will include the impact of inflation and cur-
rency fluctuations on the balance sheet and the income statement. 
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It is important to understand how these uncontrollable factors affect a
company’s fiscal fortunes. This understanding also aids in preparing for
such eventualities should managers or outside investors seek to hedge
against either occurrence.

We’ll then segue into causes of the recent financial meltdowns. We
begin with a description of the era of easy money, describing how cheap
debt (very low interest rates to sometimes dubious borrowers) resulted
in tremendous overleveraging by individuals and businesses alike. This
process was fueled by poor public policy decisions, dubious analysis by
rating agencies, and greed. A government philosophy that home own-
ership was a right, not a privilege, forced financial institutions to make
questionable loans to unqualified borrowers. These loans were then
packaged and sold in bundles to Wall Street institutions and other
investors, aided by overly optimistic assessments by rating agencies.
The ultimate result was a seizure of the global economy’s financial sys-
tem and trillions of dollars of losses.

The avoidance of such situations is our next topic. Managing risk
and protecting assets may reduce the likelihood of repeated home
runs but mitigates the chance of disaster. Examples of how this 
may be accomplished include diversification, strong management,
minimal debt usage, insurance in various forms, and asset sheltering.
Instead if home runs, we’ll take singles and doubles (and sleep
soundly) all day long.

You may have heard that the cash flow statement is the third
important financial statement. This is false. While I’ll describe how it
works, it is important to note that the cash flow statement provides no
new information (provided that the balance sheets have sufficient
detail). It simply illustrates balance sheet changes to show the sources
and uses of cash balances. For this reason, I devote only a relatively
modest portion of the book to the cash flow statement.
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To put this newfound wisdom to use, I will next outline common
mistakes entrepreneurs make when starting a business (and how to
avoid such pitfalls) and how management skills may be improved
through heightened financial literacy. I’ll walk you through the steps
necessary to ensure your success, whether you’re a manager of a part
of a larger organization or an owner of a more modest business. In
either case, you need to maximize profits for the company’s owners
through effective management of the assets under your direction
(including employees, which require cash). The necessary tools for
either role are essentially the same.

Lastly, I’ll summarize the most important elements covered in the
book in order to facilitate retention. Don’t be afraid to keep the book
handy as a reference guide!

I’m very proud of the amount and quality of knowledge condensed
in this book. I hope you find it to be a valuable shortcut to information
culled from many years of experiences. Happy reading!
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PRIMER ON THE BALANCE
SHEET AND INCOME

STATEMENT

C H A P T E R

1

WHAT IS A BALANCE SHEET?

The good news is that reading financial statements is easy. Let’s start
with a short overview of the first of two important financial statements,
the balance sheet.

The balance sheet shows what a company’s assets are (what it owns),
what its liabilities are (what it owes), and what its equity is (what’s left
over) at a specific point in time. 

That’s it. Memorize that sentence—it’s pretty important. By the
way, the specific point in time is usually the end of the year or the end
of a quarter. Simplistically, what did I own and what did I owe at the
end of last year, and what was the difference between the two?
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To start, there are three principal components of a balance sheet.
The first, assets, is things that are owned. There are many types of
assets. Assets that are readily converted into or used as cash are
deemed short term in nature. Examples of short-term, or current,
assets are cash, monies due from customers (called “accounts receiv-
able”), inventory (stocked items for sale), or any other owned items
that are expected to be liquidated or used as cash within one year from
the date on the balance sheet.

Assets such as real estate, furniture, or equipment used to operate
the business are generally not expected to be sold within 12 months.
Consequently, these owned items are classified as long term in nature.
Long-term assets maintain their value over an extended time frame
based on their estimated useful lives. A building, for example, will not
decline in value as quickly as a computer, and less of its cost is lost each
year as a result.

On the other side of the ledger, a company that owns assets typically
also owes money to various people or entities in the form of liabilities.
Liabilities are simply IOUs. A business or individual might owe money 
to employees in the form of accrued payroll or vacation time, 
to vendors (suppliers who have shipped product or provided services
with the expectation of payment in 30 or 60 days, called “accounts
payable”), to banks in the form of credit cards or other debt, to the
Internal Revenue Service, or to other creditors. Those debts that must
be paid within a year from the balance sheet’s date are considered
short-term liabilities. Obligations that needn’t be paid for at least 
12 months are deemed long-term liabilities.

The difference between assets and liabilities is called “net
worth,” or equity. In short, if you were to sell the assets shown on a
balance sheet at their listed values and use the proceeds to pay off
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the stated liabilities, whatever is left would be considered equity. 
Equity is the value the owners have in the business. Similarly, an
individual might sell his or her possessions, satisfy all creditors with
the proceeds, and keep whatever is left over for himself or herself. 
Keep in mind that it is possible to have negative equity if the pro-
posed asset sales wouldn’t result in enough cash to pay off the listed
liabilities.

Let’s look at an easy example. Imagine buying a house for $100,000,
with a $10,000 down payment and a $90,000 mortgage. You’ve just cre-
ated a balance sheet. A $100,000 asset (the house) equals the $90,000
liability (the mortgage) plus $10,000 in equity (also called “net worth”).
In other words, if you sell the asset and use the proceeds to pay off the
liabilities, you get net worth, or equity.

Of course, companies (and individuals) have assets of varying
kinds in addition to real estate. These include cash, inventory, equip-
ment, and patents. We owe money in forms other than mortgages, 
such as taxes, utility bills, credit cards, and payroll. Net worth, or
equity, is calculated by subtracting total liabilities from total assets.
It’s simple.

PRIMER ON THE INCOME STATEMENT

To fully understand the balance sheet, you need to be familiar with
another major financial statement, the income statement (also called
the “P&L,” or “profit and loss statement”). Here’s an overview.

The income statement (P&L) shows how much money a company gener-
ates, how much it spends, and what is left over during a period of time. 
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Easy. By the way, the income statement’s period of time is often one
year or one calendar quarter. I’ll illustrate the income statement
through the use of a simple example: Jackie’s Hardware Store.

The first component of the income statement is revenue. Revenue is
the money an organization receives before paying any expenses. Sales
are the portion of revenue that comes from selling products or services
to customers, such as retailers getting money for stocked goods, or legal
fees paid to an attorney. Other sources of revenue include proceeds from
a tenant’s rent to a landlord or royalties received by an author from 
a publisher.

For nonprofit organizations, annual revenue may be referred to as
“gross receipts” and may come from donations from individual or cor-
porate donors, fund-raising, membership dues, grants from government
agencies, or return on investments. Tax revenue is money that a gov-
ernment receives from taxpayers. In many countries, including the
United Kingdom, revenue is called “turnover.”

The price of goods or services multiplied by the number of those
items sold determines a company’s annual revenue. In Jackie’s
Hardware Store, Jackie receives money from selling products like ham-
mers, saws, and nails to her customers. Let’s imagine that she sold
1,000 hammers last year for $10 each. She would have generated
$10,000 in hammer revenue. Similarly, she sold 2,000 saws last year for
$20 each, creating $40,000 in saw revenue. If we add the total revenue
from hammers and saws to the revenue from all of the other products
in her store last year, we’ll assume that she generated $1 million in
total revenue, which in her case comes from sales.

Hammers $  1,000
Price Each � $ 10
Hammer Revenue $10,000
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Saws 2,000

Price Each � $ 20

Saw Revenue $ 40,000

Hammer Revenue $ 10,000

Other Sales � $ 950,000

Total Revenue $1,000,000

The next piece of the income statement is direct costs. Direct costs
are those expenses that are directly correlated with sales. In other
words, if Jackie generates zero revenue, theoretically, her direct costs
should also be zero. Examples of direct costs are commissions (which
are paid only when sales occur) and the cost of the goods that she sells.
Jackie does not have any commissioned salespeople in her store, so her
only direct costs are from the products that she sells.

It is important to note that the purchase of inventory is not an
expense when Jackie buys the goods. This transaction is simply the
transfer of one asset, cash, to another asset, inventory. The expense
occurs when the value is lost. When the hammer becomes someone
else’s property and the customer walks out of the store, Jackie’s
Hardware Store no longer owns it. The value is lost at the time of the
sale. The recording of the sale (generation of revenue) occurs simulta-
neously with the expensing of the inventory even though it was previ-
ously purchased.

Last year, as we learned, Jackie sold 1,000 hammers. Her cost per
hammer was $5 each, so her direct cost associated with the sale of
hammers was $5,000. Her cost per saw was $10 each, so her direct costs
for saws last year on the 2,000 that she sold was $20,000. Let’s add her
direct costs for hammers to her direct costs for saws to all of her other
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direct costs last year. We’ll suppose that she had total direct costs for
the year of $500,000. For example:

Direct Costs
Commissioned salespeople $ 0
Cost of goods

Hammers $ 5,000
Saws 20,000
Other Cost of Goods 475,000

Total Direct Costs $500,000

Subtracting direct costs from revenue yields gross profit. Jackie’s
gross profit last year can be simply calculated as $1,000,000 of revenue
less $500,000 of direct costs equals $500,000 of gross profit:

Revenue $1,000,000
Direct Costs �500,000
Gross Profit $ 500,000

Her gross margin is $500,000 of gross profit divided by total revenue
of $1,000,000, or 50 percent:

$500,000 � $1,000,000 � 0.50

or 50% gross margin

In other words, half of her revenue goes to purchase the items she
sells, her inventory. Obviously, the higher the gross profit, the better.
If a company has a negative gross profit because its sales don’t even
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cover the cost of goods that are sold, it might as well close its doors, as
there is no money left over to fund the other expenses the business has
to incur.

Different types of businesses have vastly differing gross margins. 
A software company (e.g., Microsoft) that creates a program (e.g.,
Microsoft Office) once may sell it many, many times. Once the code is
written, the cost of burning a disk and putting it into a box is trivial rel-
ative to the purchase price of a couple of hundred dollars. Obviously,
the more copies that are sold, the easier it will be to absorb the cost of
content creation over a larger customer base.

Grocery stores, on the other hand, have notoriously low gross margins.
Many items are sold below cost as “loss leaders” to induce customers to
enter the store. Some food, such as fruit and vegetables, dairy products,
bread products, and meat and chicken or seafood, is perishable and is
thrown away regularly because realistically it is never completely sold.
Due to the slim gross margins under which these companies must oper-
ate, it is imperative that they sell large volumes of products in order to
generate sufficient gross profit to cover operating expenses (see below).

Generally speaking, when a company is able to raise prices, few of
its expenses increase in tandem. Increasing revenue through higher
prices to customers usually has a substantially beneficial impact on
gross margin and gross profit. Conversely, when competitive pressures
require discounting to retain customers and associated sales, gross
margin and gross profit suffer.

Operating expenses are those costs that are incurred regardless of
revenue generation. Examples are rent, noncommissioned payroll,
health insurance premiums, utility bills, and real estate taxes. Operating
expenses are sometimes referred to as “overhead.” In Jackie’s case, her
operating expenses last year consisted of $120,000 of noncommissioned
payroll, $20,000 of advertising and promotion, $10,000 of utilities,
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$10,000 of insurance premiums, and $140,000 of other operating
expenses, for a total of $300,000 in operating expenses:

Operating Expenses
Payroll $120,000
Advertising and Promotion 20,000
Utilities 10,000
Insurance 10,000
Other Operating Expenses 140,000
Total Operating Expenses $300,000

Operating profit is simply the difference between gross profit and
operating expenses. Fortunately, in Jackie’s case, her gross profit of
$500,000 was more than sufficient to cover her operating expenses of
$300,000, leaving her with an operating profit of $200,000.

Operating profit divided by revenue is operating margin. Jackie’s
operating margin last year was $200,000 divided by $1,000,000, or 
20 percent. Operating profit is an indicator of how much money a busi-
ness generates after paying its regular costs to operate. This figure
helps business buyers or lenders understand how much money is left
over to pay debt service, to provide a return to the owners of the com-
pany, or both.

Reaching breakeven at the operating profit level is an important
milestone for a business. Once administrative costs and overhead are
effectively paid for, incremental gross profit flows through to the oper-
ating income level (provided that the extra revenue does not warrant
additional staff). You likely don’t need another accountant or recep-
tionist with higher sales. Nor would you need to rent another facility
or increase utility costs. For this reason, a company that is able to
“cover its nut” with existing revenue may take on more customers,
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even if those sales are less profitable. Every additional dollar of gross
profit flows through to operating profit at that point, adding value to
the business.

It is from operating profit that Jackie must pay nonoperating
expenses, such as interest and taxes. Jackie’s only interest-bearing
obligation is the $900,000 mortgage on her building. This mortgage
bears interest at 10 percent per year. Her interest expense, conse-
quently, was $90,000 last year (simply calculated as mortgage balance
of $900,000 times the interest rate of 10 percent). Subtracting her
interest expense of $90,000 from her operating profit of $200,000 left
her with pretax income of $110,000 for the 12-month period.

The government’s only concession to a business’s success is to tax
income after expenses are deducted. Assuming a 30 percent tax bite,
Jackie’s Hardware Store had a $33,000 tax obligation last year [calcu-
lated simply as pretax income of $110,000 times 0.30 (a tax rate of 
30 percent)]. Subtracting the $33,000 tax amount from her $110,000
pretax income left her with $77,000 of net income last year.

Net income is simply operating profit less any nonoperating
expenses, such as interest, taxes, or losses on stocks. Here are the cal-
culations for Jackie’s Hardware Store:

Revenue $1,000,000
Direct Costs �500,000
Gross Profit $ 500,000
Operating Expenses �300,000
Operating Profit $ 200,000
Interest Expense �90,000
Pretax Income $ 110,000
Taxes �33,000
Net Profit (or Loss) $ 77,000
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Interest can be either an expense or a source of income. If a busi-
ness borrows money, the cost of doing so is deemed interest expense
and is deducted from pretax income. On the other hand, a company
that maintains cash balances that generate interest income would add
this amount to pretax income. A blend of the two (some interest-bear-
ing cash or short-term investments along with a number of obligations
requiring interest payments) are often combined in a net interest
expense or net interest income figure on the income statement.

For example, if a company had $1 million in cash and short-term
investments last year, which provided 5 percent interest, the firm would
have received $50,000 in interest income. During the same period, a 
$2 million equipment loan cost the company 8 percent interest. This
$160,000 interest expense ($2,000,000 times 8 percent) would more than
exceed the interest income. The net interest expense figure recorded by
the business would have been $110,000, calculated simply as $160,000 in
interest expense less the $50,000 of interest income generated.

Taxes suck. The monies that constitute aggregate pretax income
are subject to income taxes. (If you have negative pretax income, you
wouldn’t have the obligation.) Income taxes are based on the state in
which the business is based, the level of pretax income generated, and
the type of business organization involved. C corporations (more on
company types in Chapter 4), for example, pay income tax on pretax
income. S corporations, partnerships, and limited liability companies
generally do not pay income taxes. Instead, S corporations, partner-
ships, and limited liability companies’ pretax income is “passed
through” to the owners in their pro rata ownership percentages. An S
corporation with $1 million of pretax income that has four individual
equal shareholders (owners) would allocate this pretax income to the
owners. The $250,000 each shareholder would be assessed would obli-
gate the owners to assume the responsibility for the taxes due on their
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profit share, regardless of whether or not any distributions were made
to help cover the cost of the tax. If no distributions are made in this
case and the shareholders had to pay their share of taxes due, the allo-
cated pretax income would be called “phantom income.”

Payroll taxes and collected sales taxes are not lumped in with 
nonoperating expenses like income taxes. Payroll taxes and sales taxes
are considered operating or direct expenses. Payroll taxes on direct
expense employees like commission-only salespeople would be deemed
direct expenses, as would sales taxes that are collected and paid only
upon the occurrence of revenue generation. Payroll taxes for employ-
ees who get paid regardless of sales are considered an operating
expense along with their associated payroll.

Gains or losses on stocks also are “below the operating line,” or
nonoperating expense items, because the investments are not neces-
sarily correlated with the company’s performance. These gains or
losses are often deemed to be one-time charges or benefits due to their
nonrecurring nature. An example of what is generally deemed a one-
time expense is a restructuring charge, which is a cost of making a
large organizational change, such as a mass layoff along with the asso-
ciated severance payments to the terminated workers as well as other
costs like plant closings or office consolidation moving expenses.

Another nonoperating item is the net income or loss associated
with discontinued operations. Once a company makes plans to sell or
liquidate a portion of its business, the net result of the piece being sold
is labeled “discontinued” and is included as a nonoperating item. 
This is done because the inclusion of these segments with continuing
operations would mislead investors about the future consistency of
operating income.

For what it is worth, some companies might consider advertising (or
other items considered here to be operating costs) to be a direct expense.
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The more important issue is not whether an expense is classified as direct
or indirect but rather the timing of the recording and the amount the
expense being recorded. A recent example of differing expense classifi-
cations is illustrated in the accounting statements of International
Business Machines Corporation (IBM) and Hewlett-Packard Company
(HP) in their provisions for restructuring costs within their service busi-
nesses. IBM considers restructuring costs to be operating expenses, while
HP views them as nonoperating costs (below the line).

Despite IBM’s absorption of such costs as operating expenses, IBM
has a 15 percent operating margin on its services business. HP, even
without the restructuring cost burden on operating expenses, has only
a 13.8 percent operating margin on servicing. This is a significant dif-
ference and one that IBM touts as an example of its superior perform-
ance to the media as well as investors. The point here is that even large
Fortune 500 companies have classification differences; prospective
investors need to examine financial statements closely in order to
determine apples-to-apples comparisons.

You can apply the principles of the income statement to any individ-
ual, business, or government agency, no matter how large or small. For
example, each person brings in a certain amount of money for each year
or other time frame (possibly coming from a job, rental income, or
alimony) and must pay expenses (rent, electricity, grocery bills, clothes,
gasoline, car maintenance, and insurance) during the same period.
Whatever is left is that person’s profit or loss. People who generate a per-
sonal annual profit are in a position to save or invest their profits for
their future. Their subsequent interest or gains on those investments
may also be considered income for future periods. On the other hand,
those folks who aren’t able to live within their means often need to
increase debt each year to subsidize their cash flow deficiency. They may
do so through mortgage refinancing to higher debt levels, increasing
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credit card balances, or allowing other bills to grow through nonpay-
ment. These concepts apply equally well to individuals and companies.

To reiterate, it is very important to note that not everything you buy
is an expense—at least not immediately. An expense is recorded only
when the value is lost. When Jackie buys hammers, for example, she is
only transferring one asset, cash, into another asset, inventory. It is
only when the inventory becomes someone else’s property through sale
(or damage or theft, for that matter) that the value is lost and an
expense is recorded. The purchase of real estate or equipment, simi-
larly, does not cause an immediate loss of value and does not justify an
immediate expense, as the value is not deemed to be lost at the time.
The purchase of these assets simply shifts cash into different cate-
gories. The loss of the value of long-term assets is gradual and is taken
into account in a different manner.

More about this later. Let’s first look at the balance sheet compo-
nents piece by piece.
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ASSETS

C H A P T E R

2

Assets are simply things a company owns. A company might own cash,
equipment, trademarks, real estate, IOUs from customers, pending 
tax refunds, inventory, or marketable securities. Assets are generally
broken into two categories: short-term (or current) assets and long-
term assets. Companies don’t own people (their employees), but it
might feel that way sometimes!

CURRENT ASSETS

Current assets are those things a company owns that are expected to
be turned into (or used as) cash within one year from the date they’re
listed on the balance sheet. Examples of current, or short-term, assets
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include cash, short-term investments, IOUs from customers (accounts
receivable), prepaid expenses, and inventory. The total of all current
assets (less total current liabilities) determines a company’s working
capital (see “Working Capital and Liquidity” in Chapter 5). The mone-
tization of current assets provides the cash necessary to meet some 
of the funding needs of the business for the following year, including
current liabilities.

Cash and Short-Term Investments

Cash, quite simply, is the amount of money on hand (for example, in a
safe or cash register), plus the balances in all checking and savings
accounts. Deposited cash often generates a small amount of interest,
which is a source of nonoperating income. Short-term investments
include loans to the U.S. government in the form of Treasury bills
(loans of less than one year, as opposed to Treasury notes or bonds,
which aren’t due for at least a year). Other short-term investments
such as certificates of deposit (CDs) and funds deposited in money
market accounts are also lumped into this category. Short-term invest-
ments are included with cash because they are considered to be very
safe and are liquid enough to be readily converted into cash, should the
need arise.

At the end of the day, cash is king. The goal of every business is to
create value for its owners. Value is often viewed as a company’s ability
to generate cash. There was a time in the late 1990s and early 2000s
when misguided markets looked to Internet-based businesses to show
maximum “eyeballs,” or Web site visits. Such perceptions came from
the mindset that (paying for) eyeballs in the present (through massive
advertising campaigns) would lead to cash flow in the future. In this
regard, companies were valued at many times their annual revenue and
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profit (or, more often, losses). Reality soon set back in thereafter,
though, as the Internet bubble burst and share values plummeted.

Accounts Receivable and Prepaid Expenses

When a company ships an order, it is customary in many businesses to
extend to that customer payment terms. Fifteen, thirty, or even ninety
days may be granted to pay the invoice that accompanies the goods or
services provided. From the period when the sale is recorded (which is
generally when the transaction is completed and the corresponding
invoice is generated and sent to the customer), until the point at which
the funds are received, the company is owed money in the form of an
IOU from the customer. Customer IOUs, which are quite common in
most businesses that don’t require payment in full upfront, are called
“accounts receivable.” Having accounts receivable equaling one month
of sales (about 30 days) might be a reasonable level in many types of
businesses. Accounts receivable assets, to the extent that they are cur-
rent (and not past due), are often used as collateral for short-term
loans, as they are likely to provide a business with cash in a month or
two from the date listed on their balance sheet.

Not all businesses extend payment terms to customers. Restaurants,
for example, generally require you to pay for a meal before leaving the
premises (of course, there are exceptions, like Norm’s running tab at
Cheers). For restaurants that accept credit cards, payment might be with-
held for a day or two by the credit card companies. For this short time
period, the business would own a credit card receivable asset until it is
converted into cash. Other business types, such as a patio installation
company, may actually require customers to front money prior to any
work being performed. This customer deposit (sometimes called deferred
revenue), as opposed to an account receivable, is actually a company’s
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short-term liability because work is required to earn the money that has
already been received. (See “Current Liabilities” in Chapter 3.)

Prepaid expenses reflect cash that has already been paid for items
that have yet to be delivered. For example, if a business were to pay
$1,000 monthly rent for six months in advance, it would have an asset
equal to $6,000 on its balance sheet. Provided that it made no 
additional payments, its prepaid rent current asset would decline to
$5,000 one month later (as its prepaid asset would now cover only 
five months). The $1,000 of value “used up” in that first month would
be expensed on the income statement, even though no cash was spent
at the time the value was purged. At the beginning of the six-month
period, there is value to this cashless asset. After the six months is up,
no residual value remains. Other examples of prepaid expenses are
deposits a business may have placed on inventory orders that have yet
to be delivered or a down payment on an insurance policy when the
premiums have not yet been earned.

One reason that insurance premiums are offered as pay-as-you-go 
to even poor credit businesses and individuals is that there is always a
prepaid balance. Once the insured falls behind in the amount paid ver-
sus the amount earned, the policy is canceled. In short, the premium
finance company takes little risk and may offer financing at reasonable
rates as a result.

Prepaid expenses save a company from having to lay out cash for
short-term expenses. All else being equal, a company with prepaid
expenses will see cash balances rise faster than net income because
some future expenses have already been funded.

Financially strong businesses generally don’t need to utilize pre-
payments. They may do so, however, if a sufficient discount is offered to
justify the advance payment. For example, if your company seeks to sell
products to (and through) Wal-Mart, and Wal-Mart insists on taking 
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90 days to pay you, you’d still likely pursue the transaction. If your busi-
ness was hurting for cash, you might ask (humbly) to be paid sooner in
exchange for a lower price to the giant retailer. (See “Working Capital
and Liquidity” in Chapter 5 for more information.)

Inventory

When you walk into a Wal-Mart, your local grocery store, or even a gas sta-
tion, you’ll see shelves of items previously purchased by the business and
available for sale. These items for sale are called “inventory.” Obviously,
each business pays less for the inventory than it hopes to receive from
customers in the future in order to generate a gross profit. Not all 
businesses require inventory, though. For example, a consultant may be
paid for advice and does not need to carry goods to be sold. But many
retail establishments, including restaurants, landscape nurseries, elec-
tronics stores, and lemonade stands, must use cash in advance to have
items available for sale later. And inventory can be a costly proposition.
In order to have a full selection, a business may have to stock items that
don’t sell quickly so that customers visit the establishment to fulfill many
of their purchase requirements. Home Depot, Staples, Wal-Mart, and
Macy’s are all examples of companies that carry a wide variety of goods,
even though some items are not sold frequently. So much of those com-
panies’ cash is tied up for extended periods without providing a quick
return on the investment.

In the case of Jackie’s Hardware Store, from Chapter 1, it stocks
hammers, nails, paint, hoses, fertilizer, ladders, and many other prod-
ucts. Some items provide a high gross margin; others significantly lower.
But in order to induce customers to make the trip, Jackie carries screws
and bolts in every size so that customers will be confident that making
the trip to Jackie’s Hardware Store will be worthwhile. Maintaining
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inventory levels is a substantial use of her available cash resources. 
She may pay for items that sit on her shelves for years. At some point,
these older items may be reduced in price in order to facilitate their dis-
position. These markdowns to get rid of older or obsolete inventory
reduce her gross profit margin, but they may help her to raise needed
cash at some point in the future.

Again, it is very important to note that the purchase of inventory is
not considered an immediate expense. The expense is recorded when
the value is lost. When a customer purchases a hammer and Jackie no
longer owns it, she must recognize that her inventory base has been
reduced. She then expenses her cost of that hammer while recording
the price received for the hammer as a sale, or revenue. If an item were
stolen or broken, and no longer salable, she would record the expense
as value having been lost, but she would not recognize the correspon-
ding revenue, as no purchase would have occurred. Whether a hammer
is stolen, broken, or sold to a customer, the object loses its value upon
any of these occurrences. When any of these situations, or “trigger
events,” occurs, the business is required to recognize the lost value,
and the item is expensed at that point.

In Jackie’s case, her short-term assets at the end of last year 
consisted of $100,000 of cash, $50,000 of accounts receivable, and
$150,000 of inventory. Her total short-term assets therefore were
$300,000:

Jackie’s Short-Term (Current) Assets

Cash $100,000

Receivables 50,000

Inventory 150,000

Total Current Assets $300,000
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NONCURRENT ASSETS

Noncurrent, or long-term, assets are those things a company owns
that are not expected to be converted into or used as cash within one
year. Noncurrent assets are generally utilized in the operation of a
business. Examples include equipment, furniture and fixtures, real
estate, patents, trademarks, and long-term investments.

Equipment

Types of equipment will vary from one business to the next. A construc-
tion company may have cranes, dump trucks, and bulldozers. A ware-
house might utilize forklifts. A newspaper business requires large 
printing presses. Each of them probably has copiers, computers, and
some furniture. In all of these cases, however, equipment is utilized to
facilitate operations to make them more efficient. Laborers could dig a
big hole with their hands, but doing so would take a long time, and the
process would be cost-prohibitive. A backhoe can accomplish the same
objective in a much shorter time frame at a drastically reduced cost.
Twenty strong men might lift a large box onto a warehouse shelf but
would risk personal injury and damage to the stored items. They are
grateful for the forklift’s help. Computers help organize deliveries, facil-
itate record keeping, prepare professional sales presentations, and
access research and news via Internet portals. Cars and trucks are often
deemed a form of equipment—imagine the loss of productivity a busi-
ness would suffer without them! In general, equipment may be viewed
as an efficiency-enhancing tool that provides operational benefits to a
business for years. These long-term assets are critical components to
keeping companies competitive. As you might imagine, different types
of equipment have varying productive, or useful, life spans.
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Real Estate and Related Improvements

Companies often own the land and buildings in which they do business
and may own other real estate as an investment as well. These long-
term assets generally hold their value for many years. Owning the occu-
pied real estate eliminates the need to pay rent and avoids a landlord’s
lease renewal demands but subjects the company to pay real estate
taxes as well as associated insurance costs.

The purchase of real estate is not deemed to be an immediate loss
of value and is therefore not expensed at the time of acquisition—it is
a transfer of one asset, cash, to another, the land and building.
Similarly, the cash paid for improvements to the real estate, such as a
new roof, an addition, a new electrical system, or aluminum siding are
not immediate expenses. Real estate and improvements are listed on 
the balance sheet at their original cost. Much like the purchase of
equipment, these cash outlays produce lasting benefits. For this rea-
son, the loss of value of real estate and related improvements occurs
gradually. Land, on the other hand, is never deemed to lose value
(although you might disagree if your beach house sinks underwater
through sand erosion).

Like accounts receivable and to a lesser degree, inventory, real
estate has historically been an excellent security for a loan due to its
long-term value. Because land and buildings have such an extended
estimated useful life (39.0 years for commercial property, 27.5 years for
residential real estate), the financing available for their purchase has
a much longer payback period than shorter-term assets like accounts
receivable (or even equipment). Assets related to real estate are
expensed over many years. (See “Depreciation and Amortization” in
Chapter 5 for more details on this process.)
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Investments

Companies, like individuals, seek to utilize their resources in an efficient
manner. If assets are available, management is evaluated on how well it is
able to generate a return on the pool of resources it has to invest. Smart
managers will constantly survey market opportunities and will consider
seeking ownership of equity in other companies, debt obligations that
provide a steady return, commodities that may be useful as a business
hedge (like an airline committing to long-term fuel supply contracts), or
currency hedging transactions (which may also be beneficial for busi-
nesses that derive sales from countries that utilize denominations other
than their own). Such hedging transactions might “lock in” an exchange
rate for the importation of goods from foreign jurisdictions or the sale of
products to other countries for a period of time. While these investments
might lose money, some businesses consider them to be analogous to
insurance premiums in that they to smooth out otherwise volatile operat-
ing results. Companies that do not hedge future costs for commodities
needed for production generally believe that the cost of doing so is exces-
sive, that prices will decline over the short to medium term, or that they
will be able to pass along higher future costs to their customers.

For example, Southwest Airlines has tended to hedge a greater por-
tion of its jet fuel requirements than most other major domestic air-
lines. By locking in a predetermined price for future purchases,
Southwest has been able to stabilize its operating results. When jet fuel
prices soared in 2008, many carriers had trouble covering their fuel
costs with revenue from air fares and package deliveries. This resulted
in billions of dollars of industry losses and several prominent bank-
ruptcies. Southwest, however, remained profitable and saved approxi-
mately $3.5 billion through fuel hedging from 1999 through 2008.
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Such investments are also initially listed on a company’s balance
sheet at their initial cost. However, their balance sheet values tend to
be more volatile than other assets, like real estate and equipment. The
fluctuation in the carrying, or book value, of these assets is recorded as
a nonoperating gain or loss on the income statement.

Intangible Assets

Intangible assets, quite simply, are things a company owns that you
can’t touch or feel. Intellectual property, such as patents, trademarks,
and copyrights, are prime examples of intangible assets. The cost of
acquiring or developing such items is recorded as a long-term asset 
on a company’s balance sheet. These types of assets protect a business
from others infringing on its efforts to create or buy something new,
such as a brand, logo, book, or drug. In this fashion, companies have a
greater motivation to spend time and money to develop such property
knowing that a period of exclusivity accompanies these creations. 
It wouldn’t be fair, for example, for a new company to start selling
cereal called Fruit Loops with packaging identical to Kellogg’s. Kellogg
Company has spent millions on customer awareness of the brand—but
wouldn’t have done so without intellectual property protection.

A patent is a set of exclusive rights granted by a government to an
inventor or his or her assignee for a limited period of time in exchange
for a disclosure of an invention. In short, patents protect an inventor by
restricting others from copying his or her invention (which may be a
useful tool or process).

The procedure for granting patents and the extent of the exclusive
rights varies widely among countries according to national laws and inter-
national agreements. Typically, however, a patent application must
include one or more claims defining the invention which must be new,
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inventive, and useful or industrially applicable. In many countries, certain
subject areas are excluded from patents, such as business methods and
mental acts. The exclusive right granted to a patentee in most countries
is the right to prevent others from making, using, selling, or distributing
the patented invention without permission for a period of time.

There are three types of patents:

1. Utility patents. These may be granted to anyone who invents or
discovers any new and useful process, machine, article of
manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful
improvement thereof such as an artificial heart valve.

2. Design patents. These may be granted to anyone who invents a
new, original, and ornamental design for an article of manufacture,
such as the look of the original Macintosh computers.

3. Plant patents. Anyone who invents or discovers and asexually
reproduces any distinct and new variety of plant, such as a new
variety of an almond tree, may be granted a plant patent.

For example, patents are granted to pharmaceutical manufacturers for
developments such as Pfizer’s Viagra drug. After a time of exclusivity,
generic drug makers are then permitted to use the same composition
of matter under different brand names.

Trademarks

A trademark is a distinctive sign or indicator used by an individual, busi-
ness organization, or other legal entity to identify that the products or
services to consumers with which the trademark appears originate from
a unique source, and to distinguish its products or services from those of
other entities. In short, trademarks protect logos and/or brief phrases.
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A trademark is designated by the following symbols:

™(for an unregistered trademark, that is, a mark used to promote or
brand goods)

SM(for an unregistered service mark, that is, a mark used to promote
or brand services)

®(for a registered trademark)

A trademark is a type of intellectual property; typically, a name,
word, phrase, logo, symbol, design, image, or a combination of these
elements used to indicate the source of the goods and to distinguish
them from the goods of others. A service mark is the same as a trade-
mark except that it identifies and distinguishes the source of a service
rather than a product. The terms “trademark” and “mark” are com-
monly used to refer to both trademarks and service marks. Examples of
trademarks are the Nike swoosh and Apple Computer’s Apple.

Trademark rights may be used to prevent others from using a confus-
ingly similar mark, but not to prevent others from making the same goods
or from selling the same goods or services under a clearly different mark.

Copyrights

A copyright is a form of protection provided to the creators of “original
works of authorship,” including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and
certain other intellectual works, both published and unpublished. A copy-
right generally gives the owner of the intangible asset the exclusive right
to reproduce the copyrighted work, to prepare derivative works, to dis-
tribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work, to perform the
copyrighted work publicly, or to display the copyrighted work publicly.
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The copyright protects the form of expression rather than the sub-
ject matter of the writing. For example, a description of a machine
could be copyrighted, but doing so would prevent others only from
copying the description; it would not prevent others from writing a
description of their own or from making and using the machine.

The copyrighting process has been internationally standardized,
lasting between 50 to 100 years from the author’s death, or for a shorter
period of time for anonymous or corporate authorship.

Developed Technology

Another form of intangible asset is developed technology. Developed
technology may also be recorded as an intangible asset, even if a patent
or copyright is not yet issued, to protect the exclusivity of the project.
To illustrate the appropriateness of this procedure, imagine that
Johnson & Johnson (J&J) decides to develop a cancer drug. The money
spent on research is not being lost. It may be capitalized, or added to,
the intangible asset, which is the “Drug Under Development” (see
“Expensing versus Capitalizing” in Chapter 5).

Years may pass with continued additions to this asset category
through incremental funding until it reaches commercial acceptance
and receives approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. At
that time, J&J would estimate the drug’s future sales over many years
and would expense this drug over the corresponding period along with
the sales as they occur (see “Depreciation and Amortization” in
Chapter 5). On the other hand, if the drug proves to be ineffective,
unsafe, or both, the drug might be fully expensed, or written off, at that
time (see “Write-downs and Write-offs” in Chapter 5), as the value
would be deemed to have been completely lost.
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Goodwill

Another type of intangible asset is goodwill. Goodwill is recorded when
a business is purchased for a value in excess of its tangible assets. The
difference between the purchase price and the tangible asset value is
a long-term asset called “goodwill.” For example, if a company has tan-
gible assets of $1 million and is purchased for $3 million, the buyer
would record the transaction as a use of cash of $3 million. Cash would
be reduced by $3 million, and appropriate tangible asset categories,
such as equipment, real estate, and accounts receivable, would
increase by their respective proportions of the $1 million.

The difference of $2 million would reflect the difference between
the amount paid and the otherwise allocated tangible assets as good-
will. To look at goodwill from another angle, a company’s value is
more clearly demonstrated in the amount of operating profit and
income it is able to generate than the assets it carries on its balance
sheet. If a business earns $1,000,000 each year but has tangible
assets of only $500,000, the value of the enterprise clearly exceeds
the company’s tangible asset value. In this case, the managers of the
business are doing very well managing the tools at their disposal. The
company that earns $1 million annually might have a total value to a
buyer of $10 million. But with only $500,000 of assets, the buyer
would need to record the difference, or $9,500,000, as goodwill upon
the acquisition of the company. Don’t think that the buyer necessar-
ily overpaid, though. As long as the income holds up, the purchase
generates a 10 percent rate of return ($1 million of profit divided by
the $10 million purchase price) even without using leverage to con-
summate the transaction or reaping potential synergies from the
acquisition.
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At the end of last year, Jackie’s Hardware Store had long-term assets
totaling $1.5 million. These consisted of $200,000 of equipment,
$200,000 worth of furniture and fixtures, and $1,100,000 of real estate
and related improvements:

Jackie’s Long-Term Assets

Equipment $ 200,000
Furniture and Fixtures 200,000
Real Estate and Improvements 1,100,000

$1,500,000

It is important to note that a company’s assets have both a market
value and a book value. The market value is the amount the business
would receive if the assets were sold today on an orderly basis. The book
value is the accounting mechanism by which the entries are input onto
the balance sheet. Market and book values are not always the same.
(We’ll explain why in Chapter 5.)

Just as a company has possessions of various types, it also is 
obligated to pay various creditors. It is important to understand both
sides of the balance sheet, so let’s now move on to a description of 
liabilities.
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LIABILITIES

C H A P T E R

3

Liabilities are simply monies that a company owes. A business might owe
money to the Internal Revenue Service in the form of taxes, to employ-
ees in the form of accrued payroll, to vendors in the form of accounts
payable, or to banks for credit cards, mortgages, and other loans. You
might have a car loan, mortgage, electric bill, or hospital invoice or owe
taxes in much the same fashion as a company. Liabilities show how much
cash will be needed (beyond weekly operating expenses) to pay obliga-
tions that come due within the next year (current liabilities) and beyond
(long-term liabilities).

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Recall that current assets are expected to be used as or converted into
cash within one year. Similarly, current liabilities are those obligations,
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which the company must pay within 12 months from the date of the bal-
ance sheet on which the current liabilities are shown. Examples of cur-
rent liabilities are accounts payable, accrued expenses, customer
deposits, and that portion of long-term debt’s principal that is due
within a year.

Accounts payable are IOUs effectively issued by a company when it
receives goods or services from vendors. These short-term obligations
may include an electric bill or an invoice for goods received that has not
yet been paid. In Jackie’s case, at any given time, Jackie’s Hardware
Store owes money for utility bills and to suppliers of such products as
hoses, light bulbs, screwdrivers, tiles, and rakes. These suppliers gener-
ally expect to be paid within 30 days of Jackie’s receipt of the products,
which is accompanied by an invoice detailing the obligation.

Accrued Expenses

Accrued expenses are another form of current liabilities. These obliga-
tions generally grow, or accrue, over time without a corresponding
invoice detailing the debt. For example, employees in a business might
have the benefit of four paid weeks of vacation each year. If and when
each employee leaves the company, he or she is entitled to be paid for
unused vacation time. To accurately reflect that the company owes this
money, an expense is recorded above cash payroll expenses each period
in which the vacation time is not taken. Assuming that this benefit is
not utilized, each calendar quarter one week of an employee’s pay
would be expensed as a recognized obligation, and the amount owed
would be added to the accrued expenses category. When the person
leaves the company, cash would need to be used to pay off the then-cur-
rent balance of his or her accrued vacation time, and accrued expenses
would decline accordingly.
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Another example of an accrued expense would be payroll. If a balance
sheet were to be dated at the end of the day on a particular Wednesday,
and Jackie’s employees receive paychecks every Friday, the balance sheet
must reflect the liability for three days (Monday through Wednesday) of
accrued payroll liability, even though she hasn’t received an invoice
reflecting such obligation.

While it may not seem immediately obvious, another type of current
liability is customer deposits. Imagine that a carpenter agrees to install
a new deck on your house. The agreed-upon price for the job is $12,000.
In order for the carpenter to fund his or her upfront costs associated
with the purchase of materials necessary to commence work, a deposit
of one-third of the job’s value, or $4,000, is required at the signing of 
the contract. The carpenter has now received $4,000 but has not yet
delivered the agreed-upon product. At this moment, he or she has essen-
tially borrowed the $4,000 advance from you, the homeowner.

Until the work is performed and the loan is essentially repaid
through completion of the contracted work, the carpenter must recog-
nize the $4,000 liability on his or her balance sheet as a customer
deposit. If you, the homeowner, still haven’t paid the carpenter the bal-
ance of $8,000, despite the project being properly finished, the carpen-
ter’s $4,000 for the customer deposit would become an $8,000 account
receivable on his or her books. The loan to him or her would become a
loan from him or her now that the work is complete.

Short-Term Portion of Long-Term Obligations
Long-term debt obligations, such as equipment loans or mortgages on
real estate, generally require repayment over a period no longer than
the estimated useful life of the asset, which is used as the collateral to
secure repayment. Some long-term debt obligations have no underlying
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collateral, meaning that they are unsecured but are payable over a
multiyear period, such as credit cards. Some long-term debt obligations
require a large lump-sum payment at a point in the future, called a
“balloon payment.”

Most long-term debt loans have a fixed monthly payment for a
specified number of months. In these self-amortizing structures, the
first payment is mostly interest (the cost of borrowing the money),
and the last payment is mostly principal (the repayment of the loan).
In this fashion, a business may pay off its obligation without the bur-
den (and associated risk) of having a large single (balloon) payment
to make. In order to calculate how much a monthly payment would
be, the interest rate and duration of the loan must be determined.
The resulting calculation results in an amortization table. The amor-
tization table shows how much of each fixed payment represents
interest and how much is allocated to principal. The longer the
repayment period and the higher the interest rate, the greater the
initial percentage of payments allocated to interest. An example of
an amortization table for a $100,000, five-year loan, with monthly
payments at 8 percent is shown in Table 3.1 on pages 36–37. As you
can see, the current portion of this loan is $16,944, which represents
the sum of the principal portion of the first 12 monthly payments.

Once an amortization table is established for an equipment loan,
for example, a company may add up the principal portion due for
each of the next 12 monthly payments following a balance sheet’s
date. The sum of these 12 varying (and increasing) principal portions
of the equipment loan payments would be listed on the balance sheet
as the current portion of long-term debt. In other words, even though
the equipment loan might be a five-year obligation, the portion of
principal that must be repaid in the next year is a short-term liabil-
ity, and the remainder still is a long-term liability. The portion of
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each payment that is allocated to interest is expensed as incurred as
the value is lost. Repayments of principal are simply the use of an
asset (cash) to reduce the liability (the equipment loan).

In the case of Jackie’s Hardware Store, from Chapter 1, at the end
of last year, Jackie had short-term liabilities of $100,000, consisting of
$50,000 of accounts payable and $50,000 of accrued expenses.

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

Just like long-term assets, which are not expected to be converted into
or used as cash within one year from their posting on a balance sheet,
long-term liabilities are not required to be paid for at least one year.
Examples of long-term liabilities include real estate mortgages, equip-
ment loans, bonds, or bank debt. Of course, some or all of these obliga-
tions might be due in the upcoming 12 months, depending on their
maturity dates and whether or not some of the principal might be
required to be paid in the short run.

MORTGAGE LIABILITIES

Examples of debts that needn’t be paid for at least a year include loans
secured by real estate, or mortgage liabilities. Much like the loan you may
have secured to help finance the purchase of a home, mortgage liabilities
are used by companies to provide relatively inexpensive capital. The loan
secured by real property (land or buildings) is often less expensive (i.e.,
at a lower interest rate) than unsecured loans because the collateral pro-
vided reduces the risk to the lender should a payment default occur.

Secured loans often have an amortization period (a time frame for
loan repayment), which to some degree correlates to the estimated
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Month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Year 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 2011 2011

Payment ($) 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64

Principal Paid ($) 1,360.97 1,370.05 1,379.18 1,388.37 1,397.63 1,406.95 1,416.33 1,425.77 1,435.27 1,444.84 1,454.48 1,464.17

Interest  Paid ($) 666.67 657.59 648.46 639.27 630.01 620.69 611.31 601.87 592.37 582.80 573.16 563.47

Total Interest ($) 666.67 1,324.26 1,972.72 2,611.99 3,241.99 3,862.69 4,474.00 5,075.87 5,668.23 6,251.03 6,824.20 7,387.66

Balance ($) 98,639.03 97,268.98 95,889.80 94,501.43 93,103.80 91,696.85 90,280.52 88,854.75 87,419.48 85,974.64 84,520.16 83,055.99

Month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Year 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2012 2012

Payment ($) 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64

Principal Paid ($) 1,473.93 1,483.76 1,493.65 1,503.61 1,513.63 1,523.72 1,533.88 1,544.11 1,554.40 1,564.76 1,575.20 1,585.70

Interest Paid ($) 553.71 543.88 533.99 524.03 514.01 503.92 493.76 483.53 473.24 462.88 452.44 441.94

Total Interest ($) 7,941.37 8,485.25 9,019.24 9,543.27 10,057.28 10,561.19 11,054.95 11,538.48 12,011.72 12,474.60 12,927.04 13,368.98

Balance ($) 81,582.06 80,098.30 78,604.65 77,101.04 75,587.41 74,063.68 72,529.80 70,985.69 69,431.29 67,866.53 66,291.33 64,705.64

Month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Year 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2013 2013

Payment ($) 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64

Principal Paid ($) 1,596.27 1,606.91 1,617.62 1,628.41 1,639.26 1,650.19 1,661.19 1,672.27 1,683.42 1,694.64 1,705.94 1,717.31

Table 3.1 Sample Amortization Table for $100,000 Borrowed on February 1, 2010
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Interest Paid ($) 431.37 420.73 410.02 399.23 388.38 377.45 366.45 355.37 344.22 333.00 321.70 310.33

Total Interest ($) 13,800.35 14,221.08 14,631.10 15,030.33 15,418.71 15,796.15 16,162.60 16,517.97 16,862.20 17,195.20 17,516.90 17,827.23

Balance ($) 63,109.37 61,502.46 59,884.83 58,256.43 56,617.16 54,966.97 53,305.78 51,633.51 49,950.09 48,255.46 46,549.52 44,832.21

Month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Year 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2013 2014 2014

Payment ($) 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64

Principal Paid ($) 1,728.76 1,740.28 1,751.88 1,763.56 1,775.32 1,787.16 1,799.07 1,811.06 1,823.14 1,835.29 1,847.53 1,859.85

Interest Paid ($) 298.88 287.36 275.75 264.08 252.32 240.48 228.57 216.57 204.50 192.35 180.11 167.79

Total Interest ($) 18,126.11 18,413.47 18,689.22 18,953.30 19,205.62 19,446.10 19,674.67 19,891.24 20,095.74 20,288.09 20,468.20 20,635.99

Balance ($) 43,103.45 41,363.17 39,611.28 37,847.72 36,072.40 34,285.24 32,486.17 30,675.11 28,851.97 27,016.67 25,169.15 23,309.30

Month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Year 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2015 2015

Payment ($) 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64 2,027.64

Principal Paid ($) 1,872.24 1,884.73 1,897.29 1,909.94 1,922.67 1,935.49 1,948.39 1,961.38 1,974.46 1,987.62 2,000.87 2,014.21

Interest Paid ($) 155.40 142.91 130.35 117.70 104.97 92.15 79.25 66.26 53.18 40.02 26.77 13.43

Total Interest ($) 20,791.39 20,934.30 21,064.65 21,182.35 21,287.32 21,379.47 21,458.71 21,524.97 21,578.15 21,618.17 21,644.94 21,658.37

Balance ($) 21,437.06 19,552.33 17,655.04 15,745.10 13,822.43 11,886.94 9,938.55 7,977.16 6,002.70 4,015.08 2,014.21 0.00
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useful life of the corresponding asset. Obviously, a lender doesn’t want
to extend a 100-year loan on a computer, which might be useful for
only five years or so. If the borrower were to default 10 years from 
the loan origination date, he or she would have no collateral of signif-
icant value while the vast majority of the principal would still remain
outstanding. In other words, most of the loan would effectively be
unsecured.

Because real estate, which has a very long estimated useful life
(39.0 years for commercial real estate, 27.5 years for residential income
property, for accounting purposes) is used as the security for mortgage
liabilities, the loan amortization period is quite long. A 30-year mortgage
is fairly standard in the industry. With a reasonable down payment, the
lender will never be “underwater” even with such a long repayment
period. This is largely due to the “self-amortizing” nature of most mort-
gages. Self-amortizing, simply put, means that a fixed monthly payment
is split between principal (or repayment of the loan) and interest (the
cost of borrowing the funds). The longer the amortization period (and
to a lesser degree, the higher the interest rate), the greater the portion
of the first few payments that is allocated to interest expense. Once the
borrower has made most of the payments (say, 28 years into a 30-year
mortgage), the vast majority of each payment constitutes principal
repayment. The interest piece declines over the life of the loan.

For example, let’s look at a $100,000 mortgage that requires
monthly payments over 30 years at a fixed interest rate of 7 percent.
Each of the 360 monthly payments (excluding any escrow payments
for such things as real estate taxes, association dues, or insurance)
would be $665.30. The first payment would consist of $81.97 of prin-
cipal and $583.33 of interest. The interest piece initially is quite high,
because you are paying interest on almost the full $100,000. It takes
about 20 years (actually 20 years and 1 month) of the 30 years before
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the proportion of principal exceeds that of interest, with $332.98 of
the monthly payment being allocated to debt reduction and $332.32
assigned to interest expense. The last, or three hundred sixtieth, pay-
ment is almost entirely principal, because there is very little debt
remaining on which to charge interest. Of that last payment, $661.44
pays off the remaining principal while $3.86 covers your last interest
expense. As you can see, all payment amounts remain the same
despite varying splits along the way. Paying a little extra principal at
the beginning of such a loan dramatically shortens the payoff time.

Note and Bond Liabilities

Note and bond liabilities are another means by which (generally
large) businesses are able to raise capital for acquisitions, invest-
ments, equipment, and/or for general working capital purposes.
Bond investors are generally unsecured (no collateral protection)
and subordinated (junior in right of repayment) to bank loans, which
mostly require collateral to secure repayment if a business fails.

For these reasons, bond interest rates, the payments of which are
often made semiannually, are higher. Depending on the size of the com-
pany, its profitability, and its operating history, the cost of the capital
will vary. In some instances, in order to reduce the cash cost of main-
taining long-term bond debt, bond liabilities will include some kind of
“equity kicker.” This piece of upside, or additional, value brought by an
ownership slice, which comes from the direct or indirect inclusion of
some common equity, is designed to compensate the investor to accept
a lower ongoing cash interest rate.

Payments on bonds are very frequently interest-only in nature. The
payments are consequently smaller, but the principal is often due in a
single, large balloon payment at the bond’s maturity date (which can
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range from a couple of years to more than 50 years). Because, most of
the time, the payments are 100 percent interest and the maturity date
is more than a year away, all of the principal is considered a long-term
liability (until the year prior to maturity).

Unsecured bonds and notes are lower on the capital structure than
secured obligations, like bank loans (which often require accounts
receivable or inventory as collateral for short-term loans and real
estate or equipment as collateral for long-term loans), and are gener-
ally “pari passu” (or equal in line for repayment) with other unsecured
debt, like trade payables owed to vendors. Unsecured bonds are senior
in right of repayment to the different forms of equity, though.

As mentioned, note and bond liabilities, like preferred stock (see
the next section), are in the middle of a company’s capital structure,
behind secured lenders like banks and other finance companies and
ahead of common equity. For this reason, both bond liabilities and pre-
ferred stock are considered “mezzanine capital.” (Ever sit in the mid-
dle deck at a baseball game or a concert?)

The only long-term liability for Jackie’s Hardware Store at the end
of last year was the $900,000 mortgage on the building in which the
store is located. Her mortgage requires interest-only payments for the
first three years and so, all of this debt is considered long term since
the loan was originated, or lent, less than two years ago.

Jackie’s Short-term (Current) Liabilities

Accounts Payable $ 50,000
Accrued Expenses 50,000
Total $100,000

Now I’ll describe in greater detail the last major component of the
balance sheet: equity, or net worth.

Andrey
trading software col



EQUITY

C H A P T E R

4

Equity is simply the difference between assets and liabilities. If one
were to sell all of a company’s assets for their book value and use the
proceeds to pay off all of its liabilities, what would be left over for the
owners? Equity is also called “net worth.” It represents the value that
the owners have in the business.

In the example of Jackie’s Hardware Store, Jackie’s assets at 
the end of last year totaled $1.8 million, and her liabilities were $1 mil-
lion. The difference between the two is her net worth, or equity, of
$800,000:
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Jackie’s Net Worth

Assets $1,800,000

Liabilities �1,000,000

Net Worth $ 800,000

NET WORTH or EQUITY: the value the owners have in the
company.

Equity is composed of two primary components: preferred stock
and common stock.

PREFERRED STOCK

Preferred stock, as the name implies, is “senior” to common stock.
Preferred stock has a priority claim over common stock in the event that
a company fails and is forced to liquidate or is restructured. With char-
acteristics that often look more debtlike than equitylike, preferred
stock often has an interest component and a maturity date. Several vari-
eties of preferred stock exist.

Types of Preferred Stock

Investors who seek to purchase preferred stock appreciate the rela-
tively senior nature of their claim while benefiting from the potential
upside associated with common equity. If things go badly, they are paid
prior to common shareholders. On the other hand, should a business
prosper, preferred shares’ value often increases dramatically along
with common equity, though usually to a lesser degree.
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Convertible Preferred Stock

Preferred shares that are convertible into common shares allow the
holder to maintain senior status until such time as the conversion into
common shares takes place. Imagine that an investor provides a company
with a $1 million cash infusion. In return, the firm issues to the investor
preferred shares that carry a 10 percent cash interest rate payable quar-
terly. Five years from the initial investment, the entire principal, or liqui-
dation preference, of $1 million is due in full. In addition, however, the
investor maintains the right (but not the obligation) during this time to
convert the $1 million principal amount into 100,000 shares of common
stock. This transaction would, in effect, be using the investor’s claim of 
$1 million to purchase common shares at $10 each. At the time the invest-
ment was made, the company’s shares were trading at $8 each.

If the company remains stable and its stock price remains constant
during the five-year time frame, the investor would likely collect the 
10 percent interest and receive the full investment back after five
years. Should fortunes improve, though, as the investor hopes and
expects, the company’s shares might increase in value to $15 each dur-
ing the time the preferred stock is outstanding. The investor might
then utilize its option to convert the $1 million preferred claim into
100,000 shares of common stock. This transaction would dilute the
existing common shareholders, each of whom would now own a smaller
percentage of the company. On the other hand, the business would be
relieved of its obligation to pay the $100,000 annual interest expense to
preferred shareholders and by removing a senior claim, leave more
value, in aggregate, to the common stock.

The conversion price of $10 is below the common share’s trading
price of $15, which is dilutive to the common shares at the time of
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conversion. However, the investment was made at the time the com-
mon stock was trading at $8 per share. Had the funds instead come in
the form of common stock at the outset, 125,000 shares would have
been issued ($1,000,000 divided by $8 per share) instead of the
100,000 shares that ultimately were provided.

Let’s assume that the investor chooses to convert all of his or her
preferred stock into common shares exactly one year after making the
investment. The common stock is trading at $15 per share at the time
the decision is made. The investor provided $1 million a year ago. Now,
he or she has received $100,000 in cash (the 10 percent cash interest
received during the year) plus 100,000 shares of common stock, worth
$1.5 million ($15 per common share times 100,000 shares). In short,
the investor now owns $1.6 million worth of cash and securities for an
investment a year ago of $1 million, a 60 percent rate of return!

Both sides “win” here. The investor got some downside protection
if things had gone south for the company prior to conversion and got a
“wait-and-see” option to switch to common shares to captured upside if
and when the business realized success. The company issued fewer
shares of stock in exchange for providing the investor with said protec-
tion and ultimately realized less dilution for the investment than if the
cash had come in the form of pure common stock at the outset.

Of course, if the business had faired poorly, the company’s common
stock price would probably have declined. The investor wouldn’t have
chosen to convert his or her claim into common shares at $10 each, and
the business may have defaulted on paying the preferred stocks’ liqui-
dation preference, or principal, when due (or even the interest along
the way, depending on the severity of the failure). To illustrate, if the
company’s common stock price had declined to $5 per share and the
investor chose to convert his or her shares at $10 each, the result would
be owning 100,000 shares of common stock worth $5 per share, or
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$500,000. The investor would lose half of the value of his or her invest-
ment and, therefore, would not choose to utilize the conversion option.
Instead, the investor would seek to maintain the senior status the pre-
ferred shares provide.

Convertible preferred shares may take many forms. In some cases,
the convertible preferred shares must be converted into common shares
after a predetermined period of time (Mandatory Convertible Preferred).
There are cases where the interest must be or may be “paid in kind,” or
PIK. Paid in kind means that additional convertible preferred shares
would be issued monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually instead of
cash interest. In the example above, the investor’s $1,000,000 of convert-
ible preferred shares, if not converted into common shares, would grow 
to $1,100,000 face amount after one year and $1,210,000 face amount, or
liquidation preference, after two years (10 percent accretion annually).
Interest might also be paid to the investor by the company in the form of
common shares.

Another interesting concept is when convertible preferred shares
are convertible into common stock at a variable price per common
share. Often a discount to the then-current common share price, the
variable conversion factor creates a very favorable situation for the
convertible preferred shareholders (with a very risky scenario for
common stockholders). This is a bit more complex, so follow carefully.
For purposes of this example, we’ll exclude the likely impact of an
interest component, whether in cash or PIK form. The company
above, with its common stock trading at $8 per share, has 1 million
shares outstanding and therefore has an $8 million market capital-
ization. It raises $1 million in convertible preferred stock. After the
five years, the entire accrued amount is due in full. At any time in the
interim, though, the investor may choose to convert the $1 million 
liquidation preference into common shares at a 25 percent discount
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to the market price of the common shares with a minimum number
of shares implied by initial conversion ratio. If the conversion is
made immediately, the investor would receive 166,667 common
shares at a price of $6 each, implying a value of $1,333,333.

Sound too good to be true for the investor? The market for the com-
mon shares in this case is probably fairly illiquid, and the block of
shares that would be received is not likely to fetch that price if  shares
all were attempted to be sold immediately. In the event that the com-
mon share price were to rise (which rarely happens with convertible
preferred stock with a variable conversion price into common at a dis-
count to market), the investor would fare even better. If the common
share price rose to $10 per share, the investor would still get 166,667
shares (the minimum), which would be worth $1,666,667. In this case,
the investor would own 14.3 percent of the company after conversion
(166,667 shares issued divided by 1,166,667, the initial 1,000,000 shares
plus the newly issued 166,667 shares).

The much more frequent scenario, however, is that the common
stock price declines, even if the business prospects brighten somewhat.
Let’s look at the situation where the common share price declines to 
$4 each. The investor might convert his or her $1 million liquidation
preference into shares at $3 each ($4 less the 25 percent discount). The
investor in this case would receive 333,333 common shares for his or her
claim, equating to 25 percent common equity ownership. A more dra-
matic example would be if the common stock price declined to $1 each.
The conversion price would then decline to 75 cents each, resulting in
1,333,333 common shares necessary to satisfy the liquidation prefer-
ence ($1,000,000 claim divided by $0.75). The vastly greater number of
shares issued would now provide the investor with 57 percent of the
company’s common equity ownership [1,333,333 divided by 2,333,333
(the initial 1,000,000 shares plus the newly issued 1,333,333 shares)]. 
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It is only after the conversion into common stock that the investor’s
interests are aligned with that of the other common shareholders’ inter-
ests. Until that point, their motivations are in stark contrast.

It is not uncommon for this type of investor to try to manipulate
the common share price downward in order to increase his or her 
ultimate ownership of the company. Such a pursuit may be accom-
plished through the aggressive sale of common shares by the investor
through short selling. Short selling, or borrowing and then selling
common stock without actual ownership, tends to lock in profit for
the investor while increasing the investor’s underlying company own-
ership. The borrowed shares that are sold may be returned via the
common shares that are attained through conversion of the preferred
at lower levels. This is why the variable conversion price convertible
preferred stock that converts at a discount to then-current market is
usually utilized (or accepted) by smaller public companies that are
more needy (or desperate) for the cash.

COMMON STOCK

Ownership of common stock (in its various forms) represents posses-
sion of a piece of a company. Different business types have varying
names for the certificates that identify their owners.

Types of Common Stock

Companies may be formed in different ways. The type of company that
is formed will dictate the type of equity interests that are issued to the
owners. Examples of business formation types are sole proprietorships,
limited partnerships, limited liability companies, S corporations, and C
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corporations. These legal structures are important, especially for tax
purposes. They are broadly broken into two categories: taxable entities
and pass-throughs.

S corporations, limited liability companies, and partnerships gen-
erally do not pay income tax. Each owner is assessed his or her share
of the annual profits from the business. Each company is required to
file annual tax returns with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
though. Such returns inform the IRS how much taxable income should
be allocated to each owner. The owners receive a K–1 form, similar to
an employee’s W–2, to file along with their personal returns, which
details the respective allocated profit or loss for the year.

C Corporations

C corporations, in particular, are subject to income tax on their annual
taxable income. In addition, the owners or stockholders of a C corpo-
ration pay a second tax on any cash dividends that the company dis-
tributes to them each year. In short, shareholders of C corporations are
subject to double taxation. There may be more than one class of com-
mon stock issued by C corporations. For example, Hershey’s has two
classes of common shares: one for insiders with super voting powers
and one for everyone else.

While there is no requirement for C corporations to pay cash divi-
dends to shareholders, the average large public C corporation has histor-
ically paid its owners approximately 30 percent of its after-tax net income.

C corporations provide their shareholders with significant protec-
tions from liabilities within the company that go unpaid. In other words
C corporation creditors may look only to the assets of the business and
may not, in almost all cases, “pierce the corporate veil” (see “Sole
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Proprietorships” below) to seek any deficiency from the business own-
ers. Most major companies—and many smaller ones—are treated as C
corporations for federal income tax purposes. A corporation must file
under Subchapter C of the tax code (and be deemed a C corporation)
if it fails to meet even one requirement to qualify as an S corporation.

S Corporations

In general, S corporations do not pay any income taxes. Instead, the
corporation’s income or losses are divided among and passed through
to its shareholders. The shareholders must then report the income or
loss on their own individual income tax returns.

Unlike C corporations, S corporations are permitted only one class of
stock. The maximum number of owners of an S corporation is 100, and
each must be a U.S. resident for tax purposes. S corporation owners main-
tain significant liability protections, as do C corporation shareholders.

Limited Liability Companies

Limited liability companies (LLCs) have become the most popular
choice for the creation of small to medium-sized businesses. Often
described as the combination of a partnership and a corporation, the
LLC combines a corporation’s liability protection with a partnership’s
tax flexibility.

Like a sole proprietorship or partnership, an LLC enjoys pass-
through taxation. This means that owners (also known as “members”)
report their share of profits or losses in the company on their individual
tax returns. The Internal Revenue Service does not assess taxes on the
company itself; thus, the double taxation that C corporations experience
is avoided. LLC members can also elect for the IRS to tax their LLC as
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a C corporation or S corporation. Ownership interests in a limited lia-
bility company are called “membership interests.”

LLC members benefit from limited personal liability for business
debts and obligations. Members are not required to be U.S. citizens or
permanent residents, and record keeping is relatively simple.

Partnerships

According to the Internal Revenue Service, a partnership is “the rela-
tionship existing between two or more persons who join to carry on a
trade or business. Each person contributes money, property, labor or
skill, and expects to share in the profits and losses of the business.”
The essential characteristics of this business form, then, are the col-
laboration of two or more owners, the conduct of business for profit (a
nonprofit cannot be designated as a partnership), and the sharing of
profits, losses, and assets by the joint owners. A partnership is not a
corporate or separate entity; rather, it is viewed as an extension of its
owners for legal and tax purposes, although a partnership may own
property as a legal entity. There are two partnership types: general
partnerships and limited partnerships.

In general partnerships, all of the partners are equally responsible
for the business’s debts and liabilities. In addition, all partners are
allowed to be involved in the management of the company. In fact, in
the absence of a statement to the contrary in the partnership agree-
ment, each partner has equal rights to control and manage the 
business. Therefore, unanimous consent of the partners is required for
all major actions undertaken. Be advised, though, that any obligation
made by one partner is legally binding on all partners, whether or not
they have been informed.

In a limited partnership, one or more partners are general part-
ners, and one or more are limited partners. The general partners are
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personally liable for the business debts and judgments against the busi-
ness; they can also be directly involved in the management. Limited
partners are essentially investors (silent partners, so to speak) who do
not participate in the company’s management and who are also not
liable beyond their investment in the business. State laws determine
how involved limited partners can be in the day-to-day business of the
firm without jeopardizing their limited liability.

General partners of either partnership type have no liability pro-
tection from creditors of the business. Not a good idea!

Sole Proprietorships

An individual may form a sole proprietorship, which is really just act-
ing as an individual while using a company name. Sole proprietorships
do not offer the individual protection from business liabilities, called a
“corporate veil.” A business with liabilities that can’t be honored, some-
times resulting from litigation claims, may file for bankruptcy. In most
cases, such a bankruptcy will limit any recovery for the creditors to the
assets within the company. The sole proprietor does not have such pro-
tection, as the claims are against himself or herself personally.

Sole proprietorships are easy to establish and maintain, though.
You don’t have to file a separate business tax return or spend much 
to get started. Sole proprietorships may have employees as well. But
with the danger associated with unlimited liability for business debts
(and potential litigation claims), forming an LLC makes better sense.

Warrants
Warrants aren’t really a form of company ownership. They are a long-
term option to purchase common stock for a predetermined price for
a specified time. For example, a company whose common shares trade
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at $10 each might sell an investor warrants to buy one million shares
at $15 each for a period of five years for $2 million. The investor has
effectively bought an option (not an obligation) to buy stock at $15 
per share, a 50 percent premium to today’s market price, for $2 per
warrant. This investor is betting that the share price will rise to more
than $17 per share over the next five years (to justify paying $2 to buy
the shares at $15 each). Only if the price increases by more than this
70 percent figure will the warrants provide a positive return on his or
her investment. In fact, if the stock price doesn’t increase to at least
$15 during this time, his or her outlay will become worthless. Because
the “strike price” of $15 per share is greater than the current trading
price, the option has no current intrinsic value. Consequently, it is
deemed to be “out of the money” and has only option value (via the
potential price increase within the remaining time before expiration).
As time progresses, if the stock price does not increase, the option
value will decline to zero as expiration approaches.

Warrants are very speculative, especially if the strike price (the
predetermined cost per share) exceeds the current market price,
and are consequently out of the money. If, during the five-year
option period, the market price of the stock does not increase by 
50 percent, the entire investment would be written off by the
investor, but the funds received would be kept by the company. On
the other hand, if the company’s common share price were to
increase by 20 percent annually for the five years, the stock would
be worth about $25 per share ($10 would become $12 after one year,
$14.40 after two years, $17.28 after three years, $20.74 after four
years, and $24.88 after five years). The warrants would then have an
intrinsic value of about $10 each (as the investor would be allowed
to buy the stock for $10 under market).
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Should this scenario materialize, an investor in the company’s com-
mon stock would see a 150 percent return over this period ($25 per share
less the $10 initial cost, or a roughly $15 profit on the $10 investment per
share). The investor who chose to purchase the warrants, though, would
see a much higher return (of 400 percent!) for the vastly heightened risk
($10 value per warrant less $2 initial cost, or an $8 profit on the $2 invest-
ment per warrant). If the common share price increased to only $14 per
share during this time, though, the common stock buyer would have
received a 40 percent return while, the warrant buyer would have lost his
or her entire investment.

Sometimes, warrants are the form of equity participation that is pro-
vided to mezzanine capital investors in order to induce a prospective
investor to produce the necessary cash and/or to reduce the cash inter-
est rate associated with the bonds, notes, or preferred stock offerings.

The funds received by a company for the purchase of warrants is
added to paid-in capital. The subsequent money from the warrant’s
exercise, if ever received, is also included in paid-in capital. To the
extent, however, that the warrants are exercised at a price below the
then current market price per share (which would likely be the only
time an investor would choose to take advantage of the choice), the dif-
ference would be recorded as a nonoperating expense on the company’s
income statement. That would be done because more equity value
would be issued than the amount of cash received in the transaction.

Paid-In Capital and Dividends

The book value of common stock consists of two components: paid-in
capital and retained earnings.
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Paid-in capital is the cash invested by a company’s owners to help
fund the business. This is not money that is payable at any specific
time. It is not a loan. Paid-in capital is generally viewed as a long-term
investment that does not burden the company with a repayment sched-
ule. To the extent that a business prospers, some of the paid-in capital
is at times distributed to the owners in the form of dividends. Quite
simply, paid-in capital is money that shareholders provide to a busi-
ness; dividends are payments returned from the company to its owners.

Note that business valuations vary. One owner may have provided
$100,000 in paid-in capital at an early stage in the company’s existence.
At that time, since the firm had yet to generate any revenue and its
future was uncertain, the owner may have received 33.3 percent of the
ownership of the business, since the “pre–new money” valuation of the
company was then deemed to be $200,000. (New money of $100,000
added to the existing $200,000 of company value yields $300,000 of
value associated with the company, once the cash is received; $100,000
divided by $300,000 is 33.3 percent: one-third.) A second owner may
have also provided $100,000 in paid-in capital a few years later.

But because the business has since started to thrive, now has a cus-
tomer base, and is profitable, the agreed-upon valuation has dramatically
increased. The pre–new money valuation for the second owner is deter-
mined to be $900,000. With the new $100,000 infusion, the total
post–new money worth is calculated to be $1,000,000. The ownership
percentage issued to the second owner would therefore be 10 percent,
determined by dividing the new $100,000 by the total post–new money
value of $1,000,000. The differing valuations for the two owners who
invested the same amount of money are significant. While they each pro-
vided $100,000 of paid-in capital, the first owner owns 33.3 percent of the
company (diluted down to about 30 percent from the new investment);
the second, 10.0 percent.
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The company now is prospering and generates extra cash beyond
its operating needs. It decides to return some of the spare monies to
its owners in the form of dividends. Assuming that the amount to 
be paid to owners is $75,000 annually, the first owner-investor will get
30 percent of this amount, or $22,500. The second owner-investor will
receive $7,500.

In other words, the proportion of paid-in capital invested does not
necessarily determine the ownership percentage or the allocation per-
centages for dividends—or company sale proceeds, for that matter.

Dividend yield is simply the amount of annual cash received by a
shareholder by owning a single share of stock, divided by the share
price. If a business pays its owners 50 cents per share each year and
the share price is $10, the dividend yield is 5 percent. A higher payout
generally is favored by investors. As a result, if dividends go up, the
stock price often does also, keeping the dividend yield fairly constant.
An unusually high dividend yield is often a signal that the company’s
ability and/or desire to maintain the same annual dividend level may
be in peril.

Retained Earnings

A company’s common equity benefits from two sources of funds. The
first, paid-in capital, is infused by owners into the company outside of
the business operations. The other, retained earnings, is the sum of all
net income held from the company’s inception. In short, these are prof-
its that are kept in the company. If a firm loses money over an income
statement’s time frame, retained earnings on the balance sheet will
decline by the amount of the losses. Similarly, paid-in capital on the
balance sheet decreases by the amount of any dividends paid to owners
over the same span.
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MINORITY INTEREST

If a business owns more than 50 percent but less than 100 percent of
another company, the balance sheet and income statement of the
majority-owned business (partial subsidiary) are consolidated, or
added, into the financial statements of the owner (partial parent) as
though the partial subsidiary is wholly owned. Cash is added to cash,
inventory is added to inventory, and so forth. On the income state-
ment, revenue is added to revenue, direct costs to direct costs, and so
on. An adjustment is necessary, however, to account for the portion of
the company that is not owned. This adjustment is minority interest.
If the majority-owed company has $1 million in shareholders’ equity
and the parent business owns 90 percent of the shares, the parent
business does not own the other 10 percent. So an entry is made on
the parent company’s balance sheet in between liabilities and equity
labeled “Minority Interest.” In this case, the minority interest would
be a $100,000 entry, calculated on the amount of the equity of the
majority-owned subsidiary that is not owned by the parent: 10 percent
of $1 million.

On the income statement, the nonowned portion of the majority-
owned subsidiary also must be adjusted. After adding the full value
(consolidating) of the parent and majority-owned subsidiary together,
10 percent of the net income from the mostly owned company needs to
be backed out. For example, if the consolidation added $500,000 of
annual profit to the parent (which still owns 90 percent), $50,000
would be expensed as a minority interest, nonoperating expense. If the
consolidation resulted in a loss of $500,000 to the same parent, the
stripping out of the 10 percent that is not owned would result in a
$50,000 gain in the nonoperating results on the income statement.
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Ownership of less than 50 percent of another company would not
require consolidation of the two companies’ financial statements. A sin-
gle entry on the Long-Term Assets portion of the parent company’s 
balance sheet would reflect the amount of the initial investment made
in the unconsolidated subsidiary. Each year, this figure would increase
or decrease on the balance sheet based on the portion of the partly
owed subsidiary’s income that is attributable to the parent’s ownership
percentage. A similar entry would be made in the nonoperating result
portion of the parent’s income statement called “profit or loss in uncon-
solidated subsidiaries.”

Just like the income statement, a balance sheet may be utilized by an
individual, business, or government agency of any size. Each person owns
some assets (possibly a house, car, television, stocks, cash, or furniture).
Adding them up and subtracting one’s obligations at the same time
(mortgage, credit cards, utility bills, etc.) yields one’s personal net worth,
or equity.

Now that we’ve described the balance sheet and income statement
components, we’ll now apply this knowledge to various accounting 
concepts. They should be much easier to digest with the tools provided
so far.
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BASIC ACCOUNTING
PRINCIPLES AND METHODS

C H A P T E R

5

BASIC ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

There are two primary types of accounting that companies use: cash-
based accounting and accrual-based accounting. Both are ethical and
common. Each has its advantages for businesses, depending on their
motivations and governing regulations.

CASH ACCOUNTING

Cash-based accounting is the simplest form of accounting. This is sim-
ply the process of recording revenue when the money is received from
customers. On the other hand, expenses are recorded when checks are
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written to pay invoices. A company may essentially create financial
statements from old bank statements with this method.

The problem with cash-based accounting is its accuracy. If a company,
for example, receives many bills and has failed to pay them, no recogni-
tion of these obligations is reflected in the company’s financial state-
ments. The balance sheet shows no liability, and the income statement
shows no expense.

Similarly, consider a company that has shipped many products and
has already paid the bills associated with the fulfillment of said orders.
If it hasn’t yet gotten paid from customers yet, there is no recognition
of the monies due. The company would look unprofitable on the income
statement, and its equity would look low on its balance sheet, as there
would be no corresponding accounts receivable assets.

Cash-based accounting is often preferred by small businesses.
These firms are motivated by a desire to minimize, or defer, tax obliga-
tions. Such motivations might cause a company’s officers to delay
depositing checks received late in the year until early the following
year. They might also pay bills in December that are actually attributa-
ble to expenses the following year, like insurance premiums, rent, or
future advertising.

Neither the publisher nor I condone or endorse these practices.
Nevertheless, it is important to understand how and why cash-based
accounting is often utilized instead of accrual-based accounting.

Imagine a restaurant business that is suffering. The restaurant gets
all of its revenue in immediate cash or relatively quick credit card pay-
ments. Bills from suppliers that provide napkins, dishes, and various
food items as well as utility bills, rent, and insurance are not getting
paid. These invoices are piling up, but the business lacks the cash to
make the requisite payments. In cash-based accounting, these
expenses don’t show up. Revenue is recorded when cash is received
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and looks reasonably healthy. The restaurant may even look profitable
due to the fact that expenses are not being recorded because they are
not being paid. The reality is that the business is failing, but cash-based
accounting makes the restaurant look inaccurately profitable.

On the other hand, a sneaker manufacturing company is doing very
well. Current receipts are able to pay in full all outstanding bills, includ-
ing those invoices associated with the fulfillment of a very large sneaker
order. The order’s materials, assembly costs, labor, payroll taxes, and
shipping have all been paid. The only remaining item is the receipt of a
check from the retailer that placed the order. The sneaker company may
look even slightly unprofitable. The truth, however, is that, since all of
the order fulfillment expenses have been paid, the pending future rev-
enue will look like pure profit. Because the recognition of revenue
occurs upon the receipt of funds, the income statement is skewed to
look substantially less profitable than reality should dictate.

ACCRUAL-BASED ACCOUNTING

Accrual-based accounting provides a more accurate view of a com-
pany’s financial picture than does cash-based accounting. Regardless
of receiving or spending cash, companies that use accrual-based
accounting record revenue when products or services are delivered or
performed and customers are invoiced; expenses are recorded when
bills are received. For this reason, accrual-based accounting is much
more accurate. This book is based on the accrual method of accounting
for this reason.

Assuming that bills ultimately get paid and receivables ultimately
get collected, the primary difference between the two primary types of
accounting is timing. Timing, however, is critically important when
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items get recorded on financial statements. We have discussed the fact
that the income statement evaluates a company’s revenue and
expenses over a specific period of time and that a balance sheet shows
a company’s assets and liabilities at a specific point in time. To the
extent that revenue, expenses, assets, or liabilities are recorded in time
frames that don’t reflect their actual activity, results may be substan-
tially misleading.

Public companies are those in which you may purchase shares on
an exchange. The acquisition of shares is actually the process of buying
a piece of ownership in the business. Private companies, like the local
Laundromat or Jackie’s Hardware Store, do not have an easily available
means of acquiring an ownership stake. Of course, if you approached
Jackie with a pile of cash, she’d probably offer you a piece of her busi-
ness, but the transaction would require documentation including a
negotiated purchase and sale agreement.

Examples of public companies are International Business
Machines (IBM), Microsoft, General Electric, and Delta Air Lines.
These large, public companies are required to comply with GAAP, or
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, in recording and summa-
rizing transactions. GAAP are based on the accrual method of account-
ing. These companies have a specific motivation: to maximize share-
holder value. This process often involves trying to increase reported
earnings per share so that the public share price is increased.
Sometimes, the pressure from Wall Street to meet or exceed analyst’s
earnings expectations (and/or management bonus targets) is so great
that public companies seek to accelerate revenues and slow down
expenses, even though this process may be inefficient, tax-wise.
Pushing for sales to be recorded in a company’s fiscal quarter or year
may tempt management into pursuing potentially unscrupulous prac-
tices in order to meet short-term earnings and stock price targets.
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VALUING INVENTORY

As previously discussed, inventory is not expensed until the value is
lost. In other words, when a customer buys an item and it is no longer
owned by the business, the value is lost from the company’s perspective
and it is expensed at that time. Also, if an item is broken and not salable
or if inventory is stolen, these would also be instances when an expense
would occur.

Imagine, however, that Jackie had purchased 1,000 identical ham-
mers. Five hundred (500) of the hammers cost her $4 each, and the
other 500 had a unit price of $6. All are kept in her storeroom. If she
sells a hammer for $10, would her direct cost, her cost of goods sold, be
$4 with a resulting $6 gross profit, or would her direct cost be $6 and
her gross profit $4? Let’s consider our options.

FIFO VERSUS LIFO

FIFO is an acronym that stands for “first in, first out.” First in, first out
means that the first hammer Jackie purchased is the first to get
expensed as the hammers are sold. If she bought the $4 hammers first,
these would be the ones to be “sold” before any $6 hammers would get
expensed.

LIFO stands for “last in, first out.” The LIFO method of inventory
selection for expensing purposes dictates that the most recent hammer
Jackie purchased would be the first to be picked when a hammer is
sold. In this case, since Jackie bought the $6 hammers most recently,
they would be the ones to be expensed first.

In reality, it may not be possible to identify which inventory batch a
hammer came from (there is just a box of 1,000 identical hammers in
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her warehouse), but for accounting purposes, she gets to effectively
choose her gross profit sequence. The inventory expensing formula is
therefore important to understand. In the notes to financial statements
in a public company’s annual report, the method utilized by a business
is often clearly described. By evaluating whether a company’s raw mate-
rial or wholesale prices are going up or down and comparing that trend
with its method for accounting for inventory expensing, a shrewd
investor may be able to forecast gross margin trends for the business
going forward. For example, an organization that chooses to utilize FIFO
in a declining wholesale price environment is likely to see gross margin
increase as the earlier purchases are worked off the balance sheet.

As a small business, Jackie’s Hardware Store has flexibility regarding
which method to apply. Jackie would likely utilize FIFO or LIFO, depend-
ing on whether her inventory costs are likely to rise or fall, so that she
might defer profitability. She would choose FIFO if her inventory unit
costs were in decline, as she’d be expensing the higher-priced goods first.
On the other hand, LIFO would make more sense for her if her inventory
pricing were rising (which it is, since her hammer unit cost has gone up
from $4 to $6 each); she would then be expensing the higher-cost items
first, delaying profits and, therefore, taxes. With LIFO, Jackie would
lower her gross profit on the first 500 hammers to $4, which would lower
her gross margin to 40 percent on the first 500 hammers sold. A large
public company might take the opposite approach in an effort to maxi-
mize short-term profits to satisfy the Wall Street analysts by achieving or
exceeding targeted quarterly earnings per share.

There is a third inventory valuation method as well, which is a
hybrid between the last in, first out and first in, first out processes.
The average cost basis, which combines all like items held in a com-
pany’s inventory account on its balance sheet, simply takes a
weighted average of the cost of the goods that are sold. Regarding
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Jackie’s hammers held in inventory, she would simply add the cost 
of the 500 six-dollar hammers ($3,000) to the cost of the 500 four-dol-
lar hammers ($2,000); then she would divide the total cost of $5,000
by the 1,000 hammers in total to derive a unit cost per hammer of $5.
This process reduces volatility with changing wholesale costs, as new
purchases are continually averaged in with existing inventory on
hand. For this reason, gross margin changes evolve more slowly with
the hybrid method.

In some situations inventory values decline, sometimes precipi-
tously, regardless of original cost.

WORKING CAPITAL AND LIQUIDITY

How much short-term cash is available to a business? One must factor in
the need to pay current liabilities within a year (often quicker with
accounts payable, for example). Then one would add cash and the
expected monetization of current assets (such as the sale of inventory and
receiving payments on accounts receivable) to derive a working capital
figure. Working capital—simply current assets minus current liabilities
—describes a company’s liquidity position. Liquidity reveals a business’
ability to respond to short-term problems and opportunities.

If Jackie were offered the opportunity to purchase inventory at a
bulk discount from a competitor that was going out of business, her liq-
uidity would likely determine her ability to consummate the purchase
and take advantage of the situation. Banks that lend to small businesse
very often look to current assets as collateral to secure loans and lines
of credit. A typical lending ratio might be 80 percent of qualified
accounts receivable plus 50 percent of inventory. This sum would dic-
tate the amount of money the business would have available to draw
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upon for short-term needs in the form of a line of credit (like a revolv-
ing credit card). Such a lending facility allows companies to receive
cash quickly to respond to ongoing business needs even though the
receivables haven’t been collected and the inventory has yet to be sold.

Unforeseen problems often arise as well. For example, a customer
of Jackie’s might have hurt himself with a nail gun he purchased at
Jackie’s Hardware Store. While she’s sorry the accident occurred,
Jackie would contend that the injury is not her fault. Regardless, a law-
suit might ensue. The cost of defending her business from the litigation
can be substantial. Not only is she distracted with the effort necessary
to appear in court and to attend depositions associated with the mat-
ter, but she is likely to hire attorneys to protect her interests. At several
hundred dollars per hour, Jackie is forced to incur thousands of dollars
of legal bills and expenses. She might even pay the plaintiff $5,000 not
because she feels responsible, but because she calculates that ongoing
legal bills and distractions are projected to be far more expensive. Her
initial business plan did not foresee such costs. Having a cushion of liq-
uidity would help her weather the storm until she is able to focus on
her primary business activities again.

Imagine that a small sweater manufacturer receives a large order
from Macy’s Department Store, say for $1 million. The owner of the
business is ecstatic! She then orders much more wool and thread, hires
more people, pays for overtime, and purchases additional sewing
machines and equipment. After several weeks of substantial additional
cash outlays, the business completes the production process and pays
to ship the order to Macy’s warehouse, along with an invoice reflecting
the $1 million bill for the sweaters. The sweater company then records
an accounts receivable on its balance sheet. Macy’s then may take 30,
60, or even 90 days to pay the manufacturer for the goods.
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In the meantime, a huge amount of money has already been spent
by the small business. The supplier of the wool and thread is scream-
ing for its money. The equipment supplier is threatening to sue to
take the machines back. But the sweater manufacturer does not have
the cash to meet these obligations while it awaits payment from
Macy’s; its owner is losing sleep over the stress. These types of prob-
lems are fairly common with small companies that extend payment
terms to their customers. On paper, the company is more profitable
than ever, but it has less cash than ever due to its customer with-
holding payment. This is an example as to why profitability and liq-
uidity are far from the same thing. How might this business meet the
cash flow timing challenge?

One possible solution might be to offer Macy’s a 2 or 3 percent dis-
count to pay the invoice quickly, perhaps within 10 days. Yes, the $20,000
or $30,000 quick pay discount is painful, but it may allow the company
to take advantage of another order being offered from Nordstrom.
Without the cash infusion, this new opportunity would be lost.

Another avenue the sweater manufacturer might consider is receiv-
ables factoring. This is the process of selling or borrowing against the IOU
from Macy’s. The receivables factor, which could be a commercial bank or
a specialty finance company, might pay the business $920,000 immedi-
ately upon the issuance of the bona fide invoice. When the $1 million is
paid, the receivables factor would keep all of it. Again, the $80,000 “fee”
is expensive, but the manufacturing company’s viability might be pre-
served and subsequent business opportunities would remain available.

One additional method of managing the sweater company’s cash
flow would be to select vendors that are willing to wait along with the
business for payment. Just as the sweater company is hungry for Macy’s
business, certain wool suppliers will seek additional business even if it
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means potentially delayed payment. In this fashion, the sweater manu-
facturer may better align its cash outlays and receipts.

MARKET VALUE VERSUS BOOK VALUE 
OF ASSETS

As mentioned earlier, assets are initially listed on a company’s balance
sheet at their cost. But in some situations the true market value of
those assets may differ from their book value, sometimes greatly. For
example, when you buy a new car and drive it for a month, it is gener-
ally worth considerably less than the price paid for it just a few weeks
earlier. Conversely, a house that is purchased might increase in value
over time. In both of these cases, the assets remain listed at their 
original cost on the balance sheet while the underlying market value
may fluctuate. The gradual loss of value of long-term, or fixed, assets
needs to be reflected annually on the income statement. Similarly, the
balance sheet must show the declining worth of these assets.

DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION

As mentioned earlier, the purchase of a long-term asset such as equip-
ment or real estate is not considered an immediate expense, as the
value has not been lost at the time of purchase. A business investing in
a piece of equipment, for example, is simply transferring one asset,
cash, into another asset, equipment. The value of said equipment does
decline over time, however, as it gets older and becomes less useful.

When a long-term asset is purchased, a company must determine its
estimated useful life. The estimated useful life is important to determine
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the period over which the asset’s value is reduced to zero (or scrap
value). Once this period of time is established, the business will record
an annual noncash expense equal to the expected value loss during 
that year. This expense is called “depreciation” for tangible assets. The
gradual loss of value for intangible assets like patents, trademarks, and
copyrights is deemed amortization. Goodwill may no longer be simply
amortized due to an accounting rule change.

For simplicity’s sake, we did not discuss depreciation’s effects on
Jackie’s Hardware Store when we summarized her financial statements
earlier. But we’ll now see how she feels the impact. Jackie, in an effort
to facilitate the organization of inventory in her warehouse, decides to
purchase a forklift for $70,000. She sits down with her accountant and
decides that the forklift has an estimated useful life of seven years. 
So she chooses an accounting method called the “straight-line” depre-
ciation formula. Straight line, as the name suggests, expenses an even
amount of the asset’s purchase each year over its estimated useful life.
In this case, she expenses one-seventh of the cost of the forklift per
year for each of the seven years of its estimated useful life, resulting in
a $10,000 per year annual noncash direct expense for the forklift’s
gradual loss of value. This expense has the effect of reducing earnings
for each year that the forklift is being expensed. It also reduces the
book, or carrying, value of the asset by $10,000 each year. After one year
from the purchase of the forklift, Jackie will have expensed one-sev-
enth of its value, or $10,000, on the income statement. She’d then have
a forklift in the Long-Term Asset section of her balance sheet with a
reduced value of $60,000. After two years, she’d carry the asset at
$50,000, and so on. Seven years later, Jackie will have expensed the
entire cost of the forklift and will carry the asset on her books at zero
dollars. Sometimes, however, tangible assets are depreciated only until
they reach scrap value.
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While she may carry the forklift on her balance sheet at zero in the
eighth year from purchase forward on her balance sheet, it may still
run and have some market value, perhaps $8,000. This example shows
how market value may sometimes differ from book value. If Jackie were
then to sell the forklift for the $8,000, she would have to report a gain
on the sale and would, at that point, increase her pretax income by the
amount of the sale. The accounting process would be similar to selling
inventory, which had been written off.

Different long-term assets have varying estimated useful lives. For
example, a computer might have a five-year estimated useful life.
Commercial real estate might have a longer useful life, say 39 years.
While some IRS guidelines exist, there is often some gray area as to
how quickly a business may expense the cost of long-term assets. Note
that the portion of real estate that is allocated to the underlying land
may not be depreciated, as land is deemed not to lose its value over
time (for accounting purposes, anyway).

Remember that an expense is incurred when value is lost. A rea-
sonable determination of the lost value must be calculated to reflect
the decline in long-term asset values over time. As mentioned ear-
lier, when we discussed the income statement, we ignored the
impact that depreciation would have had on Jackie’s Hardware
Store. We will now make the appropriate adjustments. Let’s start
with Jackie’s long-term assets. Recall that Jackie had $1,100,000 of
real estate and related improvements. Of this amount, she attributes
$140,000 to land, which may not be depreciated. While commercial
real estate is generally deemed to have a 39-year estimated useful
life, for purposes of this example, Jackie ascribes a 30-year estimated
average useful life to the $960,000 allocated to the building and
improvements. By using the straight-line method of equal annual
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installments, we determine that her annual depreciation associated
with the gradual loss of value of her real estate is approximately
$32,000 dollars. This figure is calculated by dividing $960,000 by 
30 years.

Her equipment, furniture, and fixtures, however, have a much
shorter estimated useful life, say five years. The $400,000 of book value
attributed to these assets would consequently result in an $80,000
annual noncash expense associated with the gradual loss of value of
these assets. This figure is simply calculated by dividing $400,000 of
book value by 5 years.

Adding the annual depreciation expense from the real estate value
decline of $32,000 to the depreciation expense associated with the
reduction in worth of the equipment, furniture, and fixtures of $80,000
yields a total annual noncash depreciation expense of $112,000:

Depreciation Expense (building and improvements) $  32,000

Depreciation Expense (furniture, equipment, fixtures) 80,000

Total Depreciation $112,000

Interestingly, the $112,000 depreciation expense actually exceeded
her $110,000 pretax income figure, resulting in a $2,000 loss! Because
Jackie no longer shows a profit on her income statement, she no longer
has to pay the $33,000 tax bill! Oddly enough, Jackie’s business showing
a loss results in an increase in cash:

Pretax Income $ 110,000

Depreciation Expense �112,000

Pretax Loss after Depreciation ($2,000)

Taxes $ 33,000
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Remember, profitability and liquidity are not the same thing. You
may be profitable but lack the immediate cash necessary to pay this
week’s payroll. Also, accelerating depreciation expenses can increase a
company’s cash on hand due to depreciation’s tendency to increase
noncash expenses, reducing pretax earnings and therefore lowering
one’s taxable income.

In Jackie’s case, we assumed that she used the simplest form of
depreciation, the straight-line method of equal annual installments of
asset value expense. We also depreciated the full amount of her long-
term assets. In many cases, we only depreciate the asset until its book
value reaches scrap value. The difference between the original cost and
the scrap value (if any) is the amount we may expense, which is called
the “depreciable cost.” The book, or carrying, value of any depreciating
long-term asset at any given time is the original cost less the accumu-
lated depreciation to date.

In some cases, similar assets may be grouped together under the
straight-line method. An example may be computer and phone systems
that are purchased at about the same time with comparable estimated
useful lives. These phones and computers might have a five-year esti-
mated useful life, and the depreciable cost would be expensed equally
over this five-year time frame.

There are popular depreciation methods other than straight-line
that provide a faster means of writing off, or expensing, tangible assets
through depreciation. One popular alternative is the double declining
balance method. The declining balance method expenses, or depreci-
ates, assets at twice the rate that the straight-line method would—at
least initially. Let’s look at how the declining balance method would have
impacted Jackie’s depreciation for her equipment. Keep in mind that
Jackie started with $200,000 of equipment on her balance sheet—her
cost of acquiring the necessary gear to make her business run smoothly.
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The estimated useful life of this equipment was deemed to be five years.
Had we utilized the straight-line method, her annual depreciation
expense would have been one-fifth, or 20 percent, of the original equip-
ment cost. With the declining balance method, we double the 20 percent
and expense 40 percent of the book value of the equipment in the first
year from purchase. In Jackie’s case, this would amount to $80,000! 
Her carrying value would then be lowered from $200,000 to $120,000 in
only 12 months. In the second year, she would depreciate, or expense, 
40 percent of the new book value of $120,000. So, in the second year, her
depreciation expense would be reduced to $48,000, leaving her with a
year-end book value of $72,000. Likewise in the third year, she’d depreci-
ate $28,800 (40 percent of $72,000), resulting in a $43,200 book value at
the end of the third year. Her fourth-year earnings’ hit would only be
about $17,300, 40 percent of the $43,200 book value at the year’s begin-
ning. So at the end of the fourth year, she would have only $25,900 of
equipment value remaining on her books. In the fifth year, she’d expense,
or depreciate, the remainder. In this example, we have not left a small
amount attributable to any scrap value the equipment might provide and
have assumed that the depreciable cost is the entire purchase price of
the asset.

The sum-of-the-year’s-digits method of depreciation results in a
more accelerated write-off of assets than straight line, but less than
the declining balance method. Under this method, annual deprecia-
tion is determined by multiplying the depreciable cost by a schedule
of fractions. Remember that the depreciable cost equals the original
cost less the salvage, or scrap, value. Each year’s book value equals
the original cost less any accumulated depreciation. For an asset that
has an estimated useful life of five years, the years’ digits are 5, 4, 3,
2, and 1. The sum of the digits equals 15, or 5 plus 4 plus 3 plus 2 plus
1. The amount of the annual depreciation starts with the largest digit,
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5, divided by the sum of the digits, 15, multiplied by the depreciable
cost. Each subsequent year’s depreciation is computed by dividing
the next highest digit by the sum of the digits, 15, and multiplying the
result by the depreciable cost.

In other words, the first year’s depreciation would be five-fifteenths
of the depreciable cost, the second year’s depreciation would be four-
fifteenths, the third year’s depreciation would be three-fifteenths, the
fourth year’s depreciation would be two-fifteenths, and the fifth year’s
depreciation would be one-fifteenth. After five years, the carrying
value, or book value, would be reduced to scrap value, where it remains
until the equipment is discarded or sold.

Another depreciation method is based on activity. The activity
depreciation method bases the gradual loss of value not on time but
rather on usage. Consider a machine that is supposed to be functional
for 10,000 hours of operation. Let’s imagine that the machine cost
$110,000 and has an estimated scrap value of $10,000. The machine’s
total depreciable cost, using the activity method, would be calculated
as $110,000 of original cost less $10,000 of scrap value divided by 10,000
estimated useful hours. This would result in a depreciation expense of
$10 per hour. The business would expense the number of hours used
each year times $10 per hour until the machine’s book value reached
its scrap, or salvage, value. If, for example, the company used the
machine for 3,000 hours annually, the depreciation expense using the
activity method would be $30,000 dollars for each of the first three
years, and $10,000 dollars in the fourth (as the salvage value would
have been reached).

The units-of-production depreciation method is very similar to
the activity method of depreciation. Instead of dividing the deprecia-
ble cost by the number of hours utilized, one would instead divide the
depreciable cost by the number of units the machine was expected 
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to produce. If the machine in the example above were likely to gen-
erate 5,000 toys, then the annual depreciation expense would be
based on the number of toys made by the machine each year. With
$100,000 dollars of depreciable cost, the depreciation expense would
be $20 per toy made during the year until the machine drops to its
scrap value. Provided that 2,000 toys are made in the first year after
the machine’s purchase, $40,000 of depreciation expense would be
recorded using the units-of-production method. Each subsequent
year would generate depreciation of the number of toys produced
multiplied by $20 of depreciation cost per unit. Once the salvage
value is reached, the depreciation expense stops.

Units-of-time depreciation is similar to the units-of-production
method. It is used to depreciate, or expense, equipment that is utilized
in natural resource exploration, especially in cases where the asset’s
use varies annually. The number and length of projects that are
expected to be completed by the asset is established, and the depre-
ciable cost is reduced by the amount of the asset’s life that is correlated
to each job.

Composite depreciation simply applies one depreciation rate to
an entire asset with components with different estimated useful lives.
For example, a particular building might have a strong foundation and
frame that may last 39 years while the electrical and plumbing systems
have much shorter lives, say 20 years. A composite depreciation
process would apply a single, weighted average useful life to the entire
building. This composite useful life would then be utilized along with
one of the depreciation rates mentioned above.

Sometimes companies own natural resources such as timber, water
supply rights, coal or gold mines, or oil fields. These businesses, like oth-
ers, seek to maximize value for their owners. But the assets they utilize
to accomplish the same ends may be a bit more complicated, especially
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when considering how to account for them on the balance sheets of
their respective owners. Depreciation for long-lived productive natural
resources assets is handled slightly differently from the way other long-
term assets are handled.

Like other long-term asset purchases, natural resource assets are
initially recorded on a balance sheet at their original cost. Suppose
that, after a time, a huge oil deposit is discovered under the ground.
While the value of the property has obviously increased substantially,
the carrying value remains the same and is expensed over the appro-
priate time frame. The incremental profitability will greatly benefit the
income statement as the oil is extracted over time. The huge discovery
does not warrant an immediate recognition of the increased value. It is
important to realize this when evaluating a company’s balance sheet,
as the book value in this case may materially understate the asset’s
true worth (see “Net Present Value” in Chapter 6).

Conversely, a property that is purchased at a high price with the
anticipation of oil or gold being on the property by a business that later
finds the land lacking in the natural resource would expense the excess
asset carrying value in the period in which the overstatement is discov-
ered (see “Write-downs and Write-offs,” below).

The gradual loss of value of an oil field that is being pumped empty
is called “depletion.” Much like depreciation, depletion represents the
gradual loss of value of the oil reserve due to the process of emptying
the oil. When oil is discovered, the amount contained in the field is esti-
mated through highly sophisticated geological techniques. The length
of time that the field will be productive is also estimated along with the
price of oil and the cost its extraction. (Some fields require far more
cost to access due to their depth, surrounding rock formation, and
purity.) Once the estimated annual production stream is determined,
the amount of value that is used up each year is said to be depleted, and
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the amount depleted is expensed in the year in which the value is lost
until only the land value remains on the company’s books. This is anal-
ogous to the units-of-production depreciation process.

EXPENSING VERSUS CAPITALIZING

If Jackie’s kids, Sloan Falcon and Aristotle, are playing stickball in
front of Jackie’s Hardware Store and one of them hits the ball through
her store’s window, would the money spent installing a new window be
considered a repair, which warrants an immediate expense on her
income statement, or an improvement to the building and added to its
value on the corresponding balance sheet category (real estate and
related improvements) and expensed over time?

The answer depends on whether the expenditure adds value to 
the building or simply replaces value that has been lost. If Jackie
installs new, double-pane, energy-efficient windows that improve the
worth of the building in which her store resides, she would not expense
the cost of the window installation. Instead, she’d capitalize the cost
by adding it to the long-term asset category, Real Estate and Related
Improvements, and depreciate the price over the estimated useful life
of the asset.

Conversely, a simple window pane replacement, since it adds no
further value to the building, would be immediately expensed, as the
value would have been lost. She simply brought the building back to
where it was before the damage was inflicted by her athletic children.
Perhaps she might recover the cost over time through the kids’ free
labor if she had them stock shelves or sweep floors.

Expensing versus capitalizing is often a gray area. Companies have
gotten into trouble by taking unreasonable liberties when discretion is
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warranted (see Chapter 11). Not only is it often difficult to determine
whether or not a research project, for example, is creating long-term
value, but management can easily get away with telling an auditor 
that a certain check written was related to said project. So not only is
it difficult to ascertain which endeavors warrant a determination of
long-term value creation, but it is also challenging to figure out
unequivocally how expenditures should be allocated among projects
and departments. Auditors have a tough job ferreting out fraud and
must rely on management representations to a very large degree.

Consider at a check written from a business to a landscaping com-
pany. The proceeds may have been used to cut the lawn or plow snow,
either of which would have been classified as maintenance and imme-
diately expensed, as the value had been immediately lost. Alternatively,
the work performed may have been to install a patio or to plant trees.
In these cases, lasting value would have been created. Such lasting
value would justify the capitalization of these payments and the asso-
ciated depreciation of the expenditure over time. This analysis requires
the examination of the check written in conjunction with the invoice
provided by the contractor. Imagine the amount of work and detail
needed to confirm the legitimacy of every transaction undertaken by a
large corporation over an entire year! Consider the price tag of such an
undertaking at Big Four accounting firm billing rates, which sometimes
run up to $1,000 per hour!

WRITE-DOWNS AND WRITE-OFFS

As discussed, asset values, while initially listed on the balance sheet at
their cost, often fluctuate in value. Sometimes, there is a dramatic rea-
son as to why an asset’s value drops precipitously. For example, if a
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large customer of Jackie’s Hardware Store files for bankruptcy, there is
little likelihood that she’ll collect the money that she is owed in the
form of a receivable. If a company’s inventory consists of old eight-track
tapes, there is almost no chance that the business will be able to sell
them at their original cost.

Another situation in which an asset’s value may be dramatically
overstated is a failed development project. Imagine that a pharmaceu-
tical company had been developing a cancer drug. For years, many mil-
lions of dollars of research, experimentation, and salaries had been
paid. Because it was anticipated that a valuable asset would be created,
the costs associated with the drug’s development had been capitalized.
The annual costs grew and were piled onto the prospective drug’s asset
class on the pharmaceutical company’s balance sheet.

When it came time for testing the drug with the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), however, it was determined that the drug actu-
ally caused cancer. All of the money burned through the years of
research efforts would then be determined to be wasted. In short, at
the time of the failed FDA test, it would be established that the value
had been lost. Once the value is deemed to have been lost, the entire
amount of the prospective drug asset would be expensed.

When a company determines that a more appropriate, lower value
should be assigned to an asset, the difference, or the excess carrying
value, should be expensed. This process of expensing excess asset value
is considered to be a write-down. The write-down procedure has the
effect of reducing the value of the asset by the amount of the write-
down while increasing expenses by the same figure in the period in
which the write-down occurs. When the more appropriate new asset
value is deemed to be zero and all of the asset’s carrying value is deter-
mined to be excess, the process of writing down the value to zero is
called a write-off.
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Many of the problems faced by banks and other financial institutions
in the late 2000s was caused by the realization that the assets on their
books were no longer worth their full carrying value. As an increasing
percentage of loans extended to individuals and corporations started to
default, these banks had to realize that their balance sheets no longer
accurately reflected a realistic picture of their financial health. 
The loans, generally originated by the financial institutions and carried
at the full principal amount, were no longer likely to be paid in full. The
result was a huge number of write-downs.

The dramatic loss in asset levels did not alleviate the banks’ obli-
gation to pay their own liabilities, though. The result was a direct hit
to their net worth, as the full amount of liabilities was subtracted from
a smaller asset base. Because banks are required to maintain a mini-
mum equity level of 8 percent of assets to maintain good standing from
a regulatory standpoint, many needed cash infusions in the form of
equity. The additional paid-in capital, in many cases, came from the
U.S. government, as private investment dried up for fear that even
more write-downs might be necessary. While the financial system
limped through the crisis in late 2008 and 2009, taxpayers wound up
owning substantial percentages of many large banks through the
needed paid-in capital injections to avoid further financial meltdowns.
As of this writing, the banks have been able to repay much of the
money as the crisis has eased.
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FINANCE CONCEPTS 
AND TOOLS

C H A P T E R

6

OPERATING VERSUS CAPITAL LEASES

Businesses often seek to make monthly (instead of lump-sum) pay-
ments to acquire the use of long-term assets such as equipment. 
The business seeking the equipment is called the “lessee” while the
company providing the equipment is called the “lessor.” There are two
ways to account for these monthly payments, depending on certain
properties of the arrangement. The streams of payment for which the
company is obligated are classified as either operating leases or capi-
tal leases.

When a lease is classified as an operating lease, the lease payments
are treated as operating costs. The operating lease does not show up as
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debt on the company’s balance sheet. Many businesses prefer operat-
ing leases, as they don’t make the required stream of payments look
like debt obligations.

When the payments are considered capital leases, on the other hand,
the present value of the lease expenses is treated as debt, and interest is
imputed on this amount and expensed on the income statement.
Reclassifying operating leases as capital leases can increase the debt on
a balance sheet significantly, especially in businesses that have substan-
tial operating leases, such as airlines. A lease must be treated as a capital
lease if it meets any of the following four conditions:

1. The lease life exceeds 75 percent of the expected life of the asset.

2. There is a transfer of ownership to the lessee at the end of the
lease term.

3. There is an option to acquire the asset for a nominal price at the
end of the lease term.

4. The present value of the lease payments, discounted at an
appropriate discount rate (the firm’s cost of capital at the time
the agreement is reached), exceeds 90 percent of the fair market
value of the asset.

The lessor uses the same criteria for determining whether the lease
is a capital or operating lease and accounts for it accordingly. If it is a cap-
ital lease, the lease receivable is shown as an asset on the balance sheet,
and the interest revenue is recognized over the term of the lease as paid.

From a practical standpoint, the difference between operating leases
and capital leases is that ownership of the leased asset generally transfers
to the lessee at the end of a capital lease. Capital leases are essentially
the purchase of the asset (along with the recording of the asset on the 
balance sheet) along with the associated debt used for the purchase. 
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The asset gets depreciated during the lease term, and the debt is similarly
amortized. Operating leases generally result in the ultimate return of the
equipment. Operating leases allow the lessee to enter into a new lease at
the end of the term for new equipment, keeping the company’s operating
tools relatively new.

A simple analogy is the purchase of an automobile versus the lease
of one. With a purchase, you may buy the car for $20,000 and borrow the
entire amount for a period of six years at 8 percent. The monthly pay-
ments would be $350.66 for each of the 72 months. A $20,000 addition
would be made to the equipment category on the balance sheet, and a
$20,000 liability would be recorded as well. Assuming that the vehicle’s
estimated useful life is six years and the straight-line depreciation
method is utilized, one-seventy-second of the car’s price, or $278, would
be expensed monthly for the gradual loss of value of the asset. In addi-
tion, the portion of each payment that is allocated to interest expense
is also deducted on the income statement for the cost of capital. This
monthly figure starts at about $133 and declines as the principal
amount of the debt is paid down. On the balance sheet, the carrying
value of the car drops by $278 per month, and the vehicle loan is
reduced by each payment’s principal portion.

With an auto lease for a car with the same price tag, you may sim-
ply pay a monthly fee that is expensed on the income statement. The
asset is actually purchased from the car dealership by a bank or other
specialty finance company and is effectively rented to you. As you
wouldn’t own it, you wouldn’t add an asset or liability to the balance
sheet and would return the vehicle at the end of the lease term. You
might have an option to buy the car at the time for the expected resid-
ual value, which is the amount the finance company expects the auto
to be worth at the end of the lease. The amount of the payments would
be calculated by the finance company by adding the expected loss of
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value during the lease term to an effective interest charge on the total
funds provided. While you’re paying just a monthly fee, the fee repre-
sents an interest payment like a capital lease, plus the value decline
borne by the car’s owner, the bank.

An operating lease by definition has no virtually free purchase option
at the end of the term, and the asset will not have been fully depreciated.
For this reason, operating leases are often shorter in term than are capi-
tal leases. You may be aware that car leases often run 36 months or so. 
The payments are lower than those of capital leases, as the full value 
of the auto isn’t lost, and the finance company doesn’t need to charge you 
the entire cost of the car—it expects to recoup much of the money
expended for the purchase upon its later sale at the estimated residual
value. This is why you’re limited regarding the number of miles allowed
and must maintain the auto’s condition. If you don’t, the financial insti-
tution will get less than the car’s anticipated residual value at its eventual
sale and will charge you fees to cover much of the difference.

It is important to note that both operating leases and capital leases
are company obligations. A business that looks like its balance sheet has
little leverage might be hiding future payment requirements by classifying
them as operating leases. To find out, read the notes to financial state-
ments in a company’s annual report. They often contain a lot of detail
about future lease obligations, including the potential impact that the con-
version of operating into capital leases would have on the balance sheet.

SALE LEASEBACK TRANSACTIONS

Companies that seek to raise cash but have dubious credit or short
operating histories often employ sale leaseback transactions to
secure required capital. A sale leaseback is simply the process of
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selling a long-term asset like equipment to an investor. The monies
received by the business from the sale, net of any preexisting
secured debt on the asset, are pocketed for working capital needs.
The asset—in this case, the equipment—is no longer owned by the
company. The business then rents, or leases, the equipment back
from the purchaser. Sale leasebacks generally require that the busi-
ness seeking capital pay a high rate of return (sometimes exceeding
20 percent) to compensate the investor for the increased risk of
default. Unlike the extension of a secured loan, the transfer of title
of the asset is required to avoid a foreclosure process should a
default occur. Sometimes the business retains the ability to repur-
chase the asset from the investor once the lease payments are made
or at any time for a premium to the investor’s purchase price.

Sale leasebacks are often an indication that a company is strug-
gling financially. Instead of lending the cash to the business, the
investor requires immediate ownership of the asset effectively being
financed. Should the company file for bankruptcy, the investor gener-
ally maintains ownership of the asset. (There are exceptions if the
asset is sold at a discount to its true value shortly prior to such a filing.)
Keep an eye out for companies that employ this strategy—it is often
considered a last resort. Be careful when considering extending unse-
cured payment terms to businesses in this condition.

NET PRESENT VALUE

Some assets on the balance sheet are easier to value than others.
Recall that assets are initially recorded on the balance sheet at their
original cost. But as a prospective investor in a business, wouldn’t you
like to know if there is a dramatic difference between book value and
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market value of the company’s assets? Some assets may provide a pro-
jected stream of payments to the company that owns them. Examples
include an unconsolidated foreign subsidiary or a partial ownership of
a partnership or annuity stream from an insurance company. The 
payments might be predetermined or estimated over time. Obviously,
the annuity stream from the insurance company is more easily fore-
cast than the periodic dividends from the foreign subsidiary. In either
case, however, the ultimate market value of the underlying asset is 
calculated based on assumptions of future cash flows. Since long-term
assets are recorded at their original cost, this analysis will help a pru-
dent investor better understand the true value of the equity of the
business, both on the balance sheet and the future impact on the
income statement.

Once the stream of future cash payments is determined based on
best-guess assumptions, including a possible terminal value from the
potential future sale of the income- generating asset, a current valuation
of the payments expected to be received must be ascertained. In order to
convert the future cash flow stream into today’s currency, each future
payment must be discounted. How much each payment is discounted is
based on time and risk.

The longer in the future the expected payment is, the lower its
value today. And the greater the risk that the expected payment will
not be made, the lower its current worth. Jackie might determine that
a prospective concrete company investment bears sufficient risk to
warrant a 40 percent minimum rate of return, or hurdle rate. Each
future payment requires its own risk assessment. The risk assessment
results in a discount rate, which is the effective interest percentage
that one would reasonably require to buy the future payment today. An
annuity payment from a highly rated insurance company might only
need a 6 percent discount rate, as the future payment’s likelihood
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would be very high. An expected dividend payment five years from now
from a foreign subsidiary that is in a politically unstable environment
might require a 50 percent discount rate.

Keep in mind that discount rates might vary, even from the same
source. A payment from the insurance company next year may be very
likely, while a payment from the same concern five years from now may 
be dubious due to the insurance company’s required balloon debt repay-
ment in two years or an uncertain license renewal process four years from
now. For companies that are sufficiently large to have public bonds out-
standing of varying maturities, the appropriate discount rate may be
ascertained by looking to the effective interest rate that the market is dic-
tating via the bonds’ trading prices. In other cases, individual risk assess-
ments are required to calculate the appropriate discount rates necessary
to reduce future payment amounts to reasonable current levels.

The current value of future projected cash flows that have been dis-
counted based on time and risk is called the “net present value,” or
NPV. The NPV is the sum of each future payment’s current worth. Let’s
look at two examples.

A business is owed six annual payments of $1 million each from a
large insurance company, the first being a full year from the date of the
balance sheet. The first two payments are likely to be paid, as reflected in
the trading prices of other unsecured public debt owed by the insurance
company of similar durations, which yield 5 percent. The last four of the
payments are deemed to be more vulnerable to default, and the public
markets consequently demand a higher yield on the longer maturities of
8 percent. The public bond yield to maturity may be established by adding
the cash interest payments to any discount from par that will be realized,
or gained, over time should the bonds be redeemed in full upon maturity.
In other words, if the bonds trade at 90 percent of the face value of the
obligation, then a buyer would receive not only the interest payments
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when they come due but also the additional 10 percent of face value 
(to total 100 percent) should the bonds be paid in full at maturity and not
default. This additional 10 percent of face value received would be added
to the interest payments received to derive a total yield to maturity in
excess of the stated coupon, or interest rate (the converse also holds true
if the bonds trade at a premium to par). This total rate of return needs to
be calculated in order to assess the market’s view of the company’s risk
profile so that an appropriate discount rate may be established to deter-
mine the net present value of the future expected payments. Let us
assume that this process has led us to believe that the previously men-
tioned 5 and 8 percent cost of the insurance company’s capital are appro-
priate for assessing the value of the six annual annuity payments.

The first two payments of $1 million each (on the first and second
anniversaries of the balance sheet date) may be valued as follows. Since
you would need a 5 percent rate of return for one or two years from
today to justify purchasing these future payments, we will need to “back
up” to lower numbers. These lower numbers are the prices we would pay
today to get $1 million in a year and in two years. In short, what number
multiplied by 105 percent results in $1 million in a year? What number
multiplied by 105 percent and again by 105 percent results in $2 million
in two years? The answer to the first question is calculated by dividing
$1,000,000 by 1.05, resulting in a net present value of the first payment
of $952,381. Conversely, $952,381 multiplied by 5 percent interest, plus
the original principal, yields $1,000,000. So the net present value of the
first $1 million payment a year from now has been determined.

The second payment’s current value is arrived at in the same fash-
ion. One million dollars, discounted at 5 percent for two years, equals
$1,000,000 divided by 105 percent, and the result is again divided 
by 105 percent. In number form, $1,000,000/1.05/1.05 � $907,029.
So the second annual payment is worth $907,029 today.
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The third through sixth scheduled payments are valued in the same
manner, but a discount rate of 8 percent instead of 5 percent is used.
Because the time frame is longer and the interest rates are higher, the
subsequent payments are worth less today than the first two. The
process by which we value the last four payments is laid out as follows:

Payment 3: $1,000,000/1.08/1.08/1.08 � $793,832

Payment 4: $1,000,000/1.08/1.08/1.08/1.08 � $735,030

Payment 5: $1,000,000/1.08/1.08/1.08/1.08/1.08 � $680,583

Payment 6: $1,000,000/1.08/1.08/1.08/1.08/1.08/1.08 � $630,170

So the total net present value of the six payments due from the
insurance company is summarized below:

Payment Payment Amount Time in Future Present Value

1 $1,000,000 One Year $ 952,381

2 $1,000,000 Two Years 907,029

3 $1,000,000 Three Years 793,832

4 $1,000,000 Four Years 735,030

5 $1,000,000 Five Years 680,583

6 $1,000,000 Six Years 630,170

Total $6,000,000 $4,699,025

The net present value of the $6,000,000 in future payments from
the insurance company is worth only about $4,700,000 today.

Most firms are valued based on their ongoing cash flow and profits,
not the liquidation value derived from selling the company’s assets. For
this reason, a similar exercise may be undertaken to value the entire
company. (Net present value applies equally well to a single asset on a
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company’s balance sheet or the business as a whole.) You may have
heard of companies being valued on a price/earnings ratio (P/E), or mul-
tiple of annual net income. The P/E ratio, based on current earnings, is
really a shortcut to a more comprehensive net present value calculation.
A higher earnings growth rate normally results in a higher P/E ratio. This
is simply due to the fact that higher anticipated future earnings streams,
while discounted, still result in greater current values because the future
amounts being discounted start bigger.

A company whose stream of expected earnings is likely to remain
flat essentially forever with a high degree of confidence might have a
discount rate to value the future income of 12 percent. In this case, the
price to earnings multiple would be 1/.12, or 8.33. This calculation is a
shortcut. A fixed stream of payments with a consistent risk profile may
be present valued by dividing the amount of the annual payment by the
appropriate discount rate: annual payment/discount rate. This formula
provides the same result as adding together each future discounted
annual payment using the same discount rate.

Companies with growing (or simply changing) anticipated income
over time require a more comprehensive analysis of each year’s earn-
ings expectation and the appropriate discount rate to apply to each of
the future income amounts (as though they were annuity payments).
On a per-share basis, the value is calculated in the same fashion, but it
is important to take into account the number of shares that a company
might issue in the future. Stock grants to employees might dilute the 
ownership of the other shareholders without a clear justification to
increase projected income as a result. On the other hand, issuing
equity to purchase other businesses with incremental cash flow and
profits may augment future earnings. Properly done, earnings per share
will increase also. See “Using Equity as Currency” in Chapter 7 for more
information.
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It is important to factor in the number of shares outstanding when
considering an earnings-per-share analysis. The tricky part comes in
when there are dilutive securities outstanding, like warrants or convert-
ible preferred stock. These instruments, upon conversion into common
shares, will dilute the existing shareholders’ ownership percentage. The
extent to which such a conversion would be viewed as dilutive depends on
whether or not the conversion price (for the convertible preferred stock)
or strike price (for the warrants) is higher than the current trading price
of the stock. If, for example, a warrant to purchase shares has a strike
price of $15 per share and the stock is trading at $8 per share, the war-
rants would not be included in the fully diluted share figure. If the war-
rants had a strike price of $10 per share and the stock was trading at $20
per share, then the amount of shares that the warrants were able to buy
at that price would be included in the total number used as a denomina-
tor when calculating earnings per share. The amount that would be
received to buy the shares from the “in the money” warrant holder upon
exercise would be added to paid-in capital.

As a shareholder, what is important to you is how much of a company’s
net income is your portion. A business that has dramatically higher income
but issues many new shares to others may see earnings per share decline.
The net income is the numerator; the number of shares is the denomina-
tor. Both count equally when determining share value. See “Accretive ver-
sus Dilutive Equity Transactions” in Chapter 7 for more details.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

As mentioned, the purchase of tangible long-term assets such as equip-
ment is not an immediate expense because the value is not lost. The
process simply transfers one asset, cash, to another asset, equipment.
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But just because their purchase is not an expense on the income state-
ment doesn’t mean that you don’t need to have the available resources
for their ongoing acquisition. Capital expenditures include the purchase
of, or upgrade of (remember capitalizing versus expensing?), fixed
assets, including equipment, property, or real estate. These long-term
assets are often critical in maintaining an efficient and competitive busi-
ness. The purchase of these items does not show up as an immediate
expense on the income statement, so even a profitable company may not
be able to fund capital expenditure needs adequately. Aging vehicles or
equipment might be a sign that cash is tight at a construction business.
A hotel chain that has dated bedspreads or worn carpets may be having
trouble paying debt service. Underfunding capital expenditures may
bridge a short-term funding gap, but it reduces competitiveness over
time. You’ll probably overlook slightly dated hotel amenities once or
twice; you probably won’t return if shoddy conditions worsen (unless the
price drops considerably as the establishment’s reputation erodes).
Maintaining assets is generally cheaper than discounting to compensate
customers for declining service quality.

CASH FLOW

What exactly is cash flow? Cash flow is a generic term used differently,
depending on the context. Loosely speaking, it shows how much money
a company is able to generate for lenders, shareholders, or both after
paying direct expenses and necessary overhead to operate the business.

Recall that operating income represents gross profit less operating
costs. From the bottom up, operating income may also be described as
earnings before (the impact of ) interest and taxes (and other nonop-
erating costs), or EBIT for short. EBIT is a reasonable gauge to assess
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a company’s ability to support debt service payments with any remain-
der available to equity owners.

There is no consideration for asset or liability changes in the
EBIT figure, other than the fact that depreciation and amortization
have already been subtracted. This is an important point. Remember
that depreciation registers the amount that a company’s equipment,
for example, has lost value. This equipment needs to be periodically
replaced! So it is important to factor in what we’ll consider depreci-
ation to be: a loosely labeled asset replacement reserve. EBIT does
not factor in other balance sheet changes, like growth in accounts
receivable or inventory. It is up to a company’s management to over-
see working capital and to keep current assets and current liabilities
in reasonable harmony. This is done by making sure payment terms
are extended only to creditworthy customers, to avoid writing down
accounts receivable as a bad debt expense. If the company is grow-
ing and accounts receivable and inventory needs are also increasing,
then management must find ways to finance the cost of the
increased current asset needs. This may be done via cooperative ven-
dors that allow longer accounts payable terms or through short-term
borrowings through a line of credit secured by the larger current
asset base.

EBIT provides the tools to handle long-term stuff. Sufficient EBIT
enables long-term borrowings, which can be used to purchase long-
term assets like equipment or real estate. Ample EBIT allows the pay-
down of debt obligations and provides return for shareholders.

Sometimes also referred to as cash flow, EBITDA—earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (and other nonoperating
items)—is a desperate person’s EBIT. EBITDA is simply EBIT plus the
noncash portion of a company’s expenses added back. I call EBITDA a
desperate person’s EBIT because it does not put aside the operationally
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necessary asset replacement reserve via depreciation consideration. In
other words, a business may use EBITDA to service debt in the short run.
If annual depreciation expense is not reinvested into property, plant, and
equipment assets, though, the quality of the company’s products or serv-
ices will decline over time as the productive assets age. Businesses that
are dependent on having quality, long-term assets to facilitate efficient
operations that overleverage (i.e., borrow too much), based on the expec-
tation that EBITDA is always available for debt service, often default on
the debt. EBITDA also fails to reflect the inherent use of cash that occurs
when a business grows and its level of accounts receivable increases. It is
critically important to factor in balance sheet changes in conjunction
with the income statement to evaluate a company’s true financial health.

An example is the leveraged buyout of several Atlantic City casinos.
By using EBITDA as the measurement of how much debt could be sup-
ported by the gaming operations, the companies were stripped of their
ability to reinvest in hotel rooms, decor, and facilities. Even the felts on
card tables were subsequently replaced so infrequently that they were
notoriously stained and dirty. The result was that customers moved to
newer facilities. Given that EBITDA then declined at the debt-strapped
competitors due to loss of market share, several gaming concerns were
unable to make the crippling debt service payments and filed for bank-
ruptcy to restructure their balance sheets. Adding liabilities always
increases risk, but when future payment assumptions are based on
using capital expenditure funds for debt service, the danger escalates.
Any hiccup in business from economic downturns exacerbates the risk.

Free cash flow, on the other hand, is the amount of money a business
generates after paying for long-term asset investments. Defined as
EBITDA less capital expenditures, free cash flow provides a much more
accurate picture of how much cash a company’s operations legitimately
generate. Of course, evaluating the long-term assets a company has will
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help determine how much funds are likely to be needed in the short term.
For this reason, projected free cash flow (based on reasonable assump-
tions) is the best barometer to assess a company’s cash generation capa-
bilities. Operating income on the profit and loss statement is generally
higher than free cash flow because the regular purchase of necessary
operating assets are not immediately expensed. Don’t be fooled into think-
ing that the owners of a business have that cash available, though—debt
service as well as short-term and long-term asset additions take first pri-
ority. When investors make this mistake and rob the business of the funds
required for these items, a company’s viability may be jeopardized.

LIABILITIES SUBJECT TO COMPROMISE

If a company files for bankruptcy, there is a strong likelihood that its
creditors will not be paid in full. Upon such a filing, the “best interests
of creditors” test is performed. The best interests test determines
whether a sale of all of the company’s assets should be pursued, with
the proceeds paying off creditors in their respective priorities. If a liq-
uidation is expected to generate less value than a restructuring of the
business’s balance sheet, then the company is reorganized as a going
concern and continues to operate.

Typically, secured creditors (with collateral backing their claims)
are paid first from the proceeds of a liquidation of the assets backing
their loan. Any deficiency, or shortfall, may leave the balance of the debt
to be lumped in with other unsecured creditors. An example might be a
car loan. The sale of the car may provide only enough cash to pay part of
the obligation, as the car’s value may have declined below the outstand-
ing loan amount. Only secured loans continue to accrue interest (up to
the value of the underlying collateral) during a bankruptcy process.
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In a restructuring, a company’s projected income is determined in
order to establish how much debt the business is able to support.
Unsecured creditors, whose claims against the bankrupt company (i.e.,
the debtor) are in jeopardy of not being paid, are recategorized as a 
current liability titled “liabilities subject to compromise.” The liabilities
subject to compromise often wind up with new loans that have a longer
payout period and/or a smaller face amount than their “prepetition”
(before bankruptcy petition filing) claims plus a portion of the company’s
ownership. The amount of the reduction in their loans will determine how
much of the business they will own after the reorganization. The previous
owners’ stake will be reduced, or diluted, by the equity granted to the
creditors. In many cases, the prepetition equity is wiped out entirely.

Sometimes, an investor may purchase securities in a company that
is likely to be reorganized or liquidated. In this case, the buyer (some-
times referred to as a “vulture investor”) will seek to acquire the debt
securities (bank debt, bonds, or vendor “trade” claims) at a significant
discount to the claim amount owed by the debtor. The vulture investor
then determines what the liquidation value of the assets might be,
keeping in mind that the process of liquidation is costly. Companies
that dispose of inventory often take as much as a 50 percent commis-
sion for the disposition process. Selling a house, which might be listed
on the balance sheet at cost, would require a 5 percent selling fee to a
real estate agent plus legal fees. A paid trustee often oversees the dis-
position of assets to maximize the recovery to creditors. In short, the
company’s asset book values may be reduced, or haircut, to compensate
for the liquidation expenses. These costs must be factored in to deter-
mine how much money (i.e., how much of a discount) a vulture investor
would be willing to pay to achieve an acceptable rate of return.

For example, let’s look at a business with book values of $500,000 
of cash, $1 million of inventory, $1 million of accounts receivable, and 
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$2 million of real estate. There are $5 million of liabilities, $2.5 million of
which is a mortgage on the real estate. The property may be sold for 
$2 million less 5 percent in expenses, leaving $1,900,000 of net value from
the disposition of the real estate. Since the mortgage had a first lien on
the property that has not been satisfied, the mortgage holder would
receive all of these proceeds. The difference, or $600,000, would be
lumped together with the unsecured creditor pool, leaving a total of 
$3.1 million of total unsecured liabilities to share equally (or “pari passu”)
the liquidation proceeds of the remaining assets. If the liquidation
trustees fees are estimated to be $300,000, there would be $200,000 of
cash remaining. Adding this remaining cash ($200,000) to the 50 cents on
the dollar realized from the distressed sale of the inventory ($500,000,
half of the book value) and 80 percent recovery realized on the accounts
receivable ($800,000, or 80 percent of $1 million—customers are less
likely to pay a liquidating vendor) leaves $1.5 million of ultimate liquida-
tion proceeds. This $1.5 million must be shared among the $3.1 million in
total unsecured claims, resulting in a 48 percent recovery at some point
in the future. In order to make a sufficient profit and to justify the wait
until getting paid as well as the possibility that the claim pool rises
(increasing the denominator) through subsequent claim declarations,
the vulture might offer to pay prepetition unsecured creditors 25 cents on
the dollar. Equity holders would then be wiped out.

In the case of a reorganized company, the value of the pie does not
come from the disposition of the business assets. To the extent that the
company can continue to operate as a going concern while paying its
daily expenses with something left over for stakeholders such as
lenders and shareholders, the recoveries are generally much higher for
all. In this case, projected income statements and balance sheets must
be created using “reasonable” assumptions. (“Reasonable” assump-
tions often include ridiculous notions such as revenue will double every
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month forever.) Companies generally underperform the expectations
set by such forecasts. However, they are the basis for determining what
a business is worth (most importantly: is it worth more to the most sen-
ior impaired creditor class as a going concern or in a liquidation?), how
much debt it can afford to pay going forward, and what kind of profit
will be left for postpetition shareholders in the reorganized company. If
the projections are too optimistic and the new (even reduced) debt
load is too cumbersome based on overly rosy anticipated financial
results, another restructuring may await down the road.

The new, postpetition debt’s value is based on whether the stated
interest rate compensates for the risk factoring in reduced overall
leverage and the likelihood that projected cash flows will enable the
business to repay the obligations from operations or enable the refi-
nancing of the debt. Assuming that the market views the newly issued
debt in the reorganized company to be worth par, or 100 cents on the
dollar, any excess value would be allocated to the new preferred share-
holders and then to common stockholders. Keep in mind that the
restructured debt and equity on the postpetition balance sheet are gen-
erally owned in different proportions. Those are based on the seniority
of the stakeholders before the modifications and the extent to which
the overall enterprise value is deemed to exceed the postpetition debt.

When Chrysler and General Motors went through the bankruptcy
process in 2009, however, supposedly pari passu (legally equal in sen-
iority) creditors were, in my view, not treated equally. Union claims
were given precedence over financial investors like banks and bond-
holders. It is my opinion that General Motors bondholders were thrown
under the proverbial bus (trading at about 5 percent of claim upon 
filing), while supposedly equal union retirement claims were nearly
made whole, according to Reuters.1 I wish that I could offer a reason-
able justification for this lack of justice but I can’t. I’d urge you to stay
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away from investments in which the U.S. government controls the out-
come because you don’t know what the rules are.

Many companies were acquired using lots of leverage in the era of
easy money. In other words, the purchase prices were largely borrowed.
The lenders accepted the projections put forth at the time to issue loans
to help pay the shareholders of the businesses that were sold.
Unfortunately, while the acquired companies subsequently may generate
positive operating profit, the cash flow has often been insufficient to cover
the interest expense of the newly issued debt. For example, Harrah’s
Entertainment, the gaming giant, which was acquired by Apollo
Management and TPG Capital for $31 billion in January 2008, saw the
trading price of some of its debt obligations plummet to as low as 15 cents
on the dollar a little more than a year after the company was sold accord-
ing to Bloomberg.2 Trying to avoid bankruptcy due to the enormous debt
load, according to BusinessWeek, the company has sought debt exchange
offers with bondholders.3 Such offers often include partial principal for-
giveness and maturity extensions in exchange for a greater interest rate,
a higher position in the capital structure, or both, increasing the likeli-
hood that the bonds will receive at least a partial recovery should the
company file for bankruptcy. Of course, such a “leapfrog” move may cause
other creditors to lose their relatively senior status in the capital struc-
ture, and the moves may be contested. Special treatment or beneficial
transactions for a certain creditor within three months (one year for
insiders) prior to filing Chapter 11 may be viewed by a bankruptcy judge
as a “preference payment.”

Obviously, those businesses that carry high debt loads relative to
their ability to generate cash flow are most susceptible to bankruptcy.
The pressure to meet interest and debt payments often leads to the
underfunding of equipment purchases, inability to take advantage of
bulk inventory acquisition, and delaying the upgrading of plants or
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facilities. Companies that do such things often were purchased with
borrowed funds. In other words, the monies that are owed to creditors
were used to pay the selling shareholders. This is a very different use of
debt than borrowing money to buy an asset like a truck, forklift, build-
ing, or copy machine. These assets help make a company’s operations
more efficient and generate a return on the investment. The process of
buying a company using substantial debt and little equity capital is
called a “leveraged buyout,” or LBO. LBOs saddle acquired businesses
with heavy debt service burdens without the tangible assets to support
operations.

This financing of goodwill (purchase of a company for more than its
tangible assets) using debt is a risky proposition in itself. In addition,
lenders are often induced to make such loans based on optimistic pro-
jected income statements. When and if the businesses do not meet
these expectations, insufficient cash flow remains after direct and
operating costs to pay debt service while simultaneously covering cap-
ital expenditure requirements. In addition, the sale of liquidated tan-
gible assets is then insufficient to cover obligations owed due to the
extensive goodwill on the post-acquisition balance sheet. Goodwill may
not be amortized. When its value is clearly impaired, however, it may be
written off. When a business fails and its tangible assets are liquidated,
there is no longer any value to its goodwill.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

A contingent liability is one that a business needs to pay only when cer-
tain circumstances occur, such as losing a lawsuit or another firm default-
ing on debts that have been guaranteed by the business. If Jackie’s
Hardware Store is being sued for $1 million by mesothelioma patients for
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historically selling asbestos-laden insulation, she might “win” in court
over time or lose the case and owe $1 million. How does she account for
this potential claim?

With guidance from her attorneys about the probabilities of differ-
ent outcomes, a weighted average cost is determined, and a reserve is
established to absorb the future cost. Let’s say that her professionals
calculate that there is an 80 percent chance of an ultimate dismissal of
the case with zero liability and a 20 percent chance of a judgment
against her business for the full $1 million. In this situation, Jackie
would establish a reserve of $200,000, the expected value of the claim
against the store. This is calculated by multiplying the $1,000,000 expo-
sure times the 20 percent chance that it occurs. Jackie would have to
take a $200,000 expense against earnings in the period in which the
claim’s value is determined.

As the case moves through the courts, her probabilities may change
due to different rulings, and the reserve amount may be modified
accordingly. Additional reserves would result in additional charges
against earnings. Reduced reserve requirements would essentially add
back to earnings the portion of the reserves that are no longer deemed
necessary at the time the reserve is considered excessive. Once the
reserve is established, Jackie no longer has to take a hit against earn-
ings to settle the case for a value less than the reserved amount. For
this reason, she always wants to keep this figure confidential; its dis-
closure provides the plaintiffs with powerful information as to how
much Jackie can afford to pay without further earnings pain.

Other contingent liabilities arise when a company stands behind,
or guarantees, the liabilities of another business or individual. If the
other party defaults, the guarantor faces a claim equal to the full
amount of the liability being guaranteed. This form of contingent lia-
bility is actually quite similar to the lawsuit analysis above. If Jackie
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had wanted to help her sons start their own business but they did not
have sufficient credit or assets to get a loan, she may have offered a
$100,000 guarantee from Jackie’s Hardware Store. Jackie’s Hardware
Store determined that there was a 30 percent chance of default on the
$100,000 guarantee. Consequently, Jackie recorded a $30,000 expense
in order to provide a reserve against the contingent liability from the
guarantee.

When her sons are more established and are able to refinance 
the loan without Jackie’s Hardware Store’s guarantee, Jackie may then
reverse the reserve and benefit from a pretax earnings hike when the
guarantee is effectively extinguished. Enron provided substantial debt
guarantees to affiliated partnerships. According to Bloomberg, American
International Group actually sold insurance to protect against others’
corporate defaults, receiving premiums and paying certain liabilities of
companies like Lehman Brothers and General Motors when the obligors
failed to honor their debts.4

Insurance companies are experts at contingent liability analysis
(although isn’t AIG an insurance company?) Their primary business is
to evaluate the merits of claims and to establish appropriate reserves
against the liabilities. On the flip side, they receive monthly premiums
and invest the money to prepare for future obligations. Many claims are
settled, and insurance companies generally try to pay out less than the
reserve amounts on their balance sheets. In this fashion, each claim
that is effectively settled at a discount actually increases earnings
because a larger payout had been expected. Spending less helps
increase income just like increasing revenue.

I can’t talk about contingent liabilities without discussing the U.S.
government. Uncle Sam, through increasing spending levels for
decades, has “lost” money almost every year. This accumulated deficit
has been financed through increased borrowings. The government’s
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debt now exceeds $12 trillion (yes, with a “T”), at least on the govern-
ment’s “balance sheet.” According to the Congressional Budget Office,
it is projected that another $1 trillion to $2 trillion of debt will be added
each year to cover the continued shortfall between tax receipts and
spending.5

While these figures are staggering, of additional concern are the
incremental contingent obligations, both implicit and explicit, that the
U.S. government maintains. Worse, these guarantees (or the theoreti-
cally associated reserves) are not included in the debt figures listed
above. In 2008, the implicit government guarantees of the $5 trillion
(yes, another T) in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac debt obligations were
made explicit, according to Bloomberg.6 In my opinion, there is no
longer a “maybe” about whether or not the taxpayers are on the hook.
Yes, there is collateral supporting a portion of the Fannie and Freddie
debt (pools of mortgages originated with lax underwriting standards),
but real estate values have plummeted since then. Certainly, some
reserves are appropriate. Maybe it is easier to pump another $50 billion
or $100 billion at a time into these firms whenever needed. By doing so,
the guarantees are never officially called but the pain is still imposed
on taxpayers.

In my view, any cuts to any program alienates some constituency. For
example, proposing to raise the retirement age (currently 62 or 65 years
of age) for people to start to collect Social Security angers senior citizens
(even though the American expected life span at birth has risen from 
59 years in 1930 to roughly 79 years today). In other words, it seems as if
we’re getting paid for a larger and larger percentage of our expected
lifespans. Maybe someday we’ll live to be 130 years of age and spend most
of our lives living off of the government dole. Cutting welfare benefits
upsets the poorer folks. Reducing illegal alien protections, like health
care and tuition assistance, hurts the minority vote. It is my opinion that
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politicians, fearful of alienating any group, make decisions accordingly in
order to get reelected. When they do that, virtually every major spending
bill gets approved (along with the associated ugly pork for the special
interest groups), and our country’s long-term fiscal stability wanes.

While monetary and spending reform is still theoretically possible,
our politicians seem to view any spending program as forever written in
stone. Consequently, the future payments the government makes
related to entitlements are effectively contingent liabilities (with a
nearly 100 percent chance of requiring funding). For we will never not
honor Social Security payments. We will certainly provide Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC) coverage to people whose bank fails.
(According to the Wall Street Journal, the FDIC, at the time of this
writing, had a negative balance and was preparing the “mechanics” for
borrowing from the U.S. Treasury.)7 I believe the United States will
always find money for welfare checks and Medicare payments. We will
continue to pay interest on our gigantic debt load. How? We will print
more dollars, decreasing their individual value.

Our next agenda item will be to put the knowledge gained so far to
practical use.
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BALANCE SHEET UTILIZATION
AND IMPLICATIONS

C H A P T E R

7

USING EQUITY AS CURRENCY

Sometimes companies seek to preserve cash by utilizing pieces of owner-
ship to motivate employees, acquire assets, or purchase other businesses.
By doing so, the company dilutes existing ownership stakes by the amount
of new equity that is issued in these transactions. Presumably, having 
a stake in the success of the business will motivate employees to perform
better. Whether this is true or not is subject to debate, but the practice
often allows organizations to reduce the amount of required cash to retain
top talent. The amount expensed for such issuance is based on the 
number of shares issued and the trading price of those shares at the time
of issuance.
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Another use of equity is for the acquisition of another business.
Sometimes this is accomplished by a private business issuing a portion
of its shares, membership interests, or partnership interests to another
company’s owners in exchange for ownership interests of the business
being purchased; other times, just the assets of the target company are
acquired.

Solely buying a company’s assets carries much less risk than a stock
purchase. When a company’s stock is purchased, the assets as well as
liabilities come along with the deal. To the extent that the new owner
is clearly informed about all of the liabilities that are obligations of the
business, the transaction is fair to both parties. Buying stock allows the
purchaser to acquire a bigger company due to the effective leverage
utilized in the purchase. Only the equity needs to be bought, and the
assets are effectively financed by the existing liabilities on the balance
sheet of the business being purchased. There is always a risk that the
liabilities are greater than anticipated, however. Imagine that fraud
has hidden the true obligations of the company being acquired. After
the deal is done, the purchaser may feel buyer’s remorse in part due to
claims surfacing that were unanticipated. Such claims may originate
through vendor invoices that were never recorded, taxes that were
never paid, or litigation related to the company’s past practices.

A good example is the taint experienced by companies that
acquired asbestos manufacturing businesses years ago. Even though
those claims arose long after the deals were closed, class action law-
suits cost the acquiring companies billions of dollars of medical
expenses, higher insurance premiums, settlement costs, and of course,
legal fees. Because the dangers (and corresponding liabilities) associ-
ated with the asbestos in the insulation products that were produced
was not yet known, the companies that bought the equity of other busi-
nesses in this field were blindsided.
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The purchase of assets, on the other hand, is safer. When bought
properly, assets come unencumbered by liabilities. Does an asset
purchase completely protect a buyer from a later lawsuit? Of course
not. But one’s defenses are much, much stronger. Equity holders are
by definition subordinate, or junior in right of payment, to liability
holders (creditors) in a business. And while new owners may insist
on indemnification, or protection from sellers, for potential but
undisclosed prior liabilities, chasing them later is a difficult and
costly process.

Whether a public company buys assets or equity of another busi-
ness, many transactions are effected utilizing the stock of the buyer to
compensate the owners of the selling business for the ownership of the
company being acquired. For the buyer, the amount of ownership in its
business that is issued to the selling shareholders determines whether
or not the potential acquisition makes economic sense.

ACCRETIVE VERSUS DILUTIVE EQUITY
TRANSACTIONS

In any business decision utilizing company resources, management must
ascertain whether or not an asset purchase makes the most sense for its
owners. This is true on a micro or macro level. A corner Laundromat, 
for example, may have $1,000 to spend on either a snack machine or
another dryer. General Electric may, for example, have had the where-
withal to purchase a company like Telemundo, the Spanish-speaking net-
work to complement its National Broadcast Company (NBC) investment
(prior to selling NBC to Comcast). Or GE might instead invest in a power
plant on a barge off the coast of Nigeria or develop a new health-care
technology. No business has unlimited resources, and those managers
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who allocate company assets are to be held responsible for the decisions
they make. Each transaction directly affects individual shareholders.

If you own 10 percent of a company that earns $1 million per year,
your share of the business income will be $100,000 annually. If the man-
agement enters into an agreement that results in your $100,000
increasing to $150,000 each year, you as an owner will be thrilled! 
Such a transaction is considered accretive, because it increases earn-
ings per share. On the other hand, if management makes a deal that
reduces your income to $50,000 next year, you won’t be quite so
pleased. A transaction that reduces earnings per share is considered
dilutive to shareholders.

Imagine that the ABC Corporation is a publicly traded C corpora-
tion. ABC has one million shares outstanding that trade on the New
York Stock Exchange at $20 each. ABC’s market capitalization is then
said to be $20 million. This is calculated simply as 1,000,000 shares out-
standing times the $20 price per share. ABC Corporation earns $1 mil-
lion per year and therefore has earnings per share of $1.00. Again, the
math is straightforward: $1,000,000 of profit divided by 1,000,000
shares outstanding equals $1.00 per share.

XYZ Company, a private company with no public float or shares
available for purchase on a stock exchange, also earns $1 million per
year. XYZ is for sale for $10 million. ABC Corporation agrees to buy XYZ
for the full asking price of $10 million utilizing shares of ABC stock. In
order to come up with the purchase price, ABC issues 500,000 shares of
stock, worth $20 apiece, to the owners of XYZ Company. This is calcu-
lated as 500,000 shares times $20 per share equals the $10,000,000
sought by the XYZ shareholders.

Was this a good decision by the managers of ABC Corporation? The
answer lies in whether or not the transaction was accretive or dilutive
to ABC shareholders. Let’s look at the pro forma results (i.e., assuming
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that the transaction had already occurred). ABC Corporation’s earn-
ings have now increased from $1 million prior to the transaction to 
$2 million annually due to XYZ’s additional $1 million of net income
that now benefits ABC. ABC Corporation has more shares outstanding,
though, and consequently has more hands to share in the increased
earnings. ABC had one million shares prior to the deal getting con-
summated, but now it has another 500,000, with a new total of 1.5 mil-
lion shares outstanding. Dividing the new total earnings of $2,000,000
by the revised shareholder base of 1,500,000 shares equals $1.33 per
share. In short, the transaction has increased ABC’s earnings per share
by one-third, from $1.00 to $1.33; it is therefore accretive and desirable.
Good job, ABC management!

Different types of buyers may offer better value for equity hold-
ers of companies for sale. Obviously, if you own some or all of a busi-
ness and you wish to liquidate your interests, you would like to get 
as much as possible for your investment. Consider the varying cate-
gories of business purchasers in the marketplace and their differing
interests.

Let’s look at a local, singular grocery store for sale. It generates a cer-
tain amount of revenue and profit and seeks a reasonable asking price,
as its owners are looking to move on to other ventures or to retire.

Clearly, any company buyer seeks to get more money in the future
than it invests today. Financial investors that buy equity in businesses
include individuals, pension funds, insurance companies, hedge funds,
and mutual funds. These institutions make investments on their own
behalf or for others. Their objective is to realize a profit through
appreciation in the value of the shares or other assets they buy. The
financial investor may consider purchasing a small grocery store as an
investment. In doing so, based on current income levels, the return on
investment might be 20 percent. (The purchase price in this case is
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expected to be five times net income, so the return is one-fifth of the
purchase price, or 20 percent.)

Strategic investors include vendors, customers, or competitors.
Just like financial investors, strategic investors look to make a profit
on investments on behalf of their owners. A strategic investor, a large
grocery store chain, is also considering the acquisition of the small,
private grocery store. The large chain has advantages over the finan-
cial investor, however. Because it already buys from suppliers a lot of
similar inventory (e.g., fruit and vegetables, meat and poultry, paper
products, dairy products, canned goods, and other stocked items), it
is able to extract concessions from vendors that result in lower
prices and better payment terms. The grocery store chain also has
another store in the area, so its existing advertising coverage will
allow it to eliminate the advertising expense for the smaller store
after purchase. The larger competitor has an existing accounting
department that can handle this function for the acquired store
going forward, eliminating salaries for bookkeepers at the small
store. And because less competition will exist in the area, the large
grocery store chain may be able to raise prices at both stores. This
combination of beneficial factors in a purchase by a strategic
investor is called “synergy.” Due to the synergies associated with the
deal, the strategic investor in this case, the large grocery store chain,
might realize a 40 percent return on its investment (through an
effective doubling of net income) if the price were the same as that
proposed by the financial investor. Alternatively, the chain might pay
a premium to the financial investor’s maximum purchase price and
still derive a superior rate of return.

For these reasons, companies are generally better off looking for
strategic buyers when looking to sell their business so that their own-
ers realize maximum benefit.
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IMPACT OF INFLATION ON THE 
BALANCE SHEET

Sometimes people view inflation as an evil process that depletes the
value of hard earned savings. This is not always the case. Inflation is,
quite simply, the decline in the purchasing power of the U.S. dollar 
(or whatever currency is utilized by the business). The type of assets
held by an individual or business as well as the corresponding leverage
employed will determine how favorable or unfavorable the impact
inflation will have.

Certain assets lose value as domestic inflation rises. Examples are
cash (in U.S. dollars) and accounts receivable. If a business holds U.S.
dollars and the dollar weakens, more of the cash will need to be utilized
to purchase the same amount of goods. Accounts receivable, similarly,
lose value, as the cash to which they convert has reduced purchasing
power upon receipt.

Other assets may increase in value with inflation. A company may
own real estate or foreign currency, both of which would likely grow in
value denominated in U.S. dollars. To exaggerate the point, imagine
that an owned building is worth $1 million. Now let’s drop the value of
the U.S. dollar by 50 percent. Now it takes twice as many dollars to buy
the building, which is currently worth $2 million. In short, hard assets
offer greater protection from a falling local currency.

Imagine that the $1 million building is purchased with a $1 million
loan, or mortgage. Should the U.S. dollar decline in value through infla-
tion by 50 percent, the business now would have an asset worth $2 mil-
lion but still owe only $1 million. One million dollars of value has been
created through inflation. Yes, the $1 million is worth half of what it once
was, because of the dollar’s reduced purchasing power. But there is still
$500,000 of pre-inflation dollar purchasing power that has materialized
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through sharp inflation. This is because liabilities do not rise with infla-
tion (although interest rates often go up, making adjustable loans more
expensive). So, if a company has significant debts along with substantial
tangible long-term assets, its balance sheet is well poised to handle an
inflationary period.

Of course, the impact on inflation must also be considered on the
income statement. To the extent that inflation hurts business profits,
the balance sheet will suffer as well over time due to lower retained
earnings. The main determinant on the positive or adverse effect that
inflation has on the income statement is whether the price received
for goods or services sold rises faster or slower than a company’s
expenses. For example, if a restaurant is unable to raise prices in a
competitive environment (like my favorite bastion of capitalism, the
mall food court) and its costs for food inventory go up, its gross mar-
gins will be squeezed and its profitability will decline. Airlines are
highly dependent on the price of jet fuel, which sometimes reaches 
40 percent of their operating expenses. When the price of oil and jet
fuel rise, airlines generally see profits fall because the industry has so
many competitors and travelers tend to be very price sensitive through
the utilization of the Internet for fare shopping. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, some astute airlines have locked in long-term supply con-
tracts for jet fuel during lower oil price environments. These busi-
nesses have been able to better weather the storm when jet fuel prices
have skyrocketed, and some weaker competitors have been forced to
enter bankruptcy to reorganize or liquidate.

Having hard assets like real estate utilizing liabilities that don’t
increase in dollar terms during an inflationary period is one way to pro-
tect oneself from inflation. If you are concerned about the potential for
the United States to default on its enormous debt, don’t be. That’s
because the U.S. government has the ability to print unlimited dollars
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to meet its obligations. The effect of such a process would be to render
the dollar “diluted,” much like having lots of extra shares issued in a
company. Borrowing money now at long-term fixed rates to purchase
tangible assets like real estate or commodities offers maximum equity
value protection if you expect the dollar to fall (as I do). Investing in
(loaning money for the purchase of) long-term U.S. government securi-
ties (bonds) that are not inflation protected or keeping cash may seem
safe but still may result in a decline in the value of one’s nest egg.

THE IMPACT OF CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS ON
A BALANCE SHEET

To the extent a business pays its expenses domestically in local cur-
rency and generates sales in the same country receiving the same 
currency as payment, the fluctuation of the U.S. dollar against the euro
or the Japanese yen will have no direct impact on the company’s finan-
cial statements. However, if your balance sheet assets and liabilities
are listed in U.S. dollars and your company owns foreign assets or is
obligated to repay debts in other currencies, foreign exchange rates
may have a dramatic impact.

Let’s say that banks in Japan are willing to lend money at 1 percent
interest—this is not far from the truth. Your American business agrees
to accept the loan but must repay it in Japanese yen. It should be easy
to convert the money to U.S. dollars and generate a return on the
money in excess of the 1 percent interest expense. This real strategy is
called the “carry trade.” Simply putting the cash into a domestic cer-
tificate of deposit should yield at least double the cost of capital, gen-
erating a profit. However, there is a risk that the dollar weakens in
value relative to the yen, resulting in losses.
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Imagine that the dollar buys 100 yen when the loan is issued. Let’s
say that the debt is 100 million yen, which gets immediately converted
into 1 million dollars. Subsequently, the dollar’s purchasing power
declines (due to, say, a perception of increasing Japanese government
financial strength and a limited yen supply versus the American gov-
ernment’s declining fiscal prowess and growing number of dollars
issued). Now the dollar may be traded for only 80 yen. In other words,
you now need more dollars to pay off the obligation. Specifically, you’ll
now need $1.25 million to pay off the 100 million yen liability. The con-
verse works as well. A strengthening dollar will make the debt easier
to repay.

Companies with international operations constantly evaluate (and
hopefully manage) the risks associated with currency fluctuation in 
the jurisdictions where they operate. Some large financial institutions
offer businesses hedging contracts called “swaps.” These are effectively
insurance contracts that require premiums but compensate the holders
if commodities, or in this case, currency exchange rates, change in
value. If customers pay an American business in euros and the euro
strengthens against the U.S. dollar, the company effectively benefits
from a price increase proportional to the percentage increase. For
example, a euro-denominated contract that is modestly profitable when
a euro buys $1.25 will see a 20 percent effective price increase if costs
remain flat and the euro purchases $1.50 when received. Since dollar
expenses don’t necessarily rise when this occurs, the extra 20 percent of
revenue flows down to the operating profit line of the company. Of
course, if the same business must pay expenses in euros as well, much
of the benefit is eaten up with higher costs.

Exporters love a weak domestic currency. It makes it easier for
their foreign customers to afford their products. For companies that
purchase their goods abroad through importation, the opposite is true.
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A strong U.S. dollar, for example, makes it easier for American compa-
nies (and consumers for that matter) to afford foreign goods and serv-
ices. According to the Financial Times, China has been criticized for
intentionally keeping the yuan artificially cheap; its value is fixed by
the People’s Republic against the dollar.1 Doing so benefits the many
exporters in the Asian nation. This is one reason, I believe, why U.S. cit-
izens purchase so many Chinese-made goods—they’re cheap relative
to other things that may be purchased with a U.S. dollar. But their fre-
quent purchase has led to hundreds of billions of dollars leaving the
United States and caused an enormous trade deficit. China has used
much of this inflow to lend money to the United States. In fact, the
United States now owes China almost $1 trillion!

In government and industry, balance sheet utilization is often mis-
managed. Some of the problems faced by executives in the pursuit of
financial gain and representatives furthering flawed public policy will
now be examined.
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BALANCE SHEET ABUSES

C H A P T E R

8

LEVERAGE AND THE ERA OF EASY MONEY

There have been many instances in the past where borrowing too much
has gotten companies into trouble. But in the latter part of 2008 there was
an unbelievable revelation as to the extent to which it had become an
obsession not only in the United States but also worldwide. Starting in the
late 1990s and accelerating after September 11, 2001, the U.S. Federal
Reserve had made easy money a priority to promote economic growth.
Interest rates had remained at historic lows, and lending standards had
become precipitously weak. Banks, competing to put cheap money to
work, were so anxious to make loans that hundreds of billions of dollars
of “no-doc” loans (short for “no documentation”; also affectionately called
“liar loans”) were underwritten, which required no income verification by
the borrowers. These no-doc loans were easily resold to quasi-government
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agencies Freddy Mac and Fannie Mae, whose appetite was fueled by
Congress wanting to make home ownership available to almost anyone.

Real estate appraisers were asked to rubber-stamp valuations that
allowed refinancing of homes at multiples of their original cost. Banks
were writing “cov-lite” loans to businesses (without the usual stipulations,
or covenants, such as the borrower must remain profitable or maintain
sufficient working capital). To make things worse, these dubious loans
themselves were packaged together into pools and further leveraged!

The pools, or groups of similar mortgages and loans, were bundled
together in complex packages called “structured investment vehicles”
(SIVs), which were used as collateral for loans. Sometimes the amount
of money lent to these SIVs approached or exceeded the face value of
the loans in the pools. The remaining equity in the pools, along with
some of the loans against the pools, sat on the books of some large insti-
tutions such as Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, two historical Wall
Street powerhouses. Incredibly, the billions of dollars of loan pool
assets on their balance sheets were used as collateral for additional
debt of as much as 40 times their stockholders’ equity. (Hey, why not
use OPM—other people’s money?)

So long as no significant defaults occurred and the real estate mar-
ket continued to increase, these companies were able to generate huge
profits relative to their stockholders’ equity because they themselves
were able to borrow money so cheaply. But after the real estate market
peaked and started to decline, defaults started to rise, and the house of
cards started to fall.

To make matters worse, some of the debt issued by many institu-
tions, including Lehman Brothers, was extremely short term in nature.
Typically, it is less expensive to borrow short-term funds than longer-
term maturities because as the repayment period is extended, more
uncertainty about future conditions brings greater risks to lenders, who
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generally charge higher interest rates. This condition is known as a
“positive yield curve,” where rates go up as maturities are extended.

The debt with extremely short maturities (often 30 to 90 days)
sought by many firms is called “commercial paper.” Commercial paper
is often purchased by theoretically safe money market funds seeking
short-term income. The risks to the companies were evident when
credit markets started to dry up in late 2008 and the commercial paper
was not easily refinanced. By trying to save a percentage point or so of
interest expense, these businesses exposed their very viability to the
whims of the short-term debt markets. Lehman’s collapse occurred in
part due to a loss of confidence that the company would be able to repay
these loans. This belief became a self-fulfilling prophecy. Lehman’s
defaults nearly shut down the commercial paper market that so many
firms had utilized. Exposure to Lehman’s short-term debt resulted in at
least one money market fund to “break the buck,” or lose principal for
its investors. Frightened, lenders realized that the small amount of
interest received for these loans did not sufficiently compensate them
for the previously underestimated risks. More defaults were likely.

Ultimately, the U.S. government stepped in (again) to guarantee
trillions of dollars of commercial paper issuance to restore confidence
in the instruments. With Uncle Sam’s backing, money started to flow
again, enabling businesses across all industries to continue to borrow
to repay the short-term loans as they came due.

At the same time, the collateralized debt obligations’ underlying
mortgages, sometimes written with teaser rates of as low as 1 percent,
with interest-only payments for a time, and representing nearly 100 per-
cent of the price of the real estate at the peak of the market, began to
wobble. As rates adjusted after the teaser periods, homeowners had
more and more trouble making the payments. (Remember, many loans
were so-called liar loans written based on drastically overstated
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income.) Foreclosures occurred. Banks now owning real estate put a
large supply of REO (real estate owned) on the market at the same time.
Other sellers, trying to compete with the banks’ inventory overhang, had
to drop prices, sometimes precipitously, to get rid of their property.
People with mortgages that were now significantly underwater (i.e., the
value of their mortgage well exceeded the value of their property) were
walking away from their homes, handing the keys to the banks.

Delinquencies rose. The value of the loans declined, often to the point
of wiping out the equity ownership in the leveraged mortgage pools and
substantially haircutting (reducing the value of) the liabilities that were
secured by the groupings. Many of these assets (the loans to and equity in
the mortgage pools) fell by 50 percent in some cases in a very short time.
The investment banks and hedge funds that had borrowed up to $40 for
every $1 of equity on their balance sheets were suddenly insolvent.
Insurance companies like AIG that had guaranteed some of the Lehman
Brothers and Bear Stearns debts, lost their previously stellar (at least on
the surface) credit ratings and were consequently required to post addi-
tional capital to their counterparties, which they could not afford to do.
Washington Mutual, Merrill Lynch, Wachovia, and other major financial
institutions were forced into the hands of relatively stronger partners.
Freddy Mac and Fannie Mae fell into government conservatorship, and
the U.S. banking industry melted down. Banks stopped lending to all but
the most creditworthy clients, and economic growth turned negative.

Remember we talked about return on assets as well as return on
equity? The difference is debt, or leverage. In order to boost return on
equity, overly zealous managers borrowed aggressively to buy dubious
assets when credit was cheap. Imagine a business that is able to generate
10 percent on its assets but is able to borrow money at 5 percent. To start,
the company has, say, $1 million of assets. If it has no liabilities, its return
on assets and return on equity are both 10 percent ($1,000,000 of assets
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times a 10 percent return yields $100,000). Its equity is also $1 million, as
there are no liabilities to subtract.

Now, let’s look at a scenario where the business borrows $9 million
at 5 percent (yes, it was possible to do so, for the reasons described
above) to buy $9 million of additional assets that yield 10 percent. At
least for the short run, the company is doing great. The company now has
$10 million of assets ($1,000,000 original plus $9,000,000 purchased with
borrowed money) and still has $1 million of equity ($10,000,000 of assets
less $9,000,000 of liabilities). The $10 million of assets yield 10 percent,
or $1 million. The $9 million of liabilities cost $450,000 annually
($9,000,000 times a 5 percent cost of capital, or interest expense), leav-
ing $550,000 of return ($1,000,000 of yield on the asset base less the
$450,000 of interest expense). While the return on assets remains fixed
at 10 percent, the return on equity has now jumped from 10 percent to
55 percent ($550,000 divided by $1,000,000 of equity)!

Things on Wall Street were terrific—bonuses were rich, and the
investment banks seemed invincible. Oh yeah, until the write-downs.
Taking a mere 10 percent loss on the $10 million of assets in this example
now values the assets at $9 million. With $9 million of liabilities, the stock-
holders’ equity has now been completely wiped out. Imagine the pain with
similar (or worse) asset value declines when the leverage employed was
not a 10 times debt-to-equity ratio but a 40 times debt-to-equity ratio!

Uncle Sam stepped in in a big way, offering more cheap financing 
to the institutions it deemed “too big to fail.” It set up (at least) a pro-
gram to buy from these companies what were now called “toxic assets,”
generally referring to the loan pools. AIG was extended $182.5 billion
dollars in credit in exchange for a 79.9 percent warrant to purchase AIG
shares. Banks were forced to accept equity capital from the U.S. gov-
ernment, leaving taxpayers as large owners of the financial system. The
process ultimately stabilized the country, but partial nationalization of
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the industry was required. What the government does with its newfound
influence on these firms has yet to be fully seen.

In addition to pumping hundreds of billions of dollars of equity capi-
tal into banks and other financial concerns, the U.S. government ensured
the repayment of loans issued by these institutions under an emergency
guarantee program. Banks get money by accepting deposits into checking
and savings accounts as well as certificates of deposit (CDs) and borrow-
ing money at low interest rates. They take those funds and loan the money
to businesses and homeowners at higher rates. The difference, the inter-
est rate spread, is critical. That spread, multiplied by the assets under
management, is the primary source of their operating funds.

When confidence of repayment waned during the financial crisis, the
taxpayer backing allowed potentially weak borrowers to secure funding at
artificially low rates through the Temporary Liquidity Guarantee
Program. This cheap money pumped up short-term profitability as it
widened the interest rate spread and helped offset the heightened
impairment of their asset bases as many loans were written down or writ-
ten off due to defaults. Again, the taxpayers took the risk but the federal
guarantees were not reflected in the U.S. government’s balance sheet as
contingent liabilities. Once the program ends, the banks will be required
to resort to market-based interest rates, and their cost of capital will
depend on how fiscally sound they are perceived to be. For example,
Citibank recently issued $2 billion of nonguaranteed bonds due in 2014
with a 5.5 percent interest rate. JPMorgan Chase, on the other hand, was
able to borrow $1.5 billion due in 2015 with a mere 3.7 percent coupon.
The interest rates  will be able to charge for loans they make to individu-
als and businesses will be similar and determined by competitive forces.
So JPMorgan’s future profitability looks much brighter due to almost 
2 additional percentage points of interest rate spread because of its per-
ceived stronger financial position.
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In September 2009, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA),
which insures lenders against losses on home mortgages, decided to
tighten credit requirements on the loans it guarantees. In line with gov-
ernment-backed mortgage investors Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the
FHA will now impose a maximum loan-to-value ratio on refinanced mort-
gages of 125 percent of the home’s value. In other words, they’ll extend
you a $125,000 mortgage on a $100,000 house, $25,000 (20 percent) of
which is immediately unsecured (more when foreclosure and sale
expenses are deducted from any ultimate recovery). On new purchases,
the FHA requires only a 3.5 percent down payment. As you might imagine,
demand for such financing has increased substantially, growing from
about 2 percent of new home mortgages in 2006 to nearly 25 percent in
the third quarter of 2009. It should come as no surprise that about 14 per-
cent of mortgages the Federal Housing Administration guarantees were
30 days or more past due or in foreclosure as of September 2009.

Of course, homeowners who become delinquent on these loans gen-
erally don’t keep up with requisite repairs and improvements, so the
likely collateral value to support the FHA guarantees upon foreclosure
and subsequent sale will deteriorate further. Incredibly, the agency has
stated that its supplementary reserves for the loans it insures will fall
below the 2 percent legal minimum. The agency employs leverage of
50:1! Bear Stearns, just prior to its collapse in 2008, had a debt-to-
equity ratio of a measly 33:1. Talk about hypocrisy.

It would seem logical to dramatically increase underwriting stan-
dards. A 20 percent down payment, for example, would provide a 
reasonable cushion against default, covering foreclosure and sale costs
and some potential value deterioration. Similarly, a refinancing limit of
80 percent of a home’s appraised worth would protect the FHA from
future losses. Having more “skin in the game” also provides incentive
for homeowners to find a way to keep current on their mortgages
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instead of handing over the keys to the bank when real estate prices
fall and their property’s value declines below the amount they owe.

The problem that imposing reason into this process creates, however,
is that many people will be shut out of the home-buying process. There are
those in government who have attempted to make home ownership a
right, not a privilege, regardless of creditworthiness. The Federal Housing
Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992 required Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac to devote a percentage of their lending to support
affordable housing. Government guarantees by the FHA and mortgage
purchases by Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae have brought many fringe buy-
ers into the game. Real estate values jumped in the first decade of the new
millennium due to the large number of incremental buyers able to qual-
ify for mortgages. If lending standards were tightened to more reasonable
levels, these extra buyers would now be out of the game. With fewer bid-
ders for the available home supply, house prices would decline further.
Said additional decrease would result in bigger losses for the more than
$6 trillion in real estate loans the U.S. government owns or guarantees.
So Uncle Sam can’t politically or economically afford not to continue to
artificially prop up property values. This is evidenced by a Wall Street
Journal report in September 2009 that the Obama administration was
launching an initiative to commit an additional $35 billion to “help belea-
guered state and local housing agencies to provide mortgages to low- and
moderate-income families.”1 Taxpayers now guarantee repayment on
more than 80 percent of all U.S. mortgages! What a mess.

RATING AGENCIES

There are concerns that provide “independent” assessments of other
companies’ business prospects, along with their balance sheet strength,
in order to assess their creditworthiness for lenders. Such companies
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include Standard & Poor’s Corp., Moody’s Investor Service Inc., and Fitch
Ratings Inc. These three in particular maintain a privileged status with
the U.S. government as Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating
Organizations (NRSROs). Primarily used by prospective lenders to con-
sider making credit available to businesses seeking financing, these enti-
ties will evaluate the borrower’s historical and anticipated future prof-
itability, current debt levels, customer concentration, and other deter-
mining factors—for a fee. The problem with this structure is that the
entity that ultimately pays the fees to the rating agencies is the one being
rated. In other words, the rating agencies have an inherent conflict of
interest in providing favorable ratings in order to secure current and
future business. The three companies use slightly different grading. A
general long-term issuer credit rating overview (used by Standard and
Poor’s Corp., also known as S&P) follows as described on its Web site:

AAA: An obligor rated AAA has extremely strong capacity to meet its
financial commitments. AAA is the highest issuer credit rating
assigned by Standard & Poor’s. The U.S. government maintains a
triple A rating on its debt (as of this writing).

AA: An obligor rated AA has very strong capacity to meet its financial
commitments. It differs from the highest-rated obligors only to a
small degree.

A: An obligor rated A has strong capacity to meet its financial
commitments but is somewhat more susceptible to the adverse
effects of changes in circumstances and economic conditions than
obligors in higher-rated categories.

BBB: An obligor rated BBB has adequate capacity to meet its
financial commitments. However, adverse economic conditions or
changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a weakened
capacity of the obligor to meet its financial commitments.
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BB, B, CCC, and CC: Obligors rated BB, B, CCC, and CC are regarded
as having significant speculative characteristics. BB indicates the
least degree of speculation, and CC the highest. While such
obligors will likely have some quality and protective
characteristics, these may be outweighed by large uncertainties
or major exposures to adverse conditions.

An obligor rated BB is less vulnerable in the near term than other
lower-rated obligors. However, it faces major ongoing
uncertainties and exposure to adverse business, financial, or
economic conditions, which could lead to the obligor’s inadequate
capacity to meet its financial commitments.

An obligor rated B is more vulnerable than the obligors rated BB,
but the obligor currently has the capacity to meet its financial
commitments. Adverse business, financial, or economic
conditions will likely impair the obligor’s capacity or willingness
to meet its financial commitments.

An obligor rated CCC is currently vulnerable, and is dependent
upon favorable business, financial, and economic conditions to
meet its financial commitments.

An obligor rated CC is currently highly vulnerable.

An obligor rated R is under regulatory supervision owing to its
financial condition. During the pendency of the regulatory
supervision, the regulators may have the power to favor one class
of obligations over others or pay some obligations and not others.

An obligor rated SD (selective default) or D has failed to pay
one or more of its financial obligations (rated or unrated) when
they came due. A D rating is assigned when Standard & Poor’s
believes that the default will be a general default and that the
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obligor will fail to pay all or substantially all of its obligations
as they come due.

An SD rating is assigned when Standard & Poor’s believes that the
obligor has selectively defaulted on a specific issue or class of
obligations but that it will continue to meet its payment obligations
on other issues or classes of obligations in a timely manner. 

A selective default includes the completion of a distressed
exchange offer, whereby one or more financial obligations are 
either repurchased for an amount of cash or replaced by other
instruments having a total value that is less than par.

A Standard & Poor’s issue credit rating is a current opinion of 
the creditworthiness of an obligor with respect to a specific financial
obligation, a specific class of financial obligations, or a specific finan-
cial program (including ratings on medium-term note programs and
commercial paper programs). It takes into consideration the credit-
worthiness of guarantors, insurers, or other forms of credit enhance-
ment on the obligation and takes into account the currency in which
the obligation is denominated. The opinion evaluates the obligor’s
capacity and willingness to meet its financial commitments as they
come due, and may assess terms, such as collateral security and subor-
dination, which could affect ultimate payment in the event of default.
Issue credit ratings can be either long term or short term. Short-term
ratings are generally assigned to those obligations with an original
maturity of no more than 365 days, including commercial paper.

Table 8.1 on page 128 lists the percentage of defaults of obligors
that had been assigned various S&P debt ratings. As you can see, the
higher the rating, the lower the chance of default.

Just like an individual seeking a mortgage, the higher a company’s
credit rating, the lower the interest expense it will have to bear. Many
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CCC
AAA AA+ AA AA– A A+ A– BBB+ BBB BBB– BB+ BB BB– B B B– to C

1994 – – – – 0.45 – – – – – – 0.86 – 1.83 6.58 3.23 16.67

1995 – – – – – – – – – 0.63 – 1.55 1.11 2.76 8.00 7.69 28.00

1996 – – – – – – – – – – 0.86 0.65 0.55 2.33 3.74 3.92 4.17

1997 – – – – – – – 0.36 0.34 – – – 0.41 0.72 5.19 14.58 12.00

1998 – – – – – – – – 0.54 0.70 1.29 1.06 0.72 2.57 7.47 9.46 42.86

1999 – – – 0.36 – 0.24 0.27 – 0.28 0.30 0.54 1.33 0.90 4.20 10.55 15.45 32.35

2000 – – – – – 0.24 0.56 – 0.26 0.88 – 0.80 2.29 5.60 10.66 11.50 34.12

2001 – – – – 0.57 0.49 – 0.24 0.48 0.27 0.49 1.19 6.27 5.94 15.74 23.31 44.55

2002 – – – – – – – 1.11 0.65 1.31 1.50 1.74 4.62 3.69 9.63 19.53 44.12

2003 – – – – – – – – 0.19 0.52 0.48 0.94 0.27 1.70 5.16 9.23 33.13

2004 – – – – – 0.23 – – – – – 0.64 0.76 0.46 2.68 2.82 15.11

2005 – – – – – – – – 0.17 – 0.36 – 0.25 0.78 2.59 2.98 8.87

2006 – – – – – – – – – – 0.36 – 0.48 0.54 0.78 1.58 13.08

2007 – – – – – – – – – – – 0.30 0.23 0.19 – 0.88 14.81

2008 – – 0.43 0.40 0.31 0.21 0.58 0.18 0.59 0.71 1.14 0.63 0.63 2.97 3.29 7.02 26.53

Mean – – 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.16 0.28 0.28 0.68 0.89 1.53 2.44 7.28 9.97 22.67

Table 8.1 Standard & Poor’s One-Year Global Corporate Default Rates by Refined Rating Category



lenders rely on these ratings when making decisions about how much to
lend to a given borrower, what rate to charge, and how quickly repayment
will be required.

Perhaps due the complexity of some of the obligations that have been
rated or the inherent conflict of interest that rating agencies have, major
problems have resulted from inaccurate grading of debt instruments. The
overly generous evaluations granted to many of the structured investment
vehicles referred to previously allowed their owners to borrow money in
tranches against them. These tranches were essentially first, second, and
third mortgages secured by the SIVs. Because the rating agencies gave
the tranches high marks (with the first tranche obviously getting the
highest grade of the three), billions of dollars were lent using the SIVs as
collateral. The rating agencies did not anticipate the dramatic real estate
value declines that were forthcoming. Consequently, the delinquencies,
foreclosures, and haircuts to the SIV values resulted in unprecedented
losses to investors.

In July 2009, the nation’s largest pension fund, the California
Public Employees’ Retirement System, or CalPERS, filed a lawsuit in
California state court in conjunction with $1 billion in losses that
CalPERS claims were caused by misleading credit ratings from the
three leading ratings agencies. CalPERS contends that, in giving these
packages of securities the agencies’ highest credit rating, Moody’s,
Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch “made negligent misrepresentations” to
the pension fund. CalPERS manages retirement assets for nearly two
million public employees in California.

The AAA ratings provided to the SIVs by the agencies “proved to be
wildly inaccurate and unreasonably high” according the lawsuit; it also
contended that the methodologies utilized to assess these collateral
packages “were seriously flawed in conception and incompetently
applied.” In the case of the SIVs that are subject to this dispute, the
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three rating agencies allegedly received substantial fees not only for
rating the asset pools’ creditworthiness but also for helping to struc-
ture the deals themselves.

The lawsuit also argues that the rating agencies continued to pub-
licly promote structured investment vehicles even while beginning to
downgrade them. Ten days after Moody’s had downgraded some securi-
tized packages in 2007, it issued a report titled “Structured Investment
Vehicles: An Oasis of Calm in the Subprime Maelstrom.”

In an effort to help stabilize the financial system in late 2008 and
early 2009, the U.S. government provided inexpensive loans to banks
and other lenders. These loans required collateral (often other loans to
entities holding pools of mortgages) having AAA ratings. The Fed has
taken significant losses on these extensions of credit due to the insuf-
ficiency of the collateral provided, despite the high ratings.

Ratings agencies have also come under fire for the sovereign debt rat-
ings that have been issued to various countries worldwide. Almost all
nations issue debt. The ratings issued on these obligations have a major
impact on each country’s interest expense. An unfavorable rating may
cost taxpayers many billions of dollars (or local currency equivalent)
annually. Given that S&P, Moody’s, and Fitch seek to provide their 
services within each worldwide jurisdiction, certain implicit or explicit
pressure may be applied by countries to secure the most favorable ratings
possible. This winds up hurting those investors that rely on such ratings
(probably too much so) in making financial decisions.

Many contend that the rating agencies have an inherent conflict of
interest and are notoriously slow in recognizing corporate improvement
or decline. Often, upon a company releasing annual financial statements
and a corresponding outlook, the agencies’ view changes. In other words,
they are reactionary. Once a company reports poor earnings, it may 
then be downgraded to a lower rating tier. But by then it is generally too
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late for the investor to react, because the price of the debt and equity in
the company have already declined. This is, to some degree, a result of the
relatively inferior wages offered by the rating agencies to their analysts.
Wall Street securities firms generally pay much more.

Insurance companies often use the monies they receive from premi-
ums to purchase bonds (and other assets) in order to generate income on
investment portfolios. They collectively hold roughly $3 trillion in rated
bonds as investments. The ratings agencies are under attack here as well.
State insurance regulators have been reported to be considering moving
away from utilizing grades from Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s when eval-
uating the value of the assets the insurance companies list on their bal-
ance sheets. This is important because insurance companies are required
to maintain sufficient reserves to pay policyholders’ claims when they
come due. A hit to assets is directly subtracted from equity, as liabilities
remain unchanged when asset levels change. The change in regulators’
perspective stems in part to the rapid decline in the ratings provided for
residential mortgage-backed securities from 2005 to 2007. In fact, of those
securities that were rated triple A in 2005, less than one-third maintained
the AAA label by 2007. More than 40 percent of the previously deemed
AAA securities were downgraded to C or D ratings during this time.

As discussed, throughout the financial crisis, the credit ratings
institutions were often criticized for overly rosy ratings of complex debt
securities. Such obligations subsequently deteriorated in value and led
to billions of dollars of investor losses. An analyst for Moody’s in
September 2009 brought concerns to the U.S. Congress that the firm
knowingly issued and continued to issue inflated ratings, stating that
those responsible for ensuring sound ratings methodology are “rou-
tinely bullied” by management. A congressional committee has called
on Moody’s Corp. to respond to the allegations that its Moody’s
Investors Service unit continues to inflate credit ratings, largely due to
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conflicts of interest arising from the fact that the firm is paid by debt
issuers to rate securities.

One primary charge is that Moody’s allegedly gave a high rating
to complicated debt securities in January 2009 while knowing that 
it was planning to downgrade assets that backed the securities.
Within months, the securities in question were put on review for
downgrade. Following the hearing of the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners in September 2009, Wisconsin’s insurance
commissioner stated, “It’s clear to me we can no longer rely solely on
the ratings agencies” when determining the fiscal strength of insur-
ance companies.

One company that compiles payment histories for many small, pri-
vate businesses is Dun & Bradstreet (D&B). Dun & Bradstreet gets
records of late payments from vendors, lawsuit filing data, and credit
reports from financial institutions on companies as small as the local
drycleaner. This information is invaluable to companies considering
extending payment terms to a small customer. The cost of such investi-
gations is worth it, as it could save a company many thousands of dol-
lars in bad debt expense write-offs.

Wall Street

How much things have changed yet remain the same. Wall Street titans
like Merrill Lynch, Bear Stearns, and Lehman Brothers crumbled in
the late 2000s. Yet the fact remains that corporations are dependent on
the services that Wall Street still provides. These services include intro-
ductions to or advice about mergers and acquisitions, investment man-
agement, risk management tools (including commodity and currency
fluctuation hedging as well as customer debt default protection), and
of course, finding money.
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Companies that seek to raise debt or equity capital via the corporate
finance divisions of investment banks often need to pay eye-popping fees
to get the funding they seek. For without the extra money, growth options
are often limited to those available using internally generated cash flow. In
conjunction with the capital raises, the investment banks are often utilized
to assign research analysts to “cover the company.” In doing so, the gener-
ally positive research reports highlight the corporate finance customer’s
merits and downplay any negative developments. Just like auditing con-
cerns that get consulting fees or rating agencies that get paid to issue debt
gradings, the investment banks have a built-in conflict of interest. There is
supposed to be a “Chinese Wall” between the investment banking and
research departments within these organizations, but the reality is that
the barbarians almost invariably find a way to breach the divide.

You may wonder whom you can trust. The short answer is: no one
but yourself. If insufficient information is provided in a company’s
financial statements and related notes, don’t invest. Lack of trans-
parency is a huge red flag. Also, examine the financial statements for
the issues I’ve addressed here. While mistakes are still likely, they’ll be
drastically reduced. Also, there is no substitute for hard work. Calling
the vendors of a business to question their payment experience may be
a great way to find out a company’s true fiscal strength. Remember that
vendor payment stretching is often a first sign of trouble. Consider how
well a business is faring relative to its competition: Is growth compara-
ble? Is it losing market share? Try out its products or services as a
prospective customer; determine for yourself the strength of the com-
pany’s value proposition, for customers ultimately determine its suc-
cess or failure. Don’t be afraid to peel the proverbial onion.

Now that we’ve looked at some public and private problems recently
encountered, let’s look at how decision makers may prudently manage
the balance sheet resources at their disposal.
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EFFECTIVE BALANCE SHEET
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

C H A P T E R

9

MANAGING RISK AND PROTECTING ASSETS

“I’m frightened!” you may be thinking. “If there are so many potential 
pitfalls, how do I avoid stepping into a bear trap?” First of all, you’ll
never completely avoid risk (other than through the purchase of assets
like inflation-indexed U.S. Treasury bonds, which pay you very little 
but provide extra money if the dollar weakens in value). From a corpo-
rate perspective, use common sense. Some key areas to focus on for
safety follow.
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Minimizing Debt

Companies that use little leverage are less likely to default on their obli-
gations. This conservative approach may slow a company’s growth
because fewer cash resources will be available to management for invest-
ments in equipment, advertising, corporate acquisitions, bulk inventory,
and other revenue and profit-enhancing opportunities. On the other
hand, the potentially wild swings that can come with heavy debt loads
will be avoided, and you’ll sleep better.

The higher the level of liabilities, the greater the portion of oper-
ating profit that needs to be utilized to amortize the debt and pay inter-
est expense. In addition, firms that carry large debt loads relative to
their ability to generate cash flow generally bear a higher cost of capi-
tal. In other words, the interest rate on any new borrowings goes up
considerably to compensate any lender for taking a higher risk on the
investment. These are funds that could otherwise be used to purchase
new equipment or finance growth opportunities. This potential lack of
future reinvestment can make a business less competitive in the longer
term, further increasing the risk of default.

If a company fails to pay its liabilities as they come due and can’t
secure additional loans to refinance the debt, additional funds pro rata
from existing shareholders may be needed (a rights offering), new equity
capital may be sought from new shareholders (diluting the ownership
percentage of the original owners), or a bankruptcy filing may ensue. 
The bankruptcy filing may wipe out any value to shareholders or cause the
defaulted debt to be converted into substantial ownership of the com-
pany, providing substantial dilution. The benefit of this restructuring
process is that the company’s balance sheet becomes much more delever-
aged. With a lower debt load subsequent to the balance sheet reorganiza-
tion, much more of the company’s future cash flow may be used to grow
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the business. You don’t want to pay that price, if possible. Avoiding the
excessive debt in the first place achieves that goal.

Finding Strong Management

At the end of the day, it is more important to have great people than a
great business plan. Smart managers will steer a ship through stormy
waters. Look for managers who have a long, ethical track record.
Having an incentive plan that rewards employees without the tempta-
tion to cook the books is important. Remember that it is easy to fool
auditors. Seasoned professionals with clean backgrounds are worth
their weight in gold. Who do you want to manage your assets?

Diversifying

Make sure that you own a basket of stocks with no single investment
composing a substantial percentage of your net worth. The shares
should be held in a variety of industries in a variety of countries. The
portion of your portfolio invested in stocks should in turn be balanced
with commodities and debt obligations, each of which should be spread
out. The best way to do so is through index funds, which are cheap to
own and provide great diversification.

From an individual business evaluation perspective, make sure that
a company’s customer base is diversified. You don’t want to run the risk
that a business loses its only buyer of goods or services. It is also impor-
tant that a company has multiple vendor options so that it may switch
suppliers should one raise prices or discontinue operations. The
automakers, for example, are very dependent on certain suppliers.
General Motors has essentially agreed to reacquire Delphi, a major
parts supplier, in part to protect the flow of parts to its factories. In
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October 2009, Chrysler had to shut down production of several Jeep
models due to “stress in the automotive supply chain.”

Seeking Long-Term Contracts

Companies that operate on a one-off, month-to-month basis with the
constant stress of replacing individual sales are risky bets. Look at the
example of a lawn cutting business that has 100 accounts, including
contracts with homeowner associations. Every week, the business
mows the lawns and is generally paid on time. The customer base is
solid and enjoys very little customer concentration while benefiting
from long-term maintenance contracts. Another landscaping company
might do only landscape design and installation. The design and instal-
lation business may have higher gross margins, but once the work is
performed the next job must be sought. An economic downturn could
have devastating effects on the design-and-install company while the
maintenance business flows right along.

Maintaining Insurance

One way for a business to go south in a hurry is to lack sufficient insur-
ance protection. Some obvious types of insurance that must be carried
protect real estate from fire, water, or other damage. Under a general
liability insurance policy, the insurer is obligated to pay the legal costs
of a business in a covered liability claim or lawsuit. Covered general lia-
bility claims include bodily injury, property damage, personal injury, and
advertising injury (damage from slander or false advertising).

Worker’s compensation is a form of insurance that provides com-
pensation medical care for employees who are injured in the course of
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employment, in exchange for mandatory relinquishment of the
employee’s right to sue his or her employer for the tort of negligence.
Automobile (or truck) insurance pays to fix vehicle repairs from an
accident as well any medical bills from injuries or claims from litigation
resulting from damage to property or people. A service business might
seek errors and omissions (E&O) insurance, which protects the com-
pany from accidental oversights that might cause harm. An example
might be an accounting firm that made a mistake in the preparation of
financial statements. Investors purchasing securities based on the
information in the faulty financial statements that lost money may have
recourse to recuperate losses with the E&O policy.

Malpractice insurance is critical for doctors and other licensed pro-
fessionals to cover litigation expenses and payments resulting from actual
or alleged treatment errors. If one or a few executives are critical to the
operation of the business, key man life insurance may be purchased. To
the extent that an important manager passes away, the company will
receive sufficient funds to find new talent and pay investors. Business
interruption insurance, as the name implies, pays a company for unex-
pected downtime due to a number of factors, including weather or fire.

Default protection may be purchased for key customers; if they
don’t pay their bills, the guarantor will step in and make you whole.
Internet business insurance covers liability for damage done by hack-
ers and viruses. In addition, e-insurance often covers specialized online
activities, including lawsuits resulting from mega tag abuse, banner
advertising, or electronic copyright infringement. Criminal insurance
protects firms from risks such as computer hacking, vandalism, general
theft, or employee embezzlement. Product liability insurance defends
against claims related to a sold product’s safety—businesses may be
considered liable for negligence, breach of an express or implied war-
ranty, defective products, and/or defective warnings or instructions.
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An umbrella insurance policy adds additional liability protection
above and beyond any of the individual policies. There is even execu-
tive kidnapping coverage to pay a ransom should the need arise. With
the abundance of lawyers looking for contingency fees and no tort
reform likely any time soon, consider insurance premiums to be a nec-
essary cost of doing business. Obviously, the perceived risks of a poten-
tial claim must be measured against the premium expense.

From an individual’s perspective, assets may be protected with
insurance just as with a business. Homeowner’s insurance, auto insur-
ance, life insurance, health insurance, and an umbrella policy are all
prudent uses of resources. Disability insurance, which pays you if
you’re unable to work, is exceptionally expensive, though. If you’re able
to get by without direct access to some assets, make regular contribu-
tions into vehicles that are protected from creditors.

Retirement plans such as 401(k)s or individual retirement accounts
(IRAs), are protected from litigation and other claims. Other attractive
options to protect assets include investing in medical savings accounts
or educational savings plans for children or grandchildren. Another
means by which you may shelter assets from fallout is to create a trust
for the benefit of others, often kids. Trusts provide strong asset protec-
tion but require the loss of control of the funds contributed. Trust
income is also taxed at high rates.

As discussed at the outset, the two primary financial statements that
describe an organization’s fiscal well-being are the income statement and
balance sheet. I have intentionally omitted the third leg of the stool, the
cash flow statement. This has been done because the cash flow statement
is purely illustrative in nature. Nevertheless, it is worth a short overview.
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THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT

C H A P T E R

10

WHY THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT IS 
NOT IMPORTANT

There are many folks out there who would have you believe that there
are three main financial statements: the income statement (P&L), the
balance sheet, and the cash flow statement. As discussed, the income
statement shows how much money is made or lost over a period of time,
and the balance sheet shows what is owned, owed, and left over at a
specific point in time. Both provide hugely valuable information.
Assuming that the balance sheets provide sufficient detail, the cash
flow statement, however, provides no new significant information.

The cash flow statement is actually quite simple. It starts with net
income (or loss), copied from the income statement. Then it shows the
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increase or decrease in the level of assets and liabilities on the balance
sheet over a specified time (the same time period used for the corre-
sponding income statement). The cash flow statement adds net income
to the increase or decrease in cash resulting from the balance sheet
changes, leaving you with total change in cash. Start with beginning
cash amount, add or subtract the change in cash over the specified
time period, and get the ending cash amount. The cash flow state-
ment’s entries come from the other two statements; provided that the
balance sheets have sufficient detail, it provides no new information.

Don’t get me wrong, the cash flow statement may make it easier for
you to see how much more you’ve borrowed (by subtracting ending debt
from beginning debt) or how much more your customers owe you in the
form of accounts receivable (again, by subtracting the ending receivables
balance from the beginning receivables balance). But the information is
merely illustrative; it does not provide anything new. The four compo-
nents of the cash flow statement are net income, operating activities,
investing activities, and financing activities.

Net Income

The net income is simply copied from the income statement for the
same time period. We’ll call net income “W.”

Operating Activities

Those things that impact changes in current assets and current liabili-
ties are operating activities. How much have accounts payable gone
up? This would be a source of cash in excess of net income, as net
income is already “depressed” by the expense even though it has not
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been paid. How much has inventory increased? This would be a use of
cash because the purchase of extra inventory would not be reflected in
net income but would reduce cash through the asset transfer from cash
to inventory. How much have prepaid expenses, or deposits, increased?
This would be a use of cash, as the extra deposits take cash without the
corresponding expense.

Succinctly, when current assets go up, cash is used, or transferred,
into other short-term asset forms. Conversely, when current liabilities
go up, cash is sourced through the increase of short-term types of lia-
bilities; you’re effectively borrowing extra money, often from payroll
taxes payable, accrued expenses, or trade accounts payable.

These figures may be easily calculated by subtracting the begin-
ning-of-period assets or liabilities from the end-of-period assets or 
liabilities. If end-of-period short-term assets are higher than begin-
ning-of-period current assets, the difference is a use of cash (and vice
versa). If end-of-period short term liabilities are higher than begin-
ning-of-period current liabilities, the difference is a source of cash
(and vice versa).

Adding the net increase (or decrease) in current assets to that of
current liabilities yields total operating activities. We’ll label total
operating activities “X.”

Investing Activities

When you buy a new item—say, a backhoe—you must pay money for
the long-term asset but you won’t have recorded an expense immedi-
ately. This transfer of money from cash to equipment reduces cash and
is not recorded in net income, as the equipment is not expensed imme-
diately because the value is not immediately lost. Because the long-
term assets are generally used to operate the business, it is said that an
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investment is made into the company. When long-term assets are pur-
chased, cash is used as an investing activity. When long-term assets
are sold, cash is generated.

Depreciation and amortization are expenses on the income state-
ment that depress net income but don’t require cash outlays during the
specified period. In fact, depreciation and amortization basically just
represent the decline in value of the tangible assets being depreciated
or intangible assets being amortized. These are balance sheet long-
term asset changes that are also considered investing activities. The
decline in asset values from depreciation and amortization reflects a
source of cash, as the correlated expense is noncash in nature.

Again, these figures are net balance sheet value changes. We’ll call
total investing activities “Y.”

Financing Activities

Borrowing or repaying long-term debt and receiving or paying back
equity investments are financing activities. Borrowing money provides
cash without impacting the income statement. (It would be silly to con-
sider the new cash to be revenue.) Repaying money uses cash without
impacting the income statement; labeling such repayment an expense
would be inappropriate.

Long-term debt, as previously discussed, may come in the form of
bank loans, borrowings from bondholders, equipment loans, or real
estate mortgages. The increase or decrease in these long-term obliga-
tions is a major component of financing activities on the cash flow
statement.

The other piece of the financing activities part of the cash flow
statement is equity capital. Equity capital changes are composed of
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increases in paid-in capital (through additional cash investment) or
decreases in paid-in capital resulting from buying out an owner’s stake
or dividends (pro-rata payout to shareholders). Paid-in capital may
include both common and preferred stock.

The net change in all equity and debt on the balance sheet for the
stipulated time period is total financing activities. We’ll call total
financing activities “Z.”

Total Change in Cash

Let’s start with the beginning balance sheet’s cash balance. From
there, we add or subtract the four ways the cash balance may be mod-
ified, yielding the ending cash balance.

In short, beginning cash balance plus net income plus total operat-
ing activities plus total investing activities plus total financing activi-
ties equals ending cash balance:

Beginning Cash � W � X � Y � Z � Ending Cash

The cash balance listed on a year-end statement is the beginning
cash balance to start the next year. Over the following 12 months,
assets and liabilities will go up or down. The net result of the asset and
liability changes, coupled with any income or loss, will determine the
following year’s ending cash balance.

Note that total operating activities, total investing activities, and
total financing activities may each be negative if they use more cash
than they provide. Net income may be a net loss if expenses exceed rev-
enue. Even cash may be negative if checks are written for which insuf-
ficient cash exists in the corresponding checking account.
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COMMON MISTAKES WHEN
STARTING A BUSINESS

C H A P T E R

11

Many people who venture out on their own don’t anticipate some
problems they encounter due to a lack of understanding of financial
statements or similar challenges. Many cooks and bartenders, for
example, see the owner “pocket” what seems to be a huge amount of
money in a short time. The illusion that this received revenue some-
how equates to profit has led to an overabundance of restaurants,
most of which ultimately fail.

The biggest initial problem faced by new entrepreneurs is lack of
funding. Because few see every expense absorbed by their former
employer, not all costs are anticipated. In the case of a restaurant, much
of the food is thrown out; facility rental may be expensive; accountant fees
can be high; air conditioning, heat, and other utilities are costly; employ-
ees and payroll taxes are onerous; upgrading equipment, seating, and 
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fixtures is necessary on a regular basis; and advertising expenditures may
be prohibitive but necessary to fill the seats. Consequently, the income
statement projections used to justify the initial decision are often overly
optimistic. Six months after the formation of the company (and the initial
euphoria), the business is nearly out of money and the owner is working
90 hours per week because payroll is too high.

A smart way to start a new business is to prepare while you are still
on someone else’s payroll. Evaluate the need for the product or service
you are considering offering. Try to line up customers, if possible. This
might be done for a consulting gig more easily than a car wash, for exam-
ple. Of course, such customer presolicitation might run afoul of your cur-
rent employer’s loyalty and expectations. A friend of mine at Price
Waterhouse (PW) built a lucrative consulting practice by offering his serv-
ices directly to PW clients at a lower billing rate than that charged by the
big six (at the time, anyway) accounting firm. He succeeded, and dra-
matically increased his current income, but caused his former employer’s
resentment. His strategy might have backfired, however, if the clients had
refused his advance and informed his bosses. Be careful!

Projected financial statement preparation is essential, both for plan-
ning purposes as well as to share with prospective financial partners 
or lenders. It is critical to include both an income statement and balance
sheet. The income statement determines when you expect to become 
profitable; the balance sheet, more importantly, reflects how much cash
you’ll have at any given point. Create monthly projections using conserva-
tive assumptions. Look at the annual reports of public companies in simi-
lar industries, and mimic their expense categories. You don’t want to jump
in with both feet if you’ve neglected to plan for marketing cash needs.

Get actual insurance premium quotes, rental costs and deposit
requirements, labor and advertising rates, and utility costs. Take out as
much risk as possible. Plan on slow revenue growth. Build in an expense
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cushion. Expect only a small income for yourself for many, many hours
of work. If the numbers don’t work on that basis and your cash balance
is likely to near zero, don’t proceed! Of course, you’ll make mistakes
along the way, but don’t ever let emotion get in the way of rational deci-
sion making. Just because you like to bake doesn’t mean that opening a
bakery down the street is an intelligent decision. If you need help, drop
me a note at Rick@InAnHour.com.

Other means of preparation that may be accomplished safely (prior to
jumping ship) include research on locations (for retail establishments) or
overall demand in the area for your intended offerings. How many similar
establishments are already there? How are they doing? Are pricing pres-
sures too great? Is there adequate parking? I once opened a coffee shop
in a location that lacked a parking lot. Foot traffic alone was insufficient
to generate a worthwhile profit. Luckily, I was able to sell the building
(which also benefitted from other rental revenue) at a premium.

Having tangible assets, most notably real estate, will make the busi-
ness funding much more easily attainable. Unless you are sitting on a
big pile of cash or have rich relatives, you will almost definitely need
personal credit to get started. Plan to write a big check and to guaran-
tee a bank loan. Access to such a loan is facilitated with real estate as
collateral. The property may be your primary residence or the building
in which the business will reside.

Another important consideration is the form of the corporate struc-
ture you’ll use. Many people nowadays use limited liability companies
due to the legal protections they provide as well as the avoidance of
double taxation. Keep in mind that you need at least two members
(owners) in an LLC to be taxed like a partnership. Consult your legal
advisor, as regulations and protections vary by state.

Learn from others. If you’re considering opening (or buying, for that
matter) a company, look at the annual reports of similar businesses for
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gross margins, revenue trends, expense categories, and pitfalls. Business
lines that offer franchises (ranging from car repair to sandwich makers)
have franchisors that provide instruction manuals derived over time from
the lessons learned by others. Benefit from their pain. It is much easier to
read about how to succeed than to take your lumps trying to get there the
hard way. Remember McDowell’s restaurant in Coming To America (with
Eddie Murphy)? Very funny flick, if you haven’t seen it.

Make sure to keep accurate records. Plan to pay a bookkeeper on a
monthly basis to update your financial records in an accounting soft-
ware package such as QuickBooks or Peachtree. These tools also allow
you to write checks and record expenses. If you stay on top of this
process, it will be easy to print out an income statement or balance
sheet whenever needed. Importantly, tax preparation will be facilitated
for your accountant, saving him or her time, and you, money. If done
correctly, the analysis of the numbers in your accounting system will
help you fine-tune business strategy. You may find that the sale of cer-
tain products is considerably more (gross) profitable than the sale of
others. Such revelations may result in a positive change in marketing
focus or a discontinuation of unprofitable pursuits.

USE THIS BOOK TO IMPROVE 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Whether you oversee a large corporation or a small group, your goals
need to be clear. A plan to execute business objectives needs to be con-
structed and continually refined as circumstances and priorities
change. One general mantra permeates all specific plans: Maximize
shareholder value. Let me be clear—you work to make money for the
owner or owners of the business. All decisions should be prioritized
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accordingly. A salesperson who accepts an unprofitable contract to 
get a commission is acting on his or her own behalf while hurting 
the employer. If the ship that supports its people sinks, all on board
drown. Every employee needs to operate with this slogan in mind. Each
division must be viewed as an independent profit center. Growing 
profitable sales and mitigating costs is the backbone of any business
strategy. If your specific group does not directly solicit revenue from
customers, such as a human resources department, keep costs way, way
down. Logical employers will recognize the value contribution and will
reward those that pull for the team appropriately.

Being Organized

Good organization is essential. Starting with your ultimate goal of max-
imizing value to the company’s owners, make a list of the tasks needed
to do so. Then rank the responsibilities in order of priority. This task
may seem simple, but sometimes putting the list on paper will reduce
anxiety and provide comfortable assurance that the necessary steps are
being completed. Keep records of the chores as they are done as well as
the time required for each task. In this manner, you will be able to gauge
how much time should be allocated for similar jobs going forward. Have
a weekly meeting to assess progress, add new assignments, and contin-
ually evaluate the relative priorities of each undertaking.

Using Tools

Technology is our friend. Having a computer system that handles sched-
uling, for example, may reduce the need for administrative assistants. 
A giant shredder that cuts up steel at a scrap yard may save the expense
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of 10 employees along with their torches and fuel. Cheap teleconfer-
encing saves money otherwise spent on travel as well as the associated
wasted time. Encourage employees in the weekly meeting to offer sug-
gestions as to how and what tools may help the business.

Communicating

Communication is key. It is important that people within each division
talk about their successes and challenges. In this fashion, everyone will
learn and grow to be more effective over time. Division heads should
also meet regularly in order to avoid effort duplication and to take
advantage of cost consolidation or cross-selling opportunities.

Operating Efficiently

If employee compensation is fixed, get as many hours of work from
those salaried employees as possible. Lead by example. Yes, people
want free time to spend with families and friends. In the bigger picture,
though, job security is paramount. One’s income provides food and
shelter for spouses and children. The best way to protect them is to
maximize profits for one’s employer. Once the business thrives, due at
least in part to the hardworking staff, discretionary bonuses will keep
valuable people loyal. These “extra” chunks of cash can be viewed as
long-term security as we prepare a nest egg for eventual retirement. On
the other hand, those employees who lag should be targets for elimina-
tion. No one should consider his or her employment a right. Sometimes
the firing of one or two slackers will provide incentive to the rest to
work harder and stay later.
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Other sources of efficiency come from the tools mentioned above or
from management’s direction of employee decisions. Achieving extra
productivity from equipment or people is a constant effort. Like senior
management, subordinates need to maximize the return on the assets
at their disposal. Explain this concept clearly and require accountabil-
ity. Remember that all companies have limited resources and that busi-
ness success depends on how well assets are allocated. Cash used to
pay employees is an asset that requires management!

Retaining Customers

It is far more expensive to solicit and secure new buyers of a company’s
products or services than it is to keep existing ones. Make sure that fol-
low-up phone calls or visits are made to ensure customer satisfaction.
Try to make 90 percent of customers happy; some will never be happy
and may be more expensive and time consuming to satisfy than they
are worth. Offer repeat purchase discounts. Always remember that your
paycheck ultimately comes from your customers. Let them know
they’re appreciated.

Training Employees

Training is important. Salespeople need to know how to respond to cus-
tomer concerns and up-sell other offerings as well. These skills come, 
in part, from education. All employees need to understand basic account-
ing and financial information and need to focus on profit goals. The train-
ing offerings must be efficient, however, focusing only on directly useful
skills and not take people out of productivity more than necessary. This
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book, coupled with the Accounting In An Hour seminar, should be part of
the required process.

Copying Successful Competitors

If you see that the other Laundromat, hair salon, supermarket, or hot dog
stand has far more customers and seems more successful than yours,
shop there. See how employees interact with customers. Look at the lay-
out and location of the products within the store. Compare your prices to
theirs. Do they have superior parking or a more highly trafficked loca-
tion? Evaluate the quality of the products or services offered relative to
their cost. Compliment employees and ask questions. Find out who sup-
plies their inventory, where and how they’re trained, and where they
advertise. Make life easier on yourself by learning from the past mistakes
of others. The business that is thriving probably made some bad deci-
sions along the way that cost its owners money. It may have wasted
resources advertising in magazines but bore fruit on billboards. There is
no need to reinvent the wheel.

Selling Smart

Getting new customers costs money. Salespeople, advertising, trade
shows, Internet marketing, and other means of making your product or
service visible to possible buyers are a substantial line item for many
companies. Make sure that the message you wish to convey is compelling
and reaches the target audience. Sure, a television commercial will
touch many people, but you’ll be paying for the households or businesses
that will never be likely customers. A trade show booth for a specific
industry or targeted (legal) e-mail campaign may provide a better bang
for the buck. Also, check customer credit. You don’t want sales for which
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you’ll not get paid. Writing off receivables as a bad-debt expense is
painful. And the distraction of chasing deadbeats keeps you from other-
wise productive activities.

Even the layout of products in a store is very important. You may
notice that grocery store chains will put lower gross margin items, like
milk, in the rear of the store. They may not make much money on a half
gallon of the white stuff, but in order to get to the refrigerator, you must
walk past many other items for which the gross margin is much higher.
While waiting in line to check out, you’ll be surrounded by very high
(for a grocery store) gross margin items considered to be “impulse
buys.” Casinos are also arranged very carefully for similar reasons. The
games that offer the lowest payouts per dollar are up front. To get to the
more competitive games (i.e., blackjack or craps), you’ll need to avoid
temptation as you walk past the flashing lights of the sucker games
(actually, they’re all sucker games). In any case, if you own a retail
establishment, do your homework to most effectively arrange the items
in your store.

Try to make the best use of advertising dollars and salespeople’s
time. If you offer multiple products, try to consolidate ads. You may
sell multiple products in a single magazine advertisement without
any additional cost. Make sure that any other groups within the larger
organization know what you’re doing—you may be able to split the
bill and save money. Similarly, a drug salesperson may work hard 
to get an audience at a hospital. If he or she can cross-sell other prod-
ucts from his or her employer, more sales may result and another divi-
sion may benefit without associated payroll expenses. People who
answer the phone to address customer concerns should be prepped 
as to how to “turn the frown upside down” and produce incremental
revenue. Sell as a team. Everyone on board needs to pull whichever
oar is needing a yank.
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Delegating but Overseeing

You can never be everywhere. The larger one’s responsibilities grow,
the greater the portion of them that must be delegated. While the
proverbial carrot-and-stick approach may help, there is no substitute
for frequent meetings. In such encounters, lay out goals and targets
and make sure they’re completed satisfactorily by the next meeting.
Attend a customer sales meeting to show how an effective pitch is
made. Help clean the grill to show your willingness to get your hands
dirty. Be a teammate, and set your folks up to win with challenging but
attainable goals. Celebrate minor victories like reaching cost-cutting
targets, meeting productivity goals, or landing new customers with a
barbeque or bowling tournament. You don’t have to spend a fortune to
show appreciation.

Effective managers understand that the balance sheet is an
important tool available to further company goals. We’ll now describe 
how corporate executives might employ these methods in order to 
maximize shareholder value.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
ANALYSIS

C H A P T E R

12

BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS 
(DOES IT LOOK OK?)

How do you tell by looking at a balance sheet if a business is doing well?
The first test a company must pass is solvency. Does the company have
enough cash and other liquid investments to meet its short-term needs?
Generally speaking, a company should have current assets sufficient to
cover its current liabilities. If this is the case, over the next 12 months,
enough cash should be on hand or provided to meet upcoming needs. 
Of course, if the business is losing money, additional cash will be needed
to support operations along with paying the existing upcoming liabilities.
In addition, any necessary upcoming balance sheet modifications may
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also require cash. Such changes may include growth in accounts receiv-
able, needed equipment purchases, or restocking low inventory levels.

ASSET QUALITY

Another important barometer in fiscal health determination is asset
quality. A business that invested heavily in the real estate market at its
peak using mostly debt (i.e., mortgages) to finance the purchases prior
to a market collapse could be exposed to upcoming write-downs.
Similarly, having receivables that are aging and might be susceptible to
default would leave the business vulnerable, as its upcoming liabilities
need to be satisfied with cash, not old customer IOUs.

One way to evaluate a company’s accounts receivable quality is to look
at receivable days outstanding. Receivable days outstanding represents
how many days of sales compose aggregate accounts receivable. This may
be accomplished by simply dividing the accounts receivable total on the
balance sheet at the end of the year by the total revenue generated by 
the company on its income statement and then multiplying that ratio by 
365 days. A business that has receivables of $100,000 and annual sales 
of $1 million would have receivable days outstanding of 36.5 days. This 
figure is calculated by dividing the $100,000 in accounts receivable by
$1,000,000 of revenue to get 10 percent. Ten percent of a year, or 365 days,
is 36.5 days. This is the average amount of time that customers take to pay
the company’s invoices.

If receivable days outstanding are growing and if the business a
year later has to wait 50 days to get paid, a red flag might be raised.
Is the company selling to creditworthy customers? Is there a risk 
that a significant portion of customer IOUs will default? The process
of writing down or writing off these assets due to failed business 
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counterparties might result in an expense that wipes out the entire
year of earnings. Of course, the business may have seen a spike in rev-
enue right before the end of the year, so ask detailed questions when
this red flag arises.

Customers are not going to pay you more than they owe, so
accounts receivable won’t provide more money than their face value
(as opposed to real estate, which might fetch more over time). The
point here is that a company’s accounts receivable are worth between
0 and 100 percent of their stated worth, never more. Watch the
required collection time frame—it may give you a sense as to which
end of this range is more likely.

Much like receivables, inventory generally only declines in value.
In the case of Jackie’s Hardware Store, Jackie’s hammers might
retain their value over time, but consider a 50-year-old hammer. It
does not look as sophisticated as modern ones, which might be made
of fiberglass instead of wood, might be lighter yet stronger, and 
may allow a carpenter to be more productive. A computer manufac-
turer’s warehouse of silicon chips need to be sold quickly, as their
life as cutting-edge tools is extremely short. The same holds true for
grocery stores, automobile dealerships, department stores, and cell-
phone stores.

Food items, even cans, have expiration dates after which they
may not be legally sold. Some eggs break. People order cold cuts or
seafood from the counters, change their minds, and then leave the
perishables on a nonrefrigerated shelf to rot. Cars that don’t get sold
during their model year must be heavily discounted for sale. Clothing
styles and fashions change over time, even season to season, and
thus lose value over time (yes, I’m forgetting about the “new” retro
look). Cellular phones become obsolete almost overnight, as new fea-
tures seem to become available (and suddenly necessary) every few
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months. In short, inventory is subject to write-downs much like
accounts receivable. The management of inventory is a challenging
endeavor. On one hand, it is necessary to keep some on hand to
attract customers. At the same time, however, maintaining inventory
is a necessary use of cash resources that are likely to decline in
value. This is a reason why “just-in-time” (JIT) inventory fulfillment
is attractive to many businesses. Just-in-time inventory manage-
ment, as the name implies, allows companies to keep minimal
amounts of goods on hand with the expectation that replacement
inventory can be shipped upon short notice. Of course, just-in-time
inventory controls expose the business to risk if there is a hiccup in
the delivery process.

If you buy shares in a company based on the expectation that
earnings (and resulting earnings per share) will grow, you might have
a negative surprise when the company’s annual report containing
financial statements is issued. Many times, write-downs are labeled
“one-time” expenses and are lumped in with nonoperating costs, even
though they may be recurring on a periodic basis. Beware of compa-
nies that report “one-time” hits multiple times. Earnings per share on
a Generally Accepted Accounting Principles basis is often pushed
into the background while “Adjusted Earnings Per Share” (which
excludes the write-down of operating assets like receivables or inven-
tory or regular “restructuring” charges for layoffs or plant closings)
are highlighted.

Generally speaking, tangible assets are much easier to finance (i.e.,
borrow against by using them as collateral) than intangible assets. For
this reason, a business with significant tangible assets that are unen-
cumbered (i.e., not already pledged as collateral for a loan) may have
greater flexibility to borrow money or sell excess assets to generate
cash in a pinch.
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WATCH ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

If a business is struggling with cash flow, an early indication may be a
growth in accounts payable relative to sales. In other words, if revenue is
not growing (which might require more goods to be ordered), accounts
payable should remain fairly flat. Companies that are feeling financial
pressure still need to remain current with payroll and payroll taxes, as
employees are not likely to stick around if they are not being paid on time.
Banks are generally a high priority for payment, given their likely collat-
eral position and potential for additional funding. Expenses like rent and
the electricity bill are essential to remain in operation.

So if business conditions worsen and difficult choices need to be
made, stretching payments to suppliers is a logical first step. Some trou-
bled companies even switch to new suppliers that offer payment terms
and avoid any payments to the old vendors to survive. Ultimately, threat-
ened or actual litigation may result in a negotiated payment plan, but
until that time comes, the company has bought breathing room. Many
anxious-for-business vendors do inadequate checking of potential cus-
tomers’ financial strength and get burned with bad-debt expenses, which
are the process of writing down accounts receivable due to payment
defaults. Growth in accounts payable relative to sales is a warning sign.

A minor exception exists in the retail area, however. In anticipation
of relatively high holiday sales, it is customary for stores to order dispro-
portionately more goods at that time of year so that sufficient inventory
exists to meet demand. Retailers often derive more than half of their
entire annual profit in the fourth calendar quarter each year. Companies
that supply retailers may show a similar but earlier trend. A sweater
manufacturer might order extra wool and thread a few months prior to
the prime retail season so that the sweaters are available for delivery to
the retailers in advance of the holiday rush. These types of businesses
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may also show signs of weakness if accounts payable are growing relative
to sales, but it is important to compare their balance sheets at the same
point in each year.

SALE LEASEBACKS ARE RED FLAGS

As previously mentioned, sale leasebacks result in the removal of the
long-term asset from a company’s balance sheet. They are often exe-
cuted at a discount to the market value of the assets to protect the 
purchaser from a short-term lease default. Selling assets cheap simul-
taneously with entering into an expensive lease is often a last resort,
undertaken by companies on very shaky financial footing.

In September 2009, American Airlines raised $1.6 billion by selling
Boeing 737 airplanes to General Electric after several consecutive
quarters of net losses. These losses resulted from industry overcapac-
ity, which forced airfares to decline as consumers increasingly used the
Internet to price-shop. High oil prices, which are a significant determi-
nant of the price of jet fuel (as much as 40 percent of airline operating
expenses) also contributed to losses. American Airline’s financial 
fortunes had seriously eroded while the easy credit environment of the
2001 to 2007 period evaporated, making one of the nation’s largest air-
lines a sale leaseback candidate.

RETURN ON ASSETS

Much like fund managers who buy and sell stocks for investors, those
who operate businesses for shareholders are evaluated based on the
company’s performance. One key barometer of their success (or failure)
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is return on assets. In other words, a company’s management has a 
certain number of tools to work with, such as cash, receivables, inven-
tory, equipment, brand names, real estate, and other assets. How much
the profit the managers are able to generate using the company’s asset
base shows how effective a job they are doing. For example, an organi-
zation that generates $100,000 of profit through the utilization of $1 mil-
lion of assets has a return on assets of 10 percent. Keep in mind that
businesses in different industries often have greatly different expected
returns on assets. Supermarkets, for example, provide an extremely low
return on assets, while software businesses may have drastically higher
asset returns. It is important for this reason to compare your company’s
management performance with the management of similar businesses.
Executives are required to report to a company’s board of directors. The
board of directors is tasked with the responsibility of maximizing share-
holder value (through effective asset utilization). Just as you’d like a
fund manager to use managed assets (i.e., cash) to make investments
that generate a high rate of return, a business operator has the same
objectives, with somewhat different tools (e.g., cash, inventory, accounts
receivable, and equipment).

In a very real sense, the effective management of employees is part
of the process of generating a high return on company assets. After all,
the use of cash for payroll has to be offset with maximum productivity.
Lack of appropriate supervision leads to less-than-optimal efficiency for
this significant use of resources. Employees within any business need to
be in constant communication to reinforce the collective goal: making
profits for the company’s owners. In this fashion, workers in different
divisions may be able to streamline operations. Smaller separate inven-
tory orders may be combined in order to lower per-unit prices if people
are aware of similar purchases within the organization. Shipments of
varying products from vendors or to customers might be combined for
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transportation expense reductions. Insurance policies may be aggre-
gated to reduce collective premiums. Multiple products might be pro-
moted within the same advertisement at little or no incremental cost to
the business as a whole.

In short, employees need to be policemen and policewomen to
maximize the effectiveness of corporate assets. Arm them with the
tools they need to succeed (starting with this book!). Encourage col-
lective discussions among business units; have each group explain its
operational processes. What items are selling best, and where should
they be placed within a store? Which local promotions are generating
the best return on investment? Share good ideas. Motivate your people
to think of the company as though it were theirs. You’ll be pleasantly
surprised at the results.

Many moons ago, I spent a summer working as an intern for
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM). My manager gave
me very little to do. I was able to complete my daily tasks in about an
hour! At the time, IBM was offering employees an incentive to cut costs.
(I wasn’t about to recommend that my job get cut, though!) Because I
was about 18 years old, I thought I knew everything. After finishing my
duties each morning about 10 a.m., I would spend the rest of each day
walking around with a clipboard looking for inefficiencies. Any sugges-
tions that resulted in IBM saving money provided the employee making
the recommendation with 1 percent of the savings forever. And the com-
pany is huge. So, seeking my fortune, I submitted dozens of ideas rang-
ing from moving the dumpster closer to the building to turning down the
air conditioning.

None of my suggestions were implemented. But in the process, I cre-
ated huge headaches for everyone else. The cost-cutting department and
every division affected by my ideas had to provide written rebuttals as to
why they shouldn’t have to make the changes I proposed. Consequently,
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my efforts actually decreased the company’s efficiency. Had my manager
consolidated my superfluous position with others like mine, IBM would
have saved several salaries, generated a higher return on its assets, and
generated more profit for its owners, the shareholders. Plus the company
would have avoided my drag on others’ productivity!

RETURN ON EQUITY

Similar to the return on asset evaluation, company management per-
formance may be graded by a return on equity test. This is simply 
the business’s annual profit divided by the book equity at the begin-
ning of the year. The primary difference between return on assets and
return on equity is the fact that return on equity is a measure of asset
performance utilizing leverage. It also shows how well the owners’
equity is generating a return. If the company mentioned previously
has $1 million in assets, $100,000 in annual net income also has
$900,000 in liabilities, the company’s equity would have a book value
of $100,000 (calculated as $1,000,000 of assets minus $900,000 of lia-
bilities). Therefore, the company’s return on equity would be 100 per-
cent (calculated as $100,000 of net income divided by $100,000 of
shareholders’ equity).

Return on equity demonstrates the return that is generated on the
owners’ capital investment in the company. The other money that is
used to fund the assets of the business comes from loans. These loans,
the company’s liabilities, come in the form of accounts payable, debts
to the Internal Revenue Service or other taxing agencies, payroll lia-
bilities to employees, bank loans, and other obligations. Because the
rate of return on equity utilizes leverage, it is expected to be much
higher than the return on assets, especially when significant liabilities
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exist relative to shareholders’ equity. The leverage may also increase
return on equity’s volatility more than the unleveraged return on asset
evaluation. The greater the leverage, the higher the risk.

One problem that has been recently highlighted is excessive exec-
utive compensation. Dangling huge bonuses and stock options has led 
managers to take big risks with OPM—other people’s money. When
they succeed, they look like heroes, as shareholders are richly
rewarded. On the other hand, failure simply means only collecting a
base salary (and sometimes looking for another job). In other words,
there is a strong incentive for executives to roll the dice and gamble
for a big payday. This has been frequently pursued through large 
borrowings in order to make a reasonable return on assets result in an
enormous return on equity.

LIABILITIES VERSUS EQUITY 
(DEBT-TO-EQUITY RATIO)

Another means of determining a company’s financial safety is to look at
how much it has borrowed as part of its capital structure as opposed to
the amount of equity capital utilized to fund asset acquisition. The ratio
of debt to equity highlights the difference between return on assets and
return on equity.

Layering on debt obligations may provide a means to grow value for
shareholders more quickly through faster purchase of assets, but it also
increases risk. If management generates a high return on the larger
asset base, shareholders may be handsomely rewarded. However, more
liabilities result in higher interest rates to lenders to compensate for
the augmented risk and greater ongoing debt service payments. Lower
debt slows growth but provides more safety.
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Of course, some companies with considerable debt-to-equity ratios
over time will pay their liabilities through profits, which are added to
retained earnings. In other words, a profitable company that distrib-
utes less than all of the earnings to its owners will, over time, lower its
debt-to-equity ratio by replacing declining liabilities with equity in the
form of increasing retained earnings. The balance sheet continues 
to balance.

Consider the process of buying a house by borrowing the entire pur-
chase price in the form of a 100 percent loan-to-value mortgage. If the
home value increases, all of the upside goes to the homeowner. But
even with a flat home market value, regular payments will increase
one’s home equity, as each payment reduces the mortgage amount,
which grows the equity in the house. On the other hand, the home-
owner and lender may be hurt if the real estate declines in value. For
example, the median home price in Detroit, Michigan, plummeted from
$73,000 to $7,100 (over 90 percent) from 2006 to 2009! No, this isn’t a
typo. Leverage swings both ways.

AUDIT PROCESS

Are all of the liabilities properly recorded? Financial statements generally
don’t provide sufficient information to make this determination. For this
reason, public accounting firms (like the aforementioned Big Four
accounting firms for bigger businesses) are often asked to review a com-
pany’s books and records to determine that the balance sheet is correct
“in all material respects.” Due to frequent conflicts of interest, however
(such as the accounting firm having consulting contracts apart from 
the accounting work with the company being reviewed), some impropri-
eties may be overlooked. In addition, a process requiring much more than
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spot-checking may not be realistically feasible, and unscrupulous man-
agers are often able to mislead auditors. Once the books and records are
checked by an outside accounting firm, generally done once each year,
the financial results are said to be “audited.” Audited results are required
for public companies and provide heightened credibility for investors,
lenders, vendors, and business counterparties when they are considering
financial exposure to the business.

BALANCE SHEET CHANGES

Over the last year, has the business needed to add more debt to fund
operations? This might suggest that the company’s operations did not
generate sufficient cash to fund direct and indirect costs related to
operations such as inventory and payroll as well as capital expenditures
like new equipment. An increase in debt is not always a bad thing, how-
ever. If a company borrows money to add new equipment due to an
increase in business, the debt service is probably manageable due to
the increased volume. Also, if the income statement shows heightened
revenue and profit levels, a credit line used to finance receivable
growth may be increased with the larger accounts receivable balance.
Remember that an increase in the average age of receivables out-
standing is problematic; receivables growth resulting from revenue
improvement is positive. Watch receivable days outstanding.

The primary reason to be in business is to generate profits—extra
money for the company’s owners. Retained earnings are profits that are
kept in the business. If the level of retained earnings consistently goes
up from one period’s balance sheet to the next, the firm is likely doing
well. This buildup of equity value for shareholders may therefore
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become available to distribute to owners in the form of dividends.
Getting paid is what it’s all about!

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

In addition to the numbers on a company’s financial statements, an
annual report will provide written descriptions of how the business is
faring. The first piece of information that the notes provide is the
auditor’s letter that, hopefully, states that the figures contained
therein are “accurate in all material respects.” To the extent that the
accounting firm deems the company’s prospects to be dim, a qualified
opinion may be provided. Such a qualified opinion letter may say that,
during the audit process, it was determined that there is a risk that
the business “may cease to operate as a going concern.” Obviously,
this kind of objective opinion by those with access to company
records (likely with strong management opposition) is a huge red flag
to those considering an investment, loan, or extension of credit for
goods or services.

Other important information is contained in the notes to financial
statements. On the balance sheet, for example, debt is classified as
either short term or long term. But the notes generally provide sub-
stantial detail about when the obligations come due. For example,
while all bank debt may be considered long term on the balance
sheet, a painful balloon payment might be due in 13 months, just out-
side the short-term window. On the other hand, while you may read
that a business has a certain amount of bank debt, the notes may
show that there is extra availability in the company’s line of credit.
Such availability may enable the company to fulfill its obligations or
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expand operations even if there exists insufficient cash in the com-
pany’s accounts to do so.

Another critical piece of information the financial statement notes
provide is customer concentration. A business that relies heavily on a
single buyer for its goods or services runs the risk that the primary cus-
tomer chooses another vendor or defaults on its debt. Companies with
many customers, none of whom make up a significant percentage of
overall revenue, are much more likely to withstand a single detraction
or one accounts receivable write-off.

Financial statement notes may also disclose actual or threatened
litigation. Being sued is likely to distract management, resulting in
less focus on operating results. Attorneys’ fees are likely to increase
expenses and lower profits going forward, hurting retained earnings
on the balance sheet. Of course, there is always the chance that a 
judgment or settlement will be required at some point in the future.
Sometimes, companies create an expense in anticipation of such
potential future cash payments. Such an expense hits short-term earn-
ings and sets up a liability on the balance sheet that is used as a
reserve, or estimated future exposure. Beware situations where poten-
tial or real litigation is deemed by the auditors to be significant
enough to warrant disclosure in a company’s financial results but
where the business has not provided any or insufficient reserves to
provide an appropriate payoff to the plaintiffs. This would be an exam-
ple of understating liabilities.

The notes generally lay out the processes that a company uses to
record revenue, expense inventory, account for depreciation, prepare
for contingencies, and deal with other important accounting cate-
gories. Remember that not every business, even in the same industry,
uses identical methodology. A company that accelerates depreciation
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or expenses inventory aggressively may look less profitable than an oth-
erwise similar competitor but might see income rise more quickly as
future costs will be lower.

Even though an annual report will detail the full year’s operating
results and end-of-year balance sheet, there is often a section called
“Subsequent Events.” Included in the subsequent events portion of the
notes are developments that happened after the end of the fiscal year.
Positive or negative, these happenings might include a loss of a key
manager, the receipt of a large customer order, or a company being
approached by a buyer seeking to acquire the entire business. This is
information that is more current than the financial statements. Annual
reports, for example, must be released by public companies within 
90 days from the end of the fiscal year; interim quarterly reports should
be filed within 45 days of the end of each quarter.

Let’s now take a few moments to review the material we’ve covered,
focusing on those topics that are most important for you to retain.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

C H A P T E R

13

I hope that you found this book to be more than the typical stereo
instruction manual that finance works often mimic. A thoughtful exam-
ination should be either a solid refresher for those with significant
finance and accounting experience or an eye-opener for (formerly) 
less sophisticated readers. It has been my goal to make people 
more aware of their surroundings, whether reading the business sec-
tion of the newspaper, preparing for an interview, becoming a more
complete and valuable employee, or just appearing smarter at one’s
next cocktail party.

Just like anything else, the key to financial comprehension and
analysis is never to panic. Should you come across a topic or term that
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doesn’t sound familiar, it probably can still be explained by a chapter
in this book (but it may be called something a bit different). The con-
cepts are universal.

The most important pieces of information that should be retained
from this book are listed below. Read this chapter 10 times if you have
to, but memorize the following:

1. An income statement shows how much money a company brings
in (revenue), what it spends (costs or expenses), and what is 
left over (profit or loss) during a specified period of time 
(often a year).

2. A balance sheet displays what a company owns in the form of
assets, what it owes in the form of liabilities, and what is left over
for its owners in the form of net worth, or equity, at a specific
point in time (often year-end). Remember the house purchase
example: A $100,000 house (the asset) equals the $90,000
mortgage (the liability) plus the $10,000 down payment 
(the equity or net worth).

3. Current assets are expected to become (or be used as) cash
within one year.

4. Long-term assets (like equipment or real estate) aren’t expected
to turn to cash within a year and are used to operate the
business. They are initially listed on the balance sheet at their
original cost.

5. Current liabilities must be paid within one year.

6. Long-term liabilities needn’t be paid for at least a year.

7. The purchase of inventory is not considered an expense until the
goods are sold, because the value is lost at that time. Buying an
asset generally is simply the process of transferring one asset,
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cash, into another asset and does not result in an expense as
there is no immediate value loss.

8. Profitability and liquidity are not the same thing; the timing of
cash receipts is often more important than paper profits.

9. Acceleration of the pace at which you account for long-term
asset value decline through depreciation can increase your 
cash on hand.

10. A company’s employees are managing the business assets for
the owners. Their performance may be measured through the
return generated on the assets that they oversee and the return
generated on the owners’ investment (equity). The cash used
for payroll is one asset that must be aggressively managed for
maximum productivity.

11. Provided that the balance sheets contain sufficient detail, the
cash flow statement offers no new information; it just illustrates
balance sheet changes.

12. Corporate scandals often result from inaccurate revenue or expense
timing, misclassification of expenses through inappropriate
capitalizing, or understating (or outright hiding of) liabilities.

13. Growth in accounts payable relative to sales may be an early
warning sign that a business is in trouble.

14. Watch receivable days outstanding increases as an indicator that a
company may not be able to collect all monies due from customers.

15. Diversification of customer base for a business provides 
financial stability.

16. Beware of excessive debt! It may help earnings if the extra
assets acquired with the money are well managed (and generate
a return in excess of the associated interest expense), but it
adds significant risk and causes increased income volatility.
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17. Companies have cash requirements in excess of those detailed on
the income statement. Investments in equipment and facilities, or
capital expenditures, keep a business competitive.

18. My 60-minute online or DVD course called Accounting In An Hour
(www.AccountingInAnHour.com) explains many of these topics in
a concise interactive video format. Check it out.
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BALANCE SHEET
(END OF LAST YEAR)

A P P E N D I X

Cash $ 100,000

Receivables 50,000

Inventory 150,000

Total Short-Term Assets $ 300,000

Total Long-Term Assets 1,500,000

Total Assets $1,800,000

Payables $ 50,000

Accrued XP 50,000

Total Short-Term Liabilities $ 100,000

Total Long-Term Liabilities 900,000

Total Liabilities $1,000,000

Total Equity 800,000

Total Liabilities & Equity $1,800,000
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Abuses of balance sheet, 117–133
frequent causes of, 175
leverage and “easy” money, 117–124
rating agencies, 124–132
Wall Street, 118–119, 132–133

Acceleration, 175
“Accounting in an Hour” DVD course, 

ix–x, 176
Accounting methods, 63–80

assets, valuing, 68–77
expensing vs. capitalizing, 77–78
inventory (see Inventory)
liquidity, 65–68
working capital, 65–68
write-downs and write-offs, xvii, 78–80, 160

Accounting principles, 59–62
accrual-based accounting, xv, 61–62
author’s approach to, v–x
cash-based accounting, xv, 59–61

Accounts payable, xviii, 161–162, 175
Accounts receivable, 17–19, 111, 159–160
Accretive transaction, 108
Accretive vs. dilutive equity transactions,

107–110
Accrual-based accounting, xv, 61–62
Accrued expenses, 32–33
Acquisition of business, with equity, 106
Activity depreciation method, 74
Amortization, 34–37, 69
Annual report, financial statement notes, 171
Assets, 15–29

accounting methods for valuation, 68–77
on balance sheet, 2
capital expenditures, 91–92
carrying value, xvi–xvii
current assets, 15–20
defined, 2
depreciation, xvi, 68–77
and equity, 41
equity-based purchases of, 106–107
goodwill, 28, 100
inflation impact on, 111–113
intangible assets, xvi, 24–25

long-term (noncurrent) assets, 21–29
market value, xvi–xvii
protecting, 135
quality of, 158–160
tangible assets, xvi, 149
write-downs and write-offs, xvii, 78–80, 160

Audit process, xix–xx, 167–168
Auditor’s letter, financial statement 

notes, 169

Balance sheet
abuses, 117–133, 175
analysis of, 157–158
cash flow statements to illustrate changes

in, 141, 175
changes in, 168–169
components of, 2–3
defined, xiv, 1, 174
effective management techniques, xxi,

135–140
performance, x
utilization and implications, xx–xxi, 

105–115
(See also Assets; Liabilities; specific topics)

Balloon payments, 34
Bankruptcy, 95–100

balance sheet impact of, 136–137
best interest of creditors test, 95
leverage and “easy” money impact, 99–100
liquidation, 95
process of, xviii, 97–100
reorganization, 97–98
restructuring, 96
secured creditors, 95

Best interest of creditors test, 95
Bond and note liabilities, 39–40
Book value, 53–55, 68
Breakeven, 8–9
Business

financial meltdown (2008–2010), xxi, 80,
118–124

management skill improvement, 150–156
starting, xxii, 147–150
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C corporations, 10, 48–49
Calendar effects, accounts payable, 161–162
CapEx (capital expenditures), xvii–xviii, 91–92
Capital

equity, as financing activity, 144–145
paid-in, common stock, 53–55
for starting a business, 147–148
working, xvi, 65–68
(See also Equity capital)

Capital leases, 81–84
Capitalizing vs. expensing accounting methods,

77–78
Carrying value, xvi–xvii
Cash

company requirements, 176
current assets, 16–17
defined, 16
inflation impact on, 111

Cash flow
about, xviii
defined, 92
EBIT, 92–93
EBITDA, 93–94
as finance concept or tools, 92–95

Cash flow statements, 141–145
described, xxi, 141–142
financing activities, 144–145
to illustrate balance sheet changes, 141, 175
investing activities, 143–144
net income, 142
operating activities, 142–143
total change in cash, 145

Cash-based accounting, xv, 59–61
Collateral, in liability, 33–34
Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), 119–120
Commercial paper, 119
Common stock, 47–55

book value, 53–55
C corporations, 48–49
convertible preferred stock, 43–47
defined, 47
limited liability companies (LLCs), 49–50
paid-in capital, 53–55
partnerships, 50–51
retained earnings, 55
S corporations, 49
sole proprietorships, 51
warrants, 51–53

Communication, for management skill
improvement, 152

Competitors, copying successful, management
skill improvement, 154

Composite depreciation method, 75
Contingent liabilities, 100–104
Contracts, seeking, 138
Convertible preferred stock, 43–47
Copyrights as noncurrent assets, 26–27
Corporate structure, 48–51

C corporations, 48–49
limited liability companies (LLCs), 49–50
partnerships, 50–51
S corporations, 10, 49
sole proprietorships, 51
starting a business, 149

Credit rating agencies, 124–132
Currency

equity as, 105–107
fluctuation impacts, 113–115
inflation impact on foreign, 111

Current assets, 15–20
accounts receivable, 17–19
cash, 16–17
defined, 15–16, 174
inventory, 19–20
prepaid expenses, 18–19
short-term investments, 16–17

Current liabilities, 31–33, 174
Customers

concentration of, in financial statement
notes, 170

diversification of base, 137–138, 175
retention of, management skill

improvement, 153

Debt
excessive, as risk, 175
leverage and “easy” money, 117–124
minimizing, 136–137
(See also Liabilities)

Debt instrument abuses, 117–133
frequent causes of, 175
leverage and “easy” money, 117–124
rating agencies, 124–132
Wall Street, 118–119, 132–133

Debt-to-equity ratio, monitoring, xix, 166–167
Default protection insurance, 139
Default rates and credit ratings, 124–132
Deferred revenue vs. accounts receivable, 17–18
Delegation, management skill 

improvement, 156
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Depletion in depreciation, 76–77
Deposit (deferred revenue) vs. accounts

receivable, 17–18
Depreciable cost, 72
Depreciation, 68–77

activity method, 74
composite method, 75
defined, 69
depletion, 76–77
double declining balance method, 72–73
estimated useful life, 68–69
natural resource assets, 75–77
straight-line, 69–72
sum-of-the-year’s digits method, 73–74
tangible assets, xvi
units-of-production method, 74–75
units-of-time method, 75

Design patent, 25
Developed technology as noncurrent asset, 27
Dilutive transaction, 108
Dilutive vs. accretive equity transactions,

107–110
Direct costs, 5–6
Discontinued operations gains/losses, 11
Discount rates in net present value (NPV),

86–90
Diversification of customer base, 137–138, 175
Dividends, 55, 169
Double declining balance depreciation method,

72–73
DVD “Accounting in an Hour” course, 

ix–x, 176

Earnings
expectations, and NPV, 85–91
retained, 55

EBIT (earnings before interest and taxes),
92–93

EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation, and amortization), 93–94

Employees, training, management skill
improvement, 153–154

E&O (errors and omissions) insurance, 139
Equipment

depreciation, 68–77
noncurrent assets, 21
operating vs. capital leases, 81–84

Equity, 41–57
about, xv
on balance sheet, 2–3

common stock, 47–55
as currency, 105–107
debt-to-equity ratio, 166–167
defined, 2–3, 41
minority interest, 56–57
preferred stock, 42–47
warrants, 51–53

Equity capital
and debt minimization, 136
defined, 144–145
financial meltdown, 121–122
on Wall Street, 133

Errors and omissions (E&O) insurance, 139
Estimated useful life, depreciation, 68–69
Exchange rates, foreign, 113–115
Expenses

amortization, 34–37, 69
classification of, 11–12
depreciation, 68–77
direct costs, 5–6
nonoperating, 9, 10–11
operating (overhead), 7–8
projected, starting a business, 148–149
recorded when “value is lost,” 5, 13

Expensing vs. capitalizing accounting methods,
77–78

FIFO (first in, first out) inventory accounting
method, xv–xvi, 63–65

Finance concepts and tools, 81–104
bankruptcy, 95–100
capital expenditures, 91–92
cash flow, 92–95
contingent liabilities, 100–104
“liabilities subject to compromise,” 

95–100
net present value (NPV), 85–91
operating vs. capital leases, 81–84
sale leaseback transactions, 84–85

Financial investors, equity-based purchases by,
109–110

Financial meltdown (2008–2010), xxi, 80,
118–124

Financial statements
analysis of, 157–171
balance sheet (see Balance sheet)
cash flow statements, 141–145
income statement (see Income statement)
notes to, 169–171
projected, starting a business, 148
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Financing activities and cash flow statements,
144–145

Foreign exchange rates, 113–115
Free cash flow, 94–95

General liability insurance, 138
General partnerships, 50
Goodwill, 28, 100
Government intervention

contingent liabilities, 102–104
financial meltdown (2008), 118–124
liabilities subject to compromise, 98–99

Gross margin, 6–7
Gross profit, 6–7
Gross receipts, 4

Hedging transactions, 23
Home mortgage financing abuses, 117–124

Income from interest, 10
Income statement

components, 4
defined, xiv, 3, 174
expenses (see Expenses)
inflation impact on, 112
net income calculations, 9–10
period of time, 3–4
profits calculations, 6–9
revenue, 4–5, 7

Inflation, 111–113
Insurance, maintaining, 138–140
Insurance companies

asset purchases and credit rating 
agencies, 131

contingent liabilities, 102
Intangible assets, 24–25
Intellectual property

copyrights, 26–27
developed technology, 27
patents, 24–25
trademarks, 25–26

Interest
as income, 10
as nonoperating expense, 9
rates, in NPV, 85–91

Inventory
current assets, 19–20
defined, 19
as expense, when “value is lost,” 5, 13, 20,

174–175

FIFO (first in, first out), xv–xvi, 63–65
LIFO (last in, first out), xv, 63–65
value of, 63, 159–160

Investment
activities in, cash flow statements, 143–144
as noncurrent assets, 23–24
personal protections, 140

Issuance of new equity shares, 105

Just-in-time (JIT) inventory, 160

K–1 tax form, 48

Last in, first out (LIFO) inventory accounting,
xv, 63–65

LBO (leveraged buyout), 100
Leases, 81–85

operating vs. capital leases, 81–84
sale leaseback transactions, ix, xi, 

84–85, 162
Leveraged buyout (LBO), 100
Liabilities, 31–40

about, xiv–xv
on balance sheet, 2
of company, risk of purchasing, 106–107
contingent, 100–104
current, 31–33
debt-to-equity ratio, 166–167
defined, 2, 31
and equity, 41
excessive debt, as risk, 175
in financial statement notes, 169–170
leverage and “easy” money, 117–124
“liabilities subject to compromise,” 95–100
long-term, 31, 33–40
minimizing debt, 136–137
mortgage, 35, 38–40
note and bond liabilities, 39–40

Liabilities subject to compromise, 95–100
LIFO (last in, first out) inventory accounting

methods, xv, 63–65
Limited liability companies (LLCs), 49–50
Limited partnerships, 50–51
Liquidity

accounting methods, 65–68
defined, 65
vs. profitability, 175

Litigation, in financial statement notes, 170
LLCs (limited liability companies), 49–50
Locations, researching, starting a business, 149
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Long-term (noncurrent) assets, 21–29
copyrights, 26–27
defined, 21, 174
developed technology, 27
equipment, 21
goodwill, 28
intangible assets, 24–25
investments, 23–24
real estate and related improvements, 22
trademarks, 25–26

Long-term debt, as financing activity, 144–145
Long-term liabilities, 33–40

defined, 31, 174
mortgage, 35, 38–40
short-term portion of, 33–35

Long-term options, warrants as, 51–53

Malpractice insurance, 139
Management

effective techniques for balance sheet, xxi
need for strong, 137
skill improvement, 150–156

Market value, 68
Members and membership interests, LLCs,

49–50
Minority interest, 56–57
Mortgages, 35, 38–40, 117–124

Natural resource assets and depreciation, 75–77
Net income, 9–10, 142
Net interest expense/net interest income, 10
Net present value (NPV), 85–91
Net worth (see Equity)
“No-doc” loans, 117–118
Noncurrent assets, 21–29

copyrights, 26–27
defined, 21, 174
developed technology, 27
equipment, 21
goodwill, 28
intangible assets, 24–25
investments, 23–24
real estate and related improvements, 22
trademarks, 25–26

Nonoperating expenses, 9, 10–11
Note and bond liabilities, 39–40
NPV (net present value), xvii, 85–91
Number of items sold, in revenue calculation,

4–5

Obligations (see Liabilities)
Operating activities, 142–143
Operating expenses (overhead), 7–8
Operating leases, 81–84
Operating margin, 8
Operating profit, 8–9
Operation efficiencies, management skill

improvement, 152–153
Organization, management skill 

improvement, 151
Oversight, management skill improvement, 156

Paid in kind (PIK), 42
Paid-in capital, common stock, 53–55
Partnerships, 50–51
Patents, 24–25
Payroll taxes as expenses, 11
Performance, by employee, 175
PIK (paid in kind), 42
P&L statement (see Income statement)
Plant patent, 25
Preferred stock, 42–47
Prepaid expenses, 18–19
Present value, net (NPV), xvii, 85–91
Price of goods sold, in revenue, 4–5, 7
Price/earnings (P/E) ratio, 90
Profit and loss statement 

(see Income statement)
Profit in income statement, 6–9
Profitability vs. liquidity, 175

Rating agencies, 124–132
Real estate and related improvements

financing abuses and consequences, 117–124
inflation impact on, 111–112
mortgages, 35, 38–40, 117–124
noncurrent assets, 22

Receivable days outstanding, monitoring,
158–160, 175

Recordkeeping, starting a business, 150
Registered trademark, 26
Researching locations, starting a business, 149
Retained earnings, 55, 168
Retained earnings, common stock, 55
Return on assets

monitoring, xix, 162–165
vs. return on equity (ROE), 120–121, 165

Return on equity (ROE)
monitoring, xix, 165–166
vs. return on assets, 120–121, 165
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Revenue, income statement, 4–5, 7
Rights offering, 136
Risks, managing, 135
ROE (see Return on equity (ROE))

S corporations, 10, 49
Sale leaseback transactions, xvii, xix, 84–85, 162
Sales, management skill improvement, 154–155
Sales taxes as expenses, 11
Secured obligations, 33–34, 35, 38–40
Shareholder value, improving, 150–151
Short-term (current) assets, 15–20

accounts receivable, 17–19
cash, 16–17
defined, 15–16, 174
inventory, 19–20
prepaid expenses, 18–19
short-term investments, 16–17

Short-term investments, 16–17
Short-term portion of long-term liabilities,

33–35
SIVs (structured investment vehicles), 118
Sole proprietorships, 51
Starting a business, xxii, 147–150
Stock, 42–55

common, 47–55
gains/losses, nonoperating expenses, 11
preferred, 42–47
purchase of, with equity, 106

Straight-line depreciation, 69–72
Strategic investors, equity-based purchases by,

109–110
Structured investment vehicles (SIVs), 118
Sum-of-the-year’s digits depreciation method,

73–74

Tangible assets, xvi, 149
(See also Depreciation)

Taxes
corporate structure, 48–51
nonoperating expenses, 9, 10–11
revenue from, 4

Time
in future, and net present value (NPV), 

85–91
period of, and income statement, 3–4

Tools
for finance (see Finance concepts and tools)
for management skill improvement, 

151–152
Total financing activities, 145
Total operating activities, 143
Trademarks, 25–26
Training, management skill improvement,

153–154
Turnover (revenue), income statement, 

4–5, 7

Umbrella insurance, 140
Underwriting, mortgage loan, 123–124
Units-of-production depreciation method,

74–75
Units-of-time depreciation method, 75
Unregistered service mark, 26
Unregistered trademark, 26
Unsecured obligations, 33–34
Utility patent, 25
Utilization of balance sheet, 105–115

about, xx–xxi
accretive vs. dilutive equity transactions,

107–110
currency fluctuation impacts, 113–115
equity as currency, 105–107
inflation impacts, 111–113

Valuation (see specific topics)

Wall Street, abuses of balance sheet, 118–119,
132–133

Warrants, 51–53
Worker’s compensation insurance, 138–139
Working capital, xvi, 65–68
Write-downs, xvii 78–80, 160
Write-offs, xvii 78–80, 160
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